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first-class Hotel in every respect, ara view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure Beeking

ranged especially with

DURABILITY

Dublic.
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UNEQUALLED.
Please call and examine it before purchasing.

United States

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

Hotel duriug the past year has been entliely
remodeled and enlarged bv the addition of 24
new rooms, also new dining room, reading room,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, makiug it now, with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the
city. It bag
beeD newly painteo ami frescoed, refurnished, (many
of the rooms with black walnut iurniture) and newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and brigfct, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hoiel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it offers superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market affords,
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SQUARE,

Slate Mantles.

J.

EL

ffiwni&Uj

for tlioso desirous of escaping tho severity of the
Northern climate. Temperature never falls below
Fahrenheit nor rises above S2“, and the variation does not exceed Si in 24 hours.

FOGG,

and
We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
British Mail Steamers tiVt ItY TISIV
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
DAYS
the
Slate
Co.
for
Portland
by
Mayfield
soleagents
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
| From
Trip only 48 Honrs and in Sight of Land
We have on hand the largest aud best asnearly the Entire Distance. Illustrated Nassortment ot any house fin the stale. BUILiDsau Guide, sent free on application.
MURRAY,
KKSANP CONTRACTORS wil find it to
FERRIS & CO., 62 South Street, New York; or,
their advantage to call and examine our
W. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents, Exgoods.
change Street, Portland.
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MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
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Full of the
Seminaries.

$1.00.
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HENKY FOX, Clerk.
dtd

American School Music Readers is ’cOT

cts., and 50 cts. Fine graded course for Primary and
G rammar Schools. All the preceding works are compilations of those thorough teachers and composers,
L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden.
Phoorfnl VniPDG A very popular collection of
50 ctn.
UllUuliui VUlUUOi School Songs.

Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.

National Hymn and Tnne Boot asrsite

collection of Sacred Music extant for opening and
closing schools.
Wo also call
attention to those excellent
collections of School Songs: “Metry
Chimes,” “Golden Wreath,” “Nightingale,”
and “Golden Robin,” each 50 cts; to/’Deems* Solfeggios.” “Panseron’s A B C,” Perkin’s “Orphean,”

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the Tast census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
.giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
-Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canaria printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,

complete

“Hour of Singing,” all for the higher schools,
Mason’s great Music Charts, $8, and
Dr. Streeter’s treatise on “Primary Elements, 60 cts.

BOSTON.

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, CommerInsurance, Real Egtate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in ad-

C. II. DitNon&Co.
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the road leading from
and known
Freeport Corner to South Freeport,
It contains about 80 acres oi
-os the Weston Farm.
land
under
a good
arable
land, wood and timber and
A good orstate of cultivation, and well watered.
The
buildings arc
chard and fences in good repair.
The house is a story am
new and in good condition.
I hen
a halt with an ell, and finished throughout.
is a good chance for brick making near a wharf.
Also one half in common of about two acres o
land with buildings and a wharf. This property wil
be sold at a bargain.

3TEPIIEN WESTON,

Administrator of estate of
JAMES WESTON,
wtf40
P. O. Address, Box 334, Gardiner, Me.
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72 page Book,
Wall Street,
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Bankers
York.
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Terms cash.

MOST cruel and rascally use of our firm name
has just been brought to our notice. A few
days since some person with an evident intent tc
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected citizen, a merabpr of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The above reward is offered for the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into ill
repute in the community.

A

BUNCE,

UNDERTAKER*,
FEDERAL STREET.

I,9*
-Jan-1_dlwteod3m

LOWELL, 36 Union street
NELL <& CO., 38 Onion street.

PEEH(i?S..reflVirinS
Home”
Oi

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dit. F, W. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

d4wt

OATMEAL

SOAP.

is known world wide

as

Robin-

son’s Oatmeal Glycerine. It is the cheapest fine
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask for ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
janl8t(14w
Wanted for the GREAT

CENTENNIAL

HISTORY,

price, quick sales. Extra terms,
ZIEGLER & CO„ 518 Arch St., Pbila.,Pa.

700 pages. low

P. W.
jail 18<4w

A GREAT OFFER

J!

Wc wiilMor<ii)| Ihc HOLIOAY* dispose
of IOO PIANO* and ORGANS of first elans
makers, including WATEIM1 J lower
rices than ever before offered.
Monthly
istallairnfs received running from 12 to
36 m.nlhi. Warranted for G years. Second Hand Instrument!) at extremely low
prices for cash Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Agents wanted. VVarerooms 4*1 ({roadway,
N.V. HORACE IVATERfAMOHIf.

E
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Bring you
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175 Greenwich St., New York.
4wt
EOIi

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
UP

PUT
ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, anil
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO„ BostoD, Mas*.
J-tn22
lllwt
_

_

J

■V
|I fifi.33 i

~B Agents for the bestselling
p| izu

Package in the
It contains 15 sheets
paper, 15 envelopes, golden Pen, Pen
Bolder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular lree. BKIDE & CO., 762 Broadway, N. Y.
dlwt

$10 For Day
apply

St*/

to

made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
be

CAN
9and 10 A.
iic.,

to

is decided to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles ot the shade and chimney#
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
alter being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving ot from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any ether burner.

C.

M.,orenclose$1.00foi sample,directions,
Box 1952, Portland, Maine.
jan2l'deodtf

Has
Dear
tack of
health.

Sir—My daughter, alter having a severe atwhooping cough, was left in a feeble state ol
Being advised by a friend she tried the Veg
btine, and after using a few bottles was fully re-

Xu. MAR8TON,

stored to health.
I fcuve been a great sufferer from Rheumatism. I
have taken several bottles of the Vegetine for this
complaint, and am happy to say it has entirely cured
I have recommended the Vegetine toothers,
me.
with the same good results. It is a great cleanser
and purifier of the blood; it is pleasant to take: and

Wanted._

obtained in the Uuited States,
Ca,iaJa* and Europe; terms as
*ow as those ot any other reliaI
ble house.
I
1
i
1
Correspondence inj
x ix X U11
i KJ vited in the English and
foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful.
you want a Patent,
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cases,

$25.
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TlOral

or

cheerfully

recommend it.

Sold by all Druggists & Dealers Everywhere,
jans
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MONEY

Is made faster ami more
easily in stock speculation
t^ttn in any other legitimate way.

r'v reei
2S„B%,SW,¥fu“«

JJL.

model or sketch

written in all mat-

Address
ALEX, frothing IK a
& CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley.
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,

ma2fi_deodly
For Sale.

D. C.

our “Guide foe obtaining
book of 50 pages.
Address:—I.OUIM BAGGER A CO., SOLICITORS of Patents. Washinqton, 1). C.,P. O
Box 444.
dec28dtf

SSF^Send Stamp for
a

THE LOWEST EVER OFFERED.
privileges one

from the market at
low rates will pay large profits the next 30 days,
on large or small amounts. Gold, Stocks, Cotton and
Tobacco bought and sold on the most liberal terms.
Satisfactory advances made on consignments; price
lists and circulars free.

STOCK

per cent

!

8-ke^red German D FLUTE, silver keys and
ONEtrimmings,
ivory blow joint, German silvei

patent tuning slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
little used, warranted
perfect and in perfect
case, live dollars’ worth
music. All cost $50.00 at th€
manufactory of Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling. I will send the instrument C. O.
D., with privilege of
examining before being paid foi
by paying express charges both ways. It not as represented it can be returned. Price with
case, books
of instruction, &c., $30.00. Address
F. W. LAPHAM,
iol^
nol8dtf
Augusta, Maine.
lined,

put

a

*°8et}mr with Morocco
of instructions and

CHARLES

SMEDLEY & CO.,
BANKERS A BROKERS,
40 Broad Street, Near Gold & Stock Ex
cliauge, New Vork.
P. O. Box 3774.
janl2ii&w3m4

ainportanlto Business Men.

NO

Presses used in copying
time, trouble and expense.

letters,

etc.

Save

page Note, with luk, $2.50. Agents Wanted.
HOOGKINS & GILBERT,
Address,
36 Bromfield S>t., Room 13.
Boston Mass.
jan21dlm*

El BBS.-—At Wholesale and Retail cheaper
than can he bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Eaetory in Gorham, opposite

SB

Depot.
nov3

Can be
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WtUTAlAN LESLIE.
Uti

de—d&w Cm

SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED
at

the home of the patient without the use of the

KNIFE

HI

Excelsior let-

Copying Book*and Ink. Copies instantly without press, brush or water, perfectly clean and
legible. Prices: 300 page Letter, with ink, $3 00.
500 do. $3.75. 500 page Legal, with Ink, $4 50. 300
ter

Alex.Frolliingliani

customer*
1 hey have
in different parts ol
cuscomers,
the world. Their
popularity arises from dealing with
them customers honestly.
They invest sums ranging
from Ten Dollars to
$50,000, and give as strict personal attention to small investments as to
largo. B\
the combined strength of so much
capital concentrating in their hands, they are often able to control
the price of certain Btocks,
consequently realizing foi
them customers enormous gains.
They also send a
Weekly Report free to those desiring to speculate,
Sehd lor it —Pittsburgh Commercial. Jan. 14,1870.

m ICfeSRIE
Patents,”

Me8ara-

15
1
?ave Pai(^ to their
days over $450,000.
o?tn,?e last thirtywho
over 3000
reside

du

the Patent Office, and if
think it patentable, will send you papers and ad-

dinary

can

JAMBS MORSE, 364 Athens Street.

and a full description ot
your invention. We will
rnakeau examination at

we

Boston, October, 1870.

Mr. Stevens:
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I

Entirely Cured Me.

,T

PROPRIETOR FOR JUAINE,
1U8 Exchange Street.
Agent
octlldtf

hon-

S150 month, sure.
^INVENTORS’ UNION,

over

Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these
complaints, it invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inttamation, cleanses and cures ulceration, cures constipation, and regulates the bowels.

quite

-'ne*8dtf.

ja25

plate
family sowing, dress-making,
embroidering and fancy-work in wooIb, Ac.,copying,
Sc.
oeilSH
anu

W. H. PEN-

or

PA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
l/U CARD*, with name, 40c« or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. U. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.

Notice.
work done please
W. O. A., No. 16 Spring
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USE

DOLLARS REWARD.

MORSE &

HICK

LING & CO.,
Broadway, New
jneI9eod&wly#

LIAM

FARRINGTON.

__wtd46
FIFTY

JOHN

Steam Engine and Boiler
ENGINE an upright of about six horse
fglHE
A power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WIL-

Agents

Congress.

Combined

explaining everything.

and Brokers,

near

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

ePOUV/«

FOR SALE,

jau7

Street,

THE ELLIS PATENT

in Wall Street often
leads to fortune.
A
Men and Idioms oi

entitled.

Dear Sir—I have heard from very many sources of
the great success of Vegetine in cases of Scrotula,
and other
diseases of kindred nature. I make no hesitation in
saying that I know Vegetine to be the most reliable
remedy for Catarrh and General Debility.
My wife has been troubled witli Catarrh for many
years, and at times very badly. She has thoroughly
tried every supposed remedy that we could hear of,
and with all this she has for several years been gradually growing worse, and the discharge from the head
was excessive and very offensive.
She was in this condition when she commenced to
take Vegetine ; I could see that she was improving
on the second bottle. She continued
taking the Veoetine until she had used from twelve to fifteen bottles. 1 am now happy in informing you and the
public (if yon choose to make it public) that she is entirely cured, and Vegetine accomplished the cure
after nothing else would. Htnoo 1 feel justified In
saying that Vegetine is the most reliable remedy
and would advise ali Buttering
humanity to try it for
I believe It to he a good, honest, vegetable
medicine,
and I shall not hesitate to recommend It. I am. &c.,
L. C. CAKDELL,
respectfully,
Store 451 Broadway.

Eheumatism, Kidney Complaiut Catarrh,

CONSUMERS!

Q KAA

mortgaged
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on

ol Heal

BY
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SALE.

Sale

virtue of a power of sale contained in and of
the provisions of a certain mortgage deed given
by Job R. Duran, of Portland, Cumberland County,
State of Maine, to George L. Wescott, of said Portland, dated 11th October, 1869, recorded iu the registry of deeds for said county, book 369, page 58, which
said mortgage was duly assigned to me, Ira P. Farrington, the 28th October, 1875, by assignment recorded in said registry, book 422, page 430, will hq
sold, for breach of the conditions of said mortgage,
at public auction, on the premises hereinafter described, on the twenty-eighth day of February next, at
3 o’clock in the afternoon, a certain lot of land, with
all the improvements that may be thereon, situated
in said Portland on the northwesterly side of Lincoln street, and bounded as follows;
Commencing
on the northerly corner of Lincoln and Elm street,
thence running about northwesterly by the northeasterly side of Elm street, twenty feet and seven
inches, to the centre of the partition wall between the
block of two bouses numbered thirty-one and thirtythree (31 and 33) Elm street, thence through the centre of the partition wall of said block, about northseventy-five feet, to land now or formerly
owned by Charles Q. Clapp, thence southeasterly, by
the line of said Clapp’s land, twenty feet and seven
inches, to a stake on the northwesterly side line ol
Lincoln street, thence southwesterly, by the side line
of Lincoln street, seventy-five teat, to the bounds
begun at. Said lot has, since said mortgage was given,
been
by said Duran to Nathan Hill, ol
Roliinsforu, State of New Hampshire, and the light
to redeem is now owned, or supi»osed to be owned, by
George R. Davie, of said Portland.

GAS

dlm*ttfd&w
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geuine Oatmeal Soap

W&S&w2w

iriovlesigee’s
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FARM

Philadelphia.

New York.

jan25

vertising would like to know.
Address GEO. P. ROWEVA Ac CO.,
41 Park Bow, New York.
se7
dl3*m

PLEASE.

Broadway,

J. E. Ditoon dk Co.
S uccessors to Lee& Walker

35cTeinplo

absent friends,l ost or stolen goods, gives advico on
law and business, gives names, &c. Office,
564 1-4 Congress Street, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p. m.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.

B

CO.,

was

MAKE IT PUBLIC.
Sourn Boston, Feb. a, 1871.
E. H. Stevens, Esq.

STATE.

or

jan3dffw*ttf

All books sent by mail, post-free, for retail pi ice.

OLIVER DITSON &

Fortune Teller,
Husband, looks after

describes your future wife

For 3 Female voices.
best ol flue music for

flhninn IJlpinn

BOUTELLE,

Seventh daughter ot the seventh Son,

BEST

THE

I’liREiSA HGHB,

K'orf lanti,

Clairvoyant and

PRICES

Skates ground and all kinds of mechanical Repairing done in the best style.

MCLAUGHLIN & CO.,
■

at

Cutlery

For sale by

jald3m

LOW

1IV

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
CI1A*.

n»*orfnieut

Also Hie only complete stock of

-Brilliant-

~RIDLLE.

Choir. ««ie^
High School
High Schools. Sougs
2, and parts.

Annual Meeting ot the Maine Steamship
I Company, for the choice of officers and any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be holden at their office, Franklin Wharf, on
WEDNESDAY, the 2d day of February, 1876, at 10

Beat Work at Moderate Prices.

DEVOE’S

aulCeod&wGm

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.

I'll HE

VERY

OIL,

ME.

splendid

A

COUNSELLOR -AT-LAW,
311-2 Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.
P O R T X. A N D

hopeless.

advised to make a trial of the Vegetine,
the providence of God, lias cured me.
That he may bless the use of your medicine to
others,
as he has to me, and that his divine
grace may attend you. is the heartfelt prayer of your admiring
humble servant.
BENJAMIN PET TING ILL.
P. S.—Mine is but one among the many cures your
medicine has eilected in this place
B. P.
I

At

PBESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, FEB. 1, 1876
"We ilo not read anonymous letters and communications. Tlie name anti address of tlie writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
Eveby regular attache of the Pbess is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

journal.
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Concerning Hair.
The most seusible freak—for doubtless it is
only a freak, and not a settled purpose—in
which Our Lady of Fashion has indulged for
a long time is the latitude she
gives her votaries in regard to the wearing of their hair.
The only condition she has made is that the
hair shall be worn so as to reveal and not
conceal the natural shape of the head. If
this rule only he adhered to each woman has
the privilege of arranging her locks in the
manner best suited to the contour of her
face. They may be worn in coil or braid,
massed low down in the neck or worn as
high as possible, twisted in “door-knob” or
other bunch, or plaited and then loosened
out into the ripples to which the previous
confinement gives birth. Each woman may
have a fashion of her own, and arrange her
tresses in the way most becoming to ber.
Of course the styles greatly favor those who
are so fortunate as to have well-shaped heads,
but they are honestly entitled to the advantage which nature has given them. The
fashions have certainly been neat and graceful, and so comfortable that women tell us in
an expressive bit of
slang that they are
“letting their hair take a rest.”
The sensible and pretty styles now in vogue
ought to last; but there come vague hints
that the rats and mice and such small deer
which have infested the feminine head for so
many years are about to come back again,
and that all women, even those with locks as
luxuriant as Godiva’s and heads as wellshaped as any that Phidias or Praxitiles
chiseled, are to be required to wear hot, unhealthy and uncleanly masses of false hair.
There is some excuse for those who “thatch
their poor thin roofs with burthens of the
dead,” but none for those who have luxuriant hair of their own, unless they hope by
chance to find in the huge masses they
buy the three hairs from the beast
which
Amoronthologosphoras
Reynard
told Miss
Magpie would assure to their
possessor youth and beauty forever. But
women should
bear in mind that these
false contrivances take from hair all Us romance.
Genuine hair is a glorious thing, a
thing to be “petted and jewelled and caressed.” We have it on apostolic authority
that long hair is the glory of woman, and
through the woof of all literature, and art,
and history, runs a golden thread of hair.
The tresse3 of Berenice were thought worthy
to be put among the stars, and became a constellation there. Though the capillary attraction may not be as strong as set forth in
the oft-quoted lines from Pope, yet it is sufficiently strong to bewitch the senses of
men—but the hair must be genuine. Very
likely in the far-away times women played
strange tricks with their hair, and those who
lacked long tresses called in the aid of art to
supply the deficiency; but there is no reason
for believing that Greek and Roman women
piled great braids and coils upon the tops of
their heads just in the place where so much
hair ought not to be.
One feminine caprice, it is true, has come
to us from the Romans—the fashion of blonde
hair. The Roman ladies, despite the objurgations of Ovid, bought the hair of German
and Gallic women, and made of it blonde
"
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rrurn inese sources

since have come the tresses which
“seem like fine gold,” and the peasant girls
ol Brittany havp sold their hair for two thousand years. But even the sophisticated Roman ladies did not bleach their dark locks
with ammonia and so efface their beauty—
possibly because they did not know how. It
was left for the Nineteenth Century, which
has been called the century of blondes, to do
that. The caprice originated, if tradition
may be trusted, a score of years ago with a
French actress who wearied of her dark
beauty, and so had the fancy of making herself blonde for a change.
It must be confessed that in rqtnanco and
art the blonde has had the preference, the
poets and painters having generally given her
their support—perhaps because gold is so
good a descriptive epithet and so admirable a
color to light up the canvas. But these
judges have been divided, and the battleroyal between blonde and brunette has been
carried on through the centuries, sometimes
with the advantage to the one, sometimes to
the other. If the painters of Italy and Flanders have usually pictured the one, the authority of Murillo, Vandyck and Antonio More has been thrown for the other.
The poets
are more evenly divided.
Sadi, the Persian,
apostrophizes his mistress thus: “Deck thyself in thy hair, I will love thee like the night,
and in thy presence I will forget the day.”
The Arabs admiringly sing of black hairs that
flutter like the raven’s wing; and of the
Egyptian maid with a tress of whose hair
borne to his feet by the waves of the Nile the
Pharaoh fell in love we are told that the
blackness of her locks was as the darkness of
night. The Greek poets were divided in
their allegiance, one singing of hair “black
and living like the cicala,” another of “honey-colored” hair. But their high goddesses
were, with one exception, blonde. Atheno
was notably the blue-eyed maid.
Yet Aphro.
dite, whom they picture as black-eyed, may
well be an offset to all the others. Still there
is a doubt if tho sea born goddess rose from
the waves enwrapped in a dusky mantle of
hair, for one speaks of her as the golden Venus, and another paints her as all dishevelled
with light. Proserpine, the “fair flower”
whom Dis plucked, may, in spite of the conventional epithet, be supposed to have been
ever

which, under

COBB,
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SKATES I

BLOCK,
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St. Paul, Aug. 22,1864.
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STANTON

time) it surpasses
invigorates the whole
and purifier of the

same

K. H. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir—I should be wauling in gratitude, if I
failed to acknowledge what the vegetine has done
for me, I was attacked about eleven months since
with Bronchitis, which settled into Consumption. I
bad night sweats and fever chills; was distressed for
breath, and frequently spit blood; was all emaciated,
very weak, and so low that my friends thought my

d3m

JOHN €.

and (Second Anniversary of

needs at
of.

a great cleanser
are many of my

HEARTFELT PRAYER.
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The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall he healed.
Rooms 11 and 14 Fluent Blockdtf
nov8

WASHINGTON CAMP NO. 4, P.
O. S. Of A-,
At LANCASTER HAM., Friday Evening February 4th, 1876.
Tickets $1.00, admitting Gentand Lady. Music by
Chandler’s Band, D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
ST&Tk
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class

Boston, Mass., May 9,1871.

Christmas Presents

Dr. D. T. Wilde,
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244 Middle Street*
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PHOTOGRAPHER,

Jewelry,
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Exchange Street
Attorney at executed
Law, 491-2
with promptness and disEESi“Businees

Rev. J. W. Johnston.

laboring

Especially among the aged class of people, it impo^s to them the one thing most needful in old age—
iAghfs of calm, sweet repose, thereby strengthening
the mind as well as the body. One aged lady, who
has been suffering through life from scrofula, and
has become blind through its effects,
having tried
many remedies with no favorable result, was induced
by friends to try the Vegetine. After taking a few
bottles, she obtained such great relief that she expressed a wish for her sight, that she might be able
to look upon the man who bad sent her such a blesYours respectfully,
sing.
O. P. H. HODGE, Police Officer, Station 6.

ALDEN J. BLETHER,

THURSDAY EVENING, the 3d,

the

tory effect.

2dl, Nearly Opp. ihc Ealmputli.

Probate Business ami Collections.

The fifth Lecture in the above course will be given on

to

blood. There
acquaintances who
have taken it, and all unite in praise of its satisfac-

hAmson,

Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, Clocks, etc.

Maine.

Saccarappa,

Pine SL M. E. Ctati Lecture Course.

FOR

Watches aud
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LAMSOX,

n.

201 MIDDLE ST.,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

THUSDA Y EVENING, Feb. 3rd.
Admittance 50 cents.
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VALUABLE

€.

■

(Second Term)
XgA-TSTCASTER HALL,

one

system;

F* IVE. JErLJ^TH?~ $

SECOND GRAND ASSEMBLY,

belonging

one

I ever heard
everything
it is

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HOLMES’

AIM-.-TO

(which every

Attorney at Law,
49 1-3 EXCHANGE

Every

knows the inconvenience of being obliged to labor
when the body, from debility, almost refuses to perform its daily task. I never was a believer in dosing
with medicines: but having heard the Vegetine
spoken of so highly, was determined to try it, and
shall never regret that determination.
As a tonic

PERRY,

jan2l

Price, Twenty-five

bor.

STANTON BLOCK,

J.

JOHiY

50 cents
35
25 *’

—

I have not enjoyed good health for several years
past, yet have not allowed it to interfere with my la-

No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
dtf
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OF A

POLICEMA H

Street.

Attorney .at Law,
OFFICE

REPORT

—

FESSENDEN,

D. W.

Tickets for sale at the Museum box office, trom 9
o’clock A. M., till 9 o clock P. M.
Doors opeu at 1 o’clock; Entertainment begins at
2 o’clock.
jan31dtd

Per order,

PUBLIC
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Alii,

Subject,—An Hour in Utepia.

29 Marks! Square Portland Me.
an!7eodtf

I. 3?. BVA-RRINO-TOISPS,

OVER

Phil’s Birthday

Orchestra Chairs
Umrved hreM Circle
General Admission

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

180

Mi KILE’S WILL

NUTTER BROS. & CO.

WM. H.

—

aft ernoon, Feb.

AND

Exchange St,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,
beautifully situated and well kept. United States

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

43 1-3

P.

N.

NASSAU,

A FAMOUS WINTER RESORT

No. 37 Plum Street.

A HAPPY PAIR !
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Hotel,

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
promptly

WIN«, Proprietor

A

Perfectly Gas Tight.

ECONOMY

A. REITH.

J. W. A H. H. McDUFFEE, Cor, Middle
& Union His.

1>E WITT HOUSE,

STEPHEN BERRY,

The Little Treasure

SITUATED

This furnace is without exaggeration,
ihe most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I> has the best Grate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.
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TIMOTHY WOLCOTT, Proprietor.
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HOTEL,

OTST THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
liorucr Irrine Place nud ICh Hired, New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city* Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of tho city by street cars and
stages.
C. B, PKBBUV. Prop.
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Hired._

WESTMINSTER

C.

•

—

Frank W. True,
C. W. Howe,
W. G. Norris,
Chas. J. Pennell,
Geo. H. Poor.
J. K. Martin,
Tickets may be obtained of the committee.
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CR4M,

Legal buemeita of nil kind*
tended to.

music BY CHANDLER.
There will be a Concert by the String Band of 20
pieces one-half hour previous to the Grand March.
Tickets $1.00. Gallery Tickets, admitting Gent
and Lady, 60 cents. Knights will appear in uuiform.
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Friday, Feb. 4th,—Benefit of Inabel Waldron.
in.
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J. A. MERRILL, A CO., 139 Middle St.

of Brown 81.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

The Champion Clog Dancer of the State, has been

engaged duringjthe production

P

YOUNG, Experienced
No. 70 Pearl Hi.
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Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
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STREET

FREE
Opposite
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PROF. CHAS. GRIMMER.

MONJO!-LODUE,

JOBBER,

PORTLAND, ME.

Music Arranged Expressly lor this Piece
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5(> Market Street, Printers Exchange,

Jfew Scenery by D. RICHARDS.
Mechanical Effects by A. PAGE.

Box office open from 9

BABCOCK.

Watch and Chronometer Marker*’ Tool*;
Mathematical, Optical and Pliilo*
Mophical Instrument*, School
Apparatus, Arc.,
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BY

Horse Shoers.
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Roofers.
J. N. McCOY A CO., ‘28 Spring

MANUFACTURER OF

scenery,

EILEEN OGE !
—
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MODEL

AND UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
The beautiful Irish Drama with entire
entitled
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oxed and matted.

Proprietor..
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J. 1.
ol Cross, Portland#

Suits, Lounges. Spring:
Beds, Mattresses,
flic I)enough Patent Bed Lounge., £c.
min ted Chairs, Ac.
SJP*A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
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©

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, ‘230 Fore Street, Cor.

Parlor

W

©

A
Horst shoers at

HOOPER,
U PHOLSTEREE

£

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange Hi. Upholstering ol all kinds
done to order.

J. H.

MAHtTFACTUBEB

FURNACE.

Carpenters and Builders.

RORINSON
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Mass. Institute of Technology.

or

CAUSTICS

without pain. Addrens,
A. II
UK.
BROWN,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
And

Correspondence
also

from

Physicians

solicited.

Appointment of Fire Marshal.
The Portland Board of Fire Underwrithit vine;
ers,
appointed IIABRW €<
BARNJEM, £»q., Fire Marshal, or Inspector for ihe Winter, all parties knowing of
Unsafe Chimneys, Furnaces or anything
of the klud wi*l please notify him at his
resilience, NO. I26FEDEUAL STKKIiT,
opposite the Park. Per order of Board.
aul2eodtf
T. J. LITTLE, Hec-j.
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surroundings, though her mother, Ceres, had
hair like ripe corn. In their lesser immortals
the Greeks wavered. Leda is pictured as a
dark beauty, but Helen and Daphne were
fair.

TERMS $8.00 PER

.

THE

For Catalogue of 1875-76 send to
HAITI’l. KNKEI.AND,
ja31d2w
Secretary, Boston, Mass.
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BOV» BLOCK.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
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Exchange, No. 111 Exchange Ht.
HlflALVi & SHACK FORD? No. 35 Plum
Hired.

18 Eree Hired.

Nos. 31 nod 33 Free St.
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Book Binders.
A. QUINCY, Room 11, Priulcra’

176 Middle Street.

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
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every other day after first week, 50 cents.
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week, $1.00; 50 cents per week afcer.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three iusertions
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The Circe of Homer

was

“a dread

goddess, gleaming-haired,” but Cassandra
was dark, as was the ill-fated daughter of
Agamemnon. Pindar was partial to darkhaired women, but the other poets favored
the fair ones.
Rome patterned after Greece.
Virgil’s
Camilla was a fair woman, and Horace sings
only ot blondes: but Ovid gives mead of praise
to brown women.
The brunettes will not
care to hear that Messalina was brown, but
they will be reconciled at thought of Cleopa'
It is
tra with her “strong toil of grace.”
not improbable that the golden hair of the
Latin poets was the flaming gold of the
rousse, for we are told that the Roman women sometimes gave their hair a fiery tinge
the better to express the order of their senti-

Something different was the warm
Venetian tone of the Italian painters, a tint
which Tasso doubtless had in mind in his
Armida with her “locks ot gold making light
the air with their flash.”
Ariosto’s Alcina
had “long fair hair, as gold resplendent,”—
but that was false hair, and he further speaks
of her two black eyes, the lurking places of
love.
The first English poets patterned after
Italian models. Both the Acrasia and the
Britomart of Spenser were light. Shakespeare speaks of “a golden m esh,” of hair like
to the summer’s corn, and once says “your
chestnut was ever the only color;” but he
again speaks of his lady’s b^ow decked with
ments.

black as mourning that painting and usurping
hair should ravish doters with a false aspect
—a palpable hit. Milton has made the mother of the race
with “unadorned golden
tresses worn dishevelled.”
On the other
hand his starred Ethiop queen was doubtless
dark. Against so many golden women wo

only place the houiis of Mahomet and
Spain. Later English
poets have pictured sometimes bruue and
sometimes blonde, but chietly blonde.
Otway made his heroine with golden locks
which make wanton gambols with the wind.
Donne speaks of radiant hair, Dryden of
shining hair, Allan Cunningham of hair that
glitters, Addison of beaming hair. But Pope
in the Rape of the Lock pictures the heroine
with two sable ringlets giving new beauties
to the snowy neck. Byron speaks of auburn
curls that would set ten poets raving. Collins
describes Dope as golden-haired.
Mrs.
Browning is responsible for amber-colored
clouds of hair stirred into gold by motion.
Tennyson’s sweet girl graduates in their golden hair are familiar to all, and so also is his
Princess “robed iu the long night of her deep

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE

Our New York Letter.

Bank Cashier* anil Burglar*.-The
Crap
of Failure*.-The Political Outlook.
-Suuin Cox and hi* Eccentricitic*.

can

the Moorish maids of

hair.”
The advocates on both sides have been hyperbolical in their expressions of admiration.
Nestor Roqueplan has said that “God gave
blonde hair to the women of the North to
console the men for having no sun.”
ITeine
raves over the dark-haired women of Poland,
will not lower their charms by calling them
angels but insists on calling the angels the
Polish women of heaven.
When the hair is
of gold t4e neck is of milk one says, and
another reminds us that the clear olive tint
of the South is the accompaniment of sable
locks. What can one do in this quarrel save
to abide by the cheerful
philosophy of Scribe,
auu love orune
we

and blonde

do red wine and white!

equally well,

as

The Shoe and Leather Reporter laments
the readiness with which merchants compromise claims against insolvent debtors, but
finds some excuse for them in the loss of time
and patience incident to a vigorous prosecution of their claims. It heartily sympathizes
with the prevailing terror inspired by the
apprehension of a law suit, and says with
bitter truth that “law in all its phases is slow,
uncertain, capricious, enigmatical. There is
no possible way of guarding against its technicalities and intricacies. One may have the
clearest case conceivable, from the standpoint
of equity, and yet be hopelessly mulcted by
some artifice or strategy of which he could
have had no premonition whatever. He may
be kept waiting for years for the trial of a case
so thoroughly one-sided that the defense is a
mere subterfuge resorted to solely for the
purpose of delaying a judgment. Or he may
be dragged from one tribunal to another, successful every time, but wearied with the procrastination which prevents him from getting
his dues, until he reaches the last stage of the
tedious litigation only to be told, that through
some flaw in the proceedings, which everybody had overlooked, the whole performance
must be gone over with again or the case
abandoned.”
Elsewhere will be found a description of
the new nautical instrument invented by the
Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, an instrument believed to be of the greatest value to the practical navigator. It is refreshing to see a man
of Dr. Hill’s learning, ability and inventive
genius turning his attention to practical
science, and striving, by applications of
science to arts foreign to his usual pursuits,
to better the condition of his fellow men.
This instrument is not the first step of the
kind he has taken, and though he would ob
ject to be classed in the Utilitarian school, he
meets its noblest aspirations—aspirations so
seldom fulfilled even by its most ardent apostles.
Current Soles.

Harper's

that nothing
says
“should cause any man to forget that the
Democratic party is now what it has been
for many years—the political organization
of those who aimed to destroy tho national
Union and government for the basest and
most revolting of purposes, and who still declare that their views, except as to the prac-

tibcaility

of

Weekly

secession,

remain

unchanged.”

New York, Jan. 29, 187C.
The week hag been one of diversified incidents with variety enough in them to
prevent

languor, without producing amazement.
The Northampton Bank robbery gives one
an unpleasant sense of the business like
system

with which crime is sometimes planned and
and of the excessive audacity of
the villains who make a trade of it. I hope it

perpetrated,
will not

teach us also that our facilities for
and discovering thieves are so ineffective that these professional prowlers are la

tracing

very little danger of being brought to justiceAnd yet the chances of hunting them down do
not appear promising at this moment. They
will turn up by and by, perhaps, in some mysterious fashion as negotiators for a compromise. I don’t think however that the bond
and security bolding public generally exactly
fancy that way of fixing things. It looks very
mnch like a premium on burglary. And as
there is such au offense, known to the common
law as compounding a felonv, I am inclined to
believe that anybody who should venture hereafter to dicker with a gang of marauders for a
return of a part of their booty, on the condition of waiving prosecution, would be com-

pelled

for it at the bar of a criminal

to answer

court.
If these

midnight raids grow frequent it will
be necessary to select bank cashiers from the
class of men whom John Hay and Bret Barte
have immortalized.

It wants the conrage of

pistol aimed directly at the head of their victim.
Tillman Joy, or “the boy on the horning deck”
would have done it without wincing, bnt that
style of hero is not indigenous to the soil of
western Massachusetts. It is one of the opportunities a man sometimes gets in the course of
his

life—rarely

bnt once

p lace-seekers or plunderers from its
it will adopt a policy at once economical and progressive; if it will undertake
honestly to encourage the industries of the
various states; and above all, if it will devote
itself to the task of establishing an extensive
system ol cheap primary public instruction,
it can lay the foundations of a supremacy
which cannot easily be shaken.—N.
Y
mere

ranks; if

though—to

win the

prize of immortality by braving the perils of
death. It is not likely the wretches would
have murdered their captive, though they
might in the rage of disappointment or for fear
of bis agency in bringing their projected robbery to light. But if he had baffled them and
still survived what a crown of glory he would
have earned. And il he had fallen in defending his trust his name would have been the
synonym, for generations, of fortitude and

fidelity.
istence,

It was the critical moment of
and he did not prove himself
stuff out of which martyrs are made.
It is one of the disadvantages under
country banks labor that the cashier is

his exof the

which
known
to have the key which unlocks the vaults.
There are very few of our city eashiers that
could get into their safes. They are opened
by some trusted clerk or] porter—or both—long
before the cashier arrives. It would be no easy
matter for

gang of masked rogues to bunt up
the real possessor of the secret. The spoliations
made upon our banks are effected by ingenuity
a

rather than by violence. And the greatest
obstacle to prosperity they meet with now a
days is the tax gatherer who swoops down
upon them, now in federal, now in municipal
garb, but always clothed with authority, and
altogether inflexible in his purpose to get al|
he claims.
The Winslow forgeries have attracted no little attention, partly because of their magni
tude, and partly for the reason that they exhibit a new phase of the prevailing epidemic of

knavery.

It was inferred—naturally enough—
when the expose was first made that this culprit was a New England man, as he bore a
name of great colonial celebrity, and that sup-

position

gave occasion for some sneers among a
class of people who manifest their consciousness ol the superiority of the Eastern section of
the Republic, by constantly disputing it. But
it turns out that he is a New Yorker and if he
had any Puritan blood in him, it has been
bleached out by associations of the outer world.
The most remarkable thing about the affair is
that Winslow could have practiced bis frauds
ever

to so

large

an

extent and for

without heinc found

n.lt.

so

The

long

a

period

oironmatsnooa

under which some little irregularities were
hushed upon the payment of money are extremely suspicious aud indicate that there were parties who preferred not to know any thing of the
reverend forger’s proceeding until they had
ceased to be his creditors.

The American Centennial is just now receiving great attention in Eurone. The German reichstag has passed the bill in aid of
the exhibition to its second reading, and th e
French commission to examine the works of
art offered for the Centennial has selected six
hundred and seventy pictures, besides sculptures and engravings.
Among the French
paintings are many on themes from American history, and the gallery can scarcely fail
to be one of the gaeat features of the exhibition.
Iu a word, the Democracy is the party of
obstructiou, and the future efthe South most
eventually he placed in other hands. A
magnificent opportunity presents itself to the
Republican party. If it will rigidly expel

•

“high-toned engineer or the rough of a mining
camp” to defy a gang of tobbers while they are
demanding the combination of the lock with a

If this is another

example of compounding felony it will

not

tend to make that mode of procedure any more
popular with the community in which it was

practiced.
We have had

our

usual crop of failures this

important ones, and none
that there was a ny reason for feeling surprise
about. The ‘’New York State Loan and Trust
Company” quietly gave up the ghost to-day,
but that can hardly be recorded as a failure for
the concern pays its debts and goes into liquidation at the instance of its directors. I presume
however, it will be so proclaimed, as such an
week, but

no

very

has
something sensations]
the newspapers are not apt to
overlook. As a plain matter of fact there wa
no longer any room for such a corporation
There has been so marked a decrease in the demand for loans for great enterprises that fewer
announcement

about

it,

a

point

agencies for their negotiation are required.
The discontinuance of one of them simply
indicates the progress we are making in reaching the condition of s'ability and actuality
which must be the starting point of the new
toward a healthy and remunerative
The failures which seem at the
commerce.

Times,

departure

Dressing fob a Photograph.—To the
many who are puzzled bow to dress and what
colors to choose for a photograph, the following

first thought of them,so sad and dispiriting are
really nothing more than the clearing away of
the debris of the old ruins, preparatory to re-

suggestions

will be valuable:

Orange color is

optical reasons photographically
black. Blue is white, and other shades or
tones of color are proportionately darker or
lighter as they contain more or less of these
colers. The progressive scale of photographic
color commences with the lightest. The order
stands thus:—White, light blue, violet pink
mauve, drab, dark blue, lemon, blue-green,
leather-brown, cerise, magenta, yellow-green,
for certain

purple, red, amber, orauge, dead black. Complexion has much to be considered in connection with the dress. Blondes can wear much
lighter colors than brunettes; the latter always
dark dresses,
present better pictures in
but neither look well in pure white.
Violent
of
color
should
contrasts
be especially guarded
In
brunettes
photography
against
possess a
great advantage over their fairer sisters. The
lovely golden tresses lose all their brilliancy,
and are represented black, while the “bonnie
blue e’e,” theme of rapture to the poet, is misery to the photographer, for it is entirely put
nnt

Th« flimnW'af. tnrl

moot:

pfFpt'Hua

wqw

rvf

removing the yellow color from the hair is to
powder it nearly wh^te; it is thus brought to
abont the same photographic tint as in nature.
Tbe same rule, of course applies to complexions. A freckle, quite invisible at a short distance on account of its lyellow color, becomes
most painfully distinct when
photographed.
The powder-box must be called in to the assistance of art. Hero is an opportunity to obtrude
a word of general advice.
Blue, as has been
said, is the most readily affected by light, and
least.
Therefore, any one desirous
yellow the
of keeping the complexion free from tan and
freckles should, on going out into the sunshine
discard the customary blue veil and substitute
Blue gauze ofa green or yellow one instead.
fers no more obstruction|to the rays of the sun
Half a yard of yellow net,though
than white.
Dot very becoming, will be found more efficathan
cious
The
any amount of cosmetics.
cause of freckles is simple enough.
It is nothing more than the darkening of the salts of
iron contained in the blood by the action of
light. A freckled face is thus a sort of animated photograph.
Life is Full of Romance.—A
young painter named Lucien Delaire, while at
work, a few days ago, painting the walls in the
court yard of a high building in the Rue du
French

Bac, Paris, dropped his brush, which fell
through a window below him, breaking the
pane of glass. He let himself down by the
rope to the window and called out: “Pardon,
I carelessly dropped my brush, but I am willing to pay for the glass.” He received no
answer, and on looking through the broken
saw a young woman prostrate on
the
He put his arm through, unfastened
oor.
the catch and jumped into the room, which
was filled with a strong odor of charcoal.
After throwing the windows wide open Lucien
devoted himself to reviving the young girl.
The fresh air soon brought her to, and Marie
announced that sbe was dressing for a young
triend's wedding when she suddenly lost consciousness aud fell to the floor. She heard the
noise made by tbe breaking of the glass, but
Tbe charcoal fumes in
was unable to move.
the close room would soon have killed her, had
not the fortunate accident occurred.
Marie has
now become the bride of her deliverer.

Sane

building
nothing

on

a

from

surer

foundation.

They

take

the

aggregate wealth of the
country, and the only sentiment of regret they

possibly inspire among those who study the
philosophy of them is that which is based upon
sympathy for the immediate sufferers. And
in nine cases out of ten it is far better for them
to make an end of a hopeless struggle against
fate, get released from burdens under which
they grow weaker every hour, and start anew
with the benefit of the experience of misfortune which onght to act as safeguards against
future involvements.
While this holocaust ot martyrs is being ofered upon the pyre of insolvency, speculation
upon the stock exchange is active and all kinds
of desirable securities are high and advancing.
Something of this is referable, doubtless to the
excessive

of money and the diffiit safelv. The shares of the

plentitude

onlf.v nf investing?

great leading railways, which have not defaulted in their interest or dividends are exdear.
Ordinarily the reaction
which follows a prolonged term of depression
and lethargy begins with a movement in stocks
and gradually extends to merchandise, manufacturing industries aud last of all to real estate, but there have been so many spasms of
artificial briskness in the traffic of Wall street

travagantly

daring the past two years that it will not do to
calculate that this new one is the precursor of
better things in more legitimate pursuits. Still
a faverable omen and may be regarded as
encouraging augury of the future.
Among the poor of the city there is unquestionably much distress ana want. There probably never were so many people unemployed
and destitute of the means of living here as

it is
an

there are this winter. This is one of the evils
to which large populations are especially sub-

ject in hard times. Few of these unfortunates
and fewer yet will migrate to points where
they will be sure to find work to do, and until
some such exodus does take place this element
of misery will always be one of the severest
drawbacks to the comfort of metropolitan life.
The political firmament is still a trifle hazy,
but there are indications that it is clearing up,
The New York Republicans will have a very
plain course to pursue in reference to the National convention. Senator Conkling will have
a united and enthusiastic delegation from his
own state to urge his nomination to the Presidency, and that too, without any effort or suggestion on bis part. There are indications that
can

he will receive the solid support of

Pennsyl-

vania, and that New Jersey after giving

a com-

vote to Mr. Frelinghuysen will go
for him. The fact that he bolds himself aloof
from any movement looking to bis nomination
is not likely, judging by the piecedents we wot

plimentary

ot, to militate against his chances. The manifestation of anxiety on tbe subject has generally been very damaging to Presidential aspirants.

•
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The third term bugaboo does not appear to
vitality enough to entitle it to serious

retain

mention. It is precisely as real as it ever was,
but it is gratifying as au evidence of returning
sense among the people, that demagogues have
in a great measure ceased to conjure with it,
and penny-a liners to gabble about it.
Our Mr. Cox has been indulging in some extraordinary pranks during tbe session, and tbe
last scene in the House in which he figured so
discreditably will grieve his friends, of whom
he has many. The only thing that can bo said
in palliation of his eccentricities is, that his
social qualities are uot always kept under prop-

subjection, and there are moments when he
incapacitated from exercising such a degree
of self-control as would prevent a display of
himself like that which the country was witness of so recently. There are so many excellent traits iu his character that one cannot
help feeling sorry to see him doing things
which must inevitably detract from his useful-

injure

and

ness

his

reputation.

It must not be

left out of tbe accouut iu passing judgment
npon him, that the Democratic representatives
are having a hard role to
play. Badgered and

harassed by

au

parliamentary

able minority, who understand
tactics

thoroughly,

in

perpetual

auxiety in respect to the indiscretions of their

associates, aud keenly alive to the necessity of
doiDg something, yet not knowing what to do,
their case gives them some claim to popular
forbearance and commiseration. The Israelites of old were not more cruelly oppressed
when they were required by their taskmasters
to make bricks without straw, than these gen-

tlemen are, in being expected to produce some
grounds for the displacement of a Republican administration when nous whatever exist
Yabmouth.

Art, Music and the Drama.
Frederick Lemaitre, whose death is
nounced by cable, was one of the most

Legislative

The Dag Tax—Mis. Haskell anil the lie*
moral of the

levard

an-

brated French actors of this century. He was
boin at Havre in 1798, aud at an early age prepared himself for the dramatic profession. In
1823 he made his debut at the Auibign, and
thenceforward bis career was one of uninter-

rupted success. He
tragedy and comedy,
mantic drama.

successful in both
but excelled iu tho rowas

Ainnnr. liis favnritA roles

wata

Robert Macaire, Don Cesar de Bazan, and

Ruy

Bias,
In a brief article

on

Raphael

in tbe

January

Portfolio (Boston, New York) the modern fashion of speaking of this paiDter as “Raffaelle”
is scouted as unknown to himself or bis age.
His family name was Santi, which has been
modernized into Saozio; but he signed nine in
twelve of his works as “Raphael Urbinas,”
from Urbino, his native place. The plate the

sketch accompanies is of his Saint Catharine of
Alexandria.
Cauture, the painter of The Romans of the

Decadence,

that marvellous work which forms

the chief attractions of tbe Luxembourg Gallery, is dangerously ill, aDd his demise is daily expected.
Dore is said to be at work on a great canvas,
intended to disarm the adverse criticism of his
one

of

antagonists.

A correspondent says of the artist’s secrecy in regard to the picture, “The
work I refer to occupies one whole side of a
large studio, and it is concealed by an immense
curtain. I kuow, as every one else may know
who goes to the place, that the curtain is drawn
the moment I leave, and that the artist falls to
work with feverish energy to make np for lost
time; but I have never been able to surprise
him at this labor. I am half inclined to be-

lieve that he has invented some mechanical arrangement which insures the closing of the
curtain

—

Cnpltal—The Deering

Bou-

Health

and

Hoard

Stale

Maine Heaerol

the mere ringiug of the visitor’s
bell, so that the would-be curious impertinent
defeats his object by his own hands.”
Susie V. writes thus concerning art matters
in Boston: Constant Mayer’s painting, The
on

of

Hospital—Hearings, etc.,

etc.

Frees.]
Augusta, Jan. 31.
Quite a spirited debate sprang up in tbe
House to-day on tbe bill requiring towns to tax
dogs. A number of members who have not

[Special to

participated in

tbe

other debates took

The
are too many to ada

part.

opposed

Yoke, Jan. 31.—The house of D, W.
Skidmore, at Deer Park, L. I., was burned

to nhe

to Portland, The vote
was not taken on the resolve, hut on a motion
for indefinite postponement, upon which Mr.
Haskell as a friend of the proposition voted

change

•‘No.”
The hole's are lull to-night, and the week
will be a busy one. The Montville division
hearing tikes place to-morrow. A great inter-

Deering Boulevard bill,
place to-morrow afterJ. Smith, J. M. Carleton

est is manifested iu the
a

hearing

on

Hons. F. O.
other friends of the measure are here, as
are a large number of its opponents, with a remonstrance numerously signed.
noon.

House is largely
attended, a large number of ladles appearing
iu elegaut attire. Governor Connor and wife
are present, and nearly every city in tbe State

Augusta

is

represented.

A hearing will take place to-morrow on the
proposition to create a Board of Health, which
is advocated by many of the leading physicians
in the State. Drs. French and Tewksbury of
Portland and others are expected to present the
matter.
The Financial Committee will give a bearing
on the General Hospital memorial.
Drs. Gilman, Greene and others will be present.
President Allen of the State College will set
forth the aims of that institution in Representative Hall to-morrow evening,
S.

FIFTY-FIFTH

LEGISLATURE.

[Special Despatch

to

the Press.]

SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 31.
In the absence cf President Hyde, Hon.
John B. Swasey was chosen President pro
tempore.
House papers were all passed in concurrence
save the resolve to move the capitol to Portland. When this came up the Senate voted to
adhere to its former vote to indefinitely postpone. This kills the resolve.
Tbe Committee on Education reported a resolve appropriating 83,533.91 for the Normal
Schools at

Farmington

printed.
The Committee

and Castine.

Ordered

Commerce reported a bill
allowing the citizens of Vinalhavea to build a
bridge across tide waters in that town.
A resolve that the Congress of the United
on

States be requested to prohibit by law the
tion of compulsory pilotage, was passed.
Bills

urday,

exac-

passed to be enacted by tbe House Satsimilarly disposed of by the Sen-

were

ate.
HOUSE.

Senate papers
rence, including
Sprague, Owen &

disposed of in concurorder contracting with

were
an

Tbe report of Messrs. Lindsey, Jose and
Woodbury, commissioners to report on a site
for a new hospital, was received and laid on

bright

and silken as a belle’s. Neither is it a
dramatic picture, for the simple details are in
keeping with the character of the verse—the
bed of straw, a crust of bread, and rags—the
shattered roof and naked floor—a table, a
broken chair and blank walls—the tin pail and
t.llP

flnnnn.

dawn

now

snunt;

casting

Mnfllo

«"v

f

i n rrn iaViorl

ot

thn

its cold beams into the attic-

room,—ail these surroundings, yet it is without

personality. It is unattractive, cold,
unfinished, needing that expression

seems

and
and

finish of portraiture which Charles Blanc calls
the “last word of painting.”
Sir George Harvey, the Scotch painter, who
died in England, Sunday, was born in 1805, at
St. Ninian’s. a small village near Stirling. He
displayed a taste for drawing at an early age,but
having been apprenticed to a bookseller, had
but limited opportunities for cultivating his
talents. From 1823 to 1825 he studied at the
school of the Trnstees’ Academy, Edinburgh.
In 1820, when the Scottish artists resolved to
establish

academy
own, framed
upon the model of the Royal Academy of London, Harvey was invited to join it as associate,
and became academician in 1829. Incidents
from the history of the Covenanters supplied
the subjects for some of the pictures by which
he first won fame, such as Covenanters’ Preaching, in 1830; Covenanters’ Baptism, in 1831:
of

an

their

Battle of Drumclog, from Scott, in 183G; and
The Covenanters’ Communion, in 1840. First
Beading of the Bible in Old St. Paul’s, in 1847,
first made him known at the London exhibition. He painted many domestic subjects,
such as Examination of a Village School, iu

1832; John Banyan in Jail, in 1838; Dismissal
of a

Village School, in 1840; Quitting the
Manse, and The Past and Present—Children
Blowing Bubbles in the old Greyfriars Churchyard, in 1840; John Bunvan and his Daughter
Selling Laces at the Door of Bedford Jail, in
1857; The Sabbath in the Glen, in 1859; The
Penny Bank, in 1864, etc. Mr. Harvey’s popularity has been increased by good engravings
from his Covenanters’ pictures and other subjects which appealed to the sympathies of a
large class. Dawn Revealing the New World
to Columbus, and Quitting the Manse now
adorn the walls of the Scottish National Gal
lery. Mr. Harvey, who was elected president
of the Royal Scottish Academy on the death of
Sir John Watson Gordon, in 1864, was knighted
in 1867.

_

The New Committee.—The following is
tha union Republican congressional committee

agreed upon

Republican caucus Saturday: Alabama, Chas. Hayes; Arkansas,
Stephen W. Dorsey; California, A. A Sargent:
Florida, S, B. Conover; Illinois, John A. Logan; Indiana, M, C. Hunter; Iowa, James
Wilson; Kansas, W. A. Phillips; Kentucky, J.
D. White; Louisiana, J, R. West; Maine, Eugene Hale; Massachusetts, H. L. Pierce; Michigan, J. A. Hubbell; Minnesota, H. B. Strait;
Mississippi, J. L. Alcorn; Nebraska, P. W.
Hitchcock; Nevada, W. Woodburn; New
Hampshire, A. H. Cragin; New Jersey, C. H.
Sinnickson; New York, T. C. Piatt; North Carolina, J. A. Hyman; Ohio, Chas. Foster; Oregon, J. H. Mitchell; Pennsylvania, Simon
Cameron; Rhode Island, L. W. Ballou; South
Carolina, A. S. Wallace; Tennessee, J. M.
Thornburgh; Texas, M. C. Hamilton; Vermont,
C. H. Joyce; Virginia, W. H. H. Stowe)!:
Wisconsin, J. M.^Busk; Idaho, T. W. Bennett;
Dakota, J. P. Kidder; New Mexico, S. B. Elkins; Washington, Orange Jacobs. Senator
CraginofNew Hampshire will probably he
as

at

the

chairman of the committee.

How it Hums Art to Admire Nature.—
A yet more serious result of the frantic admiration of inanimate nature is the loss of the finer
sense of the beauties of human form.
Painters
have not only lost the power of
drawing the
face and figure with profound truth, but they
do not now perceive or understand the hi"hes't
kind of beauties fit for artistic
expression.
They have been so absorbed by the endeavor to
paint rainbows and mists and storms, and to
give their full value to the multitudinous shapes
of inanimate nature, that the power of perceiving or presenting the highest human beauty
has almost perished or has sunk so low that we
can scarcely erect a portrait-statue which is not
ludicrous even in the sight of our own enfeebled
taste.
For a part of this result Mr. Buskin
must be considered responsible.
His teaching
has been practically so powerful that
English
art at the present time reflects the
limitations
of his individual
taste, and as he has never
shown any special
aptitude for the understanding of the artistic beauty of human
form, but
has always been
enthusiastically and almost
geologically devoted to outward nature, treating things of human interest when tbev have
occurred in art rather from a consideration of
their moral worth than of their
artistic beautv
it is not extraordinary that
English
should have been miles even
beyond the noiut
to which the movement of modern
thought lias3
driven us all .-London Examiner.

nafntiim

President White of the Boston & Maine
Bailroad denies that the reduction of ten
per
cent, in the wages of employes was made
by
his casting vote. He says the directors were

unanimous for the reduction.

NEW IOBK.
Murder nud Ar.ou.

New

Saturday night.

Among the ruins to-day were
found the charred bodies of Mr. Skidmore,
Fleet Weeks, an old man who had lived with
Skidmore maoy years, Mrs. Titus, the housekeeper, and her husband. Skidmore was almost constantly in litigation with his neighbors, and had, it is alleged, a great many enemies.
The supposition is he was murdered
and tbe house fired.

WASHINGTON.

and

though it tends to good,
ever existing evil which
never made impressive.

illustration of an
Hood’s poem has
A woman of hopeless
countenance and eyelids strained and inflamed
sits plying her needle and thread. But hunger
and want have overlooked their characteristic
inroads; tho face is full and round, the fleshcolor healthful, tnd the wavy brown hair as

_

which takes

ing.

even

lllaNsnchusctti Saviusn Bunk*.
The report of commissioner of Savings Banks
of Massachusetts will soon be published. There
are now’ 1S8 savings banks organized in the
State, only one new one having been added to
the list during ube year. The banks have 720,G34 depositors against 702,090 for 1874, and deposits of $237,843,863 against $217,452.12. for
1874. Tbe aggregate amount of ordinary dividends is $12,815,579; deposits for tbe year

$59,930,144.

Song of the Shirt, now exhibiting at Blakeslee
& Noyes’s art gallery, is not a great picture,
as an

forenoon. A statement of the financial condition of tbe News was presented and a full discussion followed, the resalt of which was the
appointment of a committee, who were authorized to put tbe estate of Winslow iuto bankruptcy if deemed advisable; otherwise to report
their recommendations at an adjourned meeting of the creditors. The future of tbe News
will be announced in a short time.

advocates of sheep raising
mit the luxury of free dog keeping.
Senator Haskell’s name appears in the vote
on the resolve to change seat of government in
such a light as to lead many to think that he is

The party at the

cele-

Matters.

Nash to do the state

print-

the table to

be printed.
Petitions, etc., Presented

and Referred—Remonstrance of J. H. W est et als against petition of .J. H.
Stimpson for charter for a bridge across Sullivan
Bay; same of R. R. Haring et als of Top-liam,
against making Malcox Bay and Arrowsic bridges

free.

Reports of Committees—Judiciary Committee reported legislation inexped.ent on order
for law prohibiting gambling at or near camp
meetings; same on order asking for change of
liens on buildings. The order relative to preventing the sale of intoxicating liquors near
camp

meetings

Prwnmiftnil

was

sent to the temperance

T nnioloti/an inovnnilinnt

mna

nlao

the hill changing the law of dower;
same on order for act requiring plantations to

reported

on

support their paupers. Ought to pass was reported on a resolve to pay certain claims of

commissioners; also on bill amending
Sec. 5, Ghap. 133, R. S.
T/ie Legal Affairs
Committee reported ought to pass on bill to
amend the laws of 1874 relating to the protecrailroad

tion of game.

Mr. Porter, of the Land Committee, reported a bill to sell islands belonging
to the state. Same committee reported a resolve appropriating $200 for bridge in Frenchville.
Among the bills passed to be engrossed was
that requiring the taxing of all dogs.
Quite a

spirited debate arose over the matter, but the
House is decidedly in favor of the measure.
The bills read a second time on Saturday
were passed to be engrossed.
The following bills printed under the rules
were read twice and assigned:
Bill amending Sec. 3, Chap. 70, E. S., relat-

ing to the filing of assignees’ inventories in
probate courts; relating to damages on ways;
to amend Sec. 87, Chap. 82, relating to witnesses and evidence; amending an act relating to
foreign insurance companies.
Passed to be enacted—Act protecting pickerel
in Berry, Dexter and Wilson ponds; to authorize the Laconia and Pepperell Companies to
erect wharves in Saco; amending Chap. 30, R.
S., relating to deer and caribou; relatingto
school money in district No. 4, Biddeford;
amending Sec. 3, Chap. 91, R. S., relatingto

mortgages on personal property; authorizing
G. H. Manchester, et al., to maintain fish weir
in Somes’ Sound, Mt. Desert; relating to the
schools of Bangor; to protect bass in Moose
pond and Sebasticook river in Hartland;
amending Sec. 5. Chap. 78. R. S., relating to
election returns; act to encourage the breeding
of trout in Little pond, Fryeburg Academy
grant; authorizing Webster McFarland et als.
to maintain a fish weir in Brookiin.
Finally passed—Resolves in favor of Jas.
Francis and Lucy Snow.
The general railroad bill was read twice and

assigned for Wednesday.
The memorial of the convention of county
commissioners was taken from the table, printed and referred to the next Legislature.

Mr. Keegan began his parliamentary skirmish again, but after that gentleman had
spoken, the House by a vote of 44 to 41 ad-

journed.

A New Tariff Hill.
Washington, Jan. 51.—The following are
the outlines of the tariff bill introduced to day
by Representative Morrison and referred to the
Committee of Ways and Means:
On and after July 1st, in lieu of the duties
heretofore on the importation of goods, wares
and merchandise, there shall be levied the following rates: On all manufactures of goods,
except jeans, drillings, bed ticking, ginghams,
pantaloon stuff and goods of like description,
not bleached colored, etc., five ounces per
square yard, 24 cents per square yard; if
bleached, 31 3 cents; if colored, stained,painted or printed, 4 cents. On finer and lighter
goods, 4 cents per square yard; if bleached,
cents; if colored, 5 cents. On cotton jeans,
.denims, drillings, bed ticking, gingham nlai.l.
cotton and pantaloon stuff, and goods of like
description, or for similar use, of unbleached,
not exceeding 5 ounces to the square yard, 4
cents, but if bleached, 1J cents per square
yard; if colored, &e., 5 cents. There is also a
scale for goods of a lighter description.
On
all cotton goods, the value of which shall exceed 25 cents per yard, a duty of 25 per cent,
advalorem; on cotton threads, yarn warps,
valued at not exceeding 40 cents per pound, 10
cents per pound; value over 40 cents, 20 cents:
over 60 cents, 30 cents; over 80 cents, 40 cents
per pound. Spool thread cotton 6 cents per
dozen. Cotton goods, gimps and gallows, and
cotton laces, colored, 30 per cent, ad valorem.
Cotton shirts and drawers, woven or made in
frames, and all cotton hosiery, 20 per cent, ad
valorem. Cotton velvet, 30 per cent, ad valorem.
Cotton braids, inserting, lace trimmings
or bobinet, and all other manufactures of cot30
ton,
per cent.
Iron in pig §5 a ton; bar irou from J to 1J
cents per pound; Moisic iron §10 a ton; iron
railed bars §10 a ton; boiler and plate iron 1J
cent per pound; iron ware, coppered or tinned.
If cent per pouud; other descriptions 3 and 4
cents, but wire covered with cotton, silk or
other material shall pay 5 cents per pound in
addition; round iron in coils from If to 2 cents
per pound;thinner than No. 25 1 1-16 cents per

pound.

The bill provides rates for other descriptions
of wire, hand-saws, needles, etc; all manufactures of steel not otherwise provided for 30
percent, ad valorem; steel railway bais §15
per ton; chairs and traces 2 cents per pound.
There are other rates for other descriptions of
iron manufactured. Lead in sheets and pipes
2 cents per pound; copper in plates 2 cents per
pound; copper rolled, &c., not otherwise provided for, 3 per cent, ad valorem; silk in the
gum 25 per cent, ad valorem; sewing silk 30
per cent, ad valorem; all goods not otherwise
provided for, made of silk, or of which silk is
the component of classification, 40 per ceut. ad
valorem; buttons and ornaments for dresses 40
per cent, ad valorem; cigarettes and cheroots of
all kinds 3 to 15 cents per pound; tobacco in
leaf, unmanufactured and not stamped, 40
cents per pound.
Wools are classified from 3 to 10 cents per
lb; woolen clothes and shawls, and all manufactures of wool of every description, made
wholly or in part of wool, 70 cents per lb.;
flannels, blankets, at from 20 to 40 cents per
lb.; Peabody made clothing of wearing apparel
of every description, 2 cents jjer lb.; coffee, 3
cents per lb.; tea, 15 cents per lb.; tin, in bars,
block or pig, 3 cents per lb.; tapestry, velvet,
carpets, Brussels aad tapestry, velvets, carpets,
65 cents, and tapestry Brussels 40 cents per
square yard; candied citron, 8 cents per lb.;
oranges in boxes, 18 cents per box; gloves,
according to quality, $2 to §4 a dozen; statuary,
marble. 60 cents a cubic foot; metallic pens, 12
cents a gross; soaps, 2 cents a pound.
There are many other articles in the list.
The free list is a large ODe, including brown
and white lead, potassa, zinc, acids, coal, (block

culm) paints, parishments, pitch, plants,
putty, gum, sponges and freestone. The bill
ends with the proviso that alcohol, to be used
exclusively for the manufacture of ether, chloroform and the vegetable alkaloids, may be
withdrawn from bond free of the specified internal revenue tax per gallon, in quantities not
exceeding one hundred gallons at any one time,
or

under such rules as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.
Revenue Appraisement.
Bepresentative Morrison of Illinois today
introduced an act to simplify the appraisement
of goods, wares and merchandise imported into
the United States and subject to advalorem
duties. The bill defines the basis on which
dealers are to be assessed on imported merchandise subject to advalorem duties to be fair

merchendiso in the principal places of tbe
country from whence exported at the time of
exportation, and repeals the law of I860, which
compels the importer to seperately add to the
cost of >the goo is,
the cost of boxing and casing, although the same have been before included in the cost of the merchandise as well as
all little petty charges for brokerage, cortage,
dock fee4 &c.
An omission ot any one of
these items by neglect of an employe is now
held to violate the invoico and subject the importer to heavy penalties, and their retention
on the statute hooks as elements for estimating
the value of invoices, obviously constitutes the4
basis for the operation of the large class of informers whose very existence is a disgrace to
any government.

FOREIGN.

French Senatorial Elections—Conflicting Statements.
Paris, Jan. 31.—The Journal des Desbats
classifies
the
Senators elect yesterday as
follows: Conservative Republicans 100, Radicals 10, Monarchists 70, Bonapartists 41.
The Siecle gives the following as tbe result:
The

Republicans 101, Legitimates 38, Bonapartists

45.
The Paris Journal has the follawiug table:
Republicans 87. Bonapartist Conservatives 48,
Legitimates and Orleans Conservatives G6,
Government candidates 23.
La Republique Franoaise, Gambetta’s organ,
claims 167 Constitutional Republicans, including the life Seuators recently elected by the

Assembly.
It is

expected
Republicans.

that tbe colonies will elect all

SPAIN.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
[Special to the Press.]
A Fraudulent Notary Public.
Augusta, Jan. 31.—Gov, Connor has been
notified by the Pension Department at Washington that the authority of Abijah M. Billings, a notary public residing in Clintsn, to attest pension papers had been revoked by that
department because he has mads a fraudulent
use

of

his notorial

capaoity

in connection
S.
The Porgie Business.
[To the Associated Press]
Bath, Jan. 31.—By the report of the Secretary of the Maine Oil and Guano Association
for 1875 it appears there are
invested in 18
factories with fish gear $999,000, employing
1234 men, 30 steamers and 37 vessels. There

therewith.

have been 712,000 barrels of fish taken at the
Works—an increase of 90,000 barrels over 1874
—and 180,000 gallons of oil made—an increase
of 21,000 gallons—and 22,000 tons guano made.
There was an addition of 14 steamers to the
fleet last year. Nearly 15,000 barrels of fish
were sold for bait.
Catholic Intolerance in ISiddefordU
Biddefokd, Jan. 31.—Arthnr P. Devlin,
formerly a Roman Catholic, who has been lecturing in New Hampshire and elsewhere

against Catholicism, has reached Maine. At
the close of Burnham Wardwell’s lecture in
City Hall last evening, Devlin announced that
he should lecture in Saco Tuesday on “The
Coming Conflict,” and was greeted with applause, hisses, cries of fire, etc. Considerable
excitement prevailed and more is anticipated.
Crimes and Casualties*
Chas. Worms has been arrested in Montreal,
charged with forgery committed in Philadelphia, last November.
A confidence man named .T. S. Termer of
Ferry, Illinois, has confessed that he was one
of the gaug which robbed the bank at Quincy
in February, 1874.
The Baptist church at Chester, N. H., was
burned Sunday afternoon. Loss $3000.
A fire at Shelbyville, Va., Sunday destroyed
property valued at $20,000, Robert Jackson, a

fireman, was killed.
The second trial of Piper, the belfry murderIt is
er, commenced in Boston yesterday.

said the man who saw him climb into the belfry has been found.

Agnes French, a Boston woman, died from
dose of laudanum yesterday.

a
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Congress—First Session.
_

Mi'etiug of Winslow’* Creditors.
Boston, Mass., Jap. 31.—A meeting of tbe
creditors of E. D. Winslow, late proprietor and
publisher of the Daily News, was held this

FROM AUGUSTA.
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MASSACHUSETTS

BY TELEGRAPH.

The Carlist* Weakening.
Madrid, Jan 21.—It is officially confirmed
that the Alfonsist General Lamar has captured
Valmaseda and is advancing in the direction of
Durango. Tbe Carlists have been compelled to
abandon the seige of Bilboa and have evacuated the fortified positions surrounding the town.
The whole mining district is free of them. Gen.
Rivera has captured the fort of Santa Barbara
near Estella.
Gen. Martinez Campas has occupied Porte Yelete. The royalists are closing
in upon Don Carlos.

Spanish Expectations.
London, Feb. 1.—A {Berlin telegram to the
News
says the Spanish government has
Daily

intimated to Great Britain that it undertakes
end the Carlist war in a week or ten days after which it will have more troops disposable
It is understood that the practical
for Cuba.
grievances specified in the American note are
in general not denied, nor is any counter complaint against the neutrality of the United
States alleged. The final defeat of the carlists
is expected in Berlin, but it is doubted whether
Spain will be able to pacify Cuba whatever
number of troop3 she may send them.
San Sebastian, Jan. 31.—A Carlist battery
on Arratazain continues to cannonade San Sebastian intermittently. Some of its shells aro
charged with petroleum. Private despatches
from Bilbao represent Gen. Lomas’ troops are
completely masters of the Eucastoinese district.
Gen. Quesado entered Durango on Saturday.
The Madrid official Gazette announces that
Gen. Rivera has captured three Whitworth
cannon at Santa Barbara, ami Gen. Quesada
has taken Fort Santanio, at Urquiola.

A

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 31.

largo

Elections.
A number of petitions in favor of the repeal
of tbe two-ceut stajnp on bank checks were
presented and referred to tbe finance Committee.
After the expiration of tho morning hour the
consideration of the House joint resolution to
pay interest on tbe 3.65 District of Columbia
bonds was resumed.
The pending question being on the modified
amendment of Mr. Sargent, submitted on
Friday, providing that certificates heretofore
issued by the board of audit, iucluding those
converted into 3.05 bonds and those which have
not been so converted, and the certificates
heretofore to be issued by the board of audit or
their successors iu office, shall not exceed iu
the aggregate $15,000,001), and wheu tho limit
herein provided for shall be reached, the board
of audit shall be and is abolished, aud all tbe
powers confered upon tbe board shall cease and
ail papers and public property iu their possession be delivered to the commissioners of the
District or their successors, Mr. Sargent said
that the subject embraced iu the latter part of
his amendment he uuderstood was already before tbe District of Columbia Commissioners
and he therefore withdrew that portion providing for the abolition of tbe board of audit.
Mr. Dawes argued that the commissioners
hat no right (o incur au obligation other than
to carry out existing laws and protect or pre.
serve the improvements existing or incom-

plete.

Mr. Dawes further argued that the District
Commissioners had no right to pay for work
work ordered by them in 3.65 bonds.
Mr. Morton said he did not vote for the act
of June 20tli, 1874, when it was before the
Senate because he was not in the Senate. Had
he been here he would have opposed it.
Ho
did not regard it as a party measure as it had
received the support of both parties.
He argued that in assuming the government of the
District of Columbia the United States assumed
the debts. He referred to the clause authorizing the issue of the 3 65 bonds, and said the
government was bound to provide for them
because Congress authorized their issue.
Mr. Morton gave notice that as soon as the
bill to pay the interest on the 3.65 bonds was
uu

TURKEY.
Reverses.
London, Feb. 1.—Advices from Slavonic
sources reportjthat the Turks were repulsed at
Gradatz on Sunday, losing 80 killed, and that
mey met, wiiu a reveioe near iviea, wnere mey
lostOOmeu.
_

(foreign Nolew,
The Scotch Rifle Association has accepted
the challenge of the American Association for
the championship of the world.
Pesth is in mourning far Francis Deak.
Cardinal Sinieoni has been instructed to quit
Madrid of the government assents to an approval by the cortes of the clause of the proposed constitution relating to liberty of wor-

ships.

A despatch from an official source has been
received at Washington, stating that the report
that the Cuban insurgents had entered Cienfuegos is entirely untrue, no insurgents having
come even near that point.
The Cbinese government has decided to take
its place at the approaching Philadelphia exhibition.
The China Great Northern Telegraph Company has abandoned its intention to continue
the construction of the proposed line to Amoy.
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and dispose of the resolution submitted by him
in regard to tho late election iu Mississippi.
Mr. Cameron said he hoped,not as he desired
to have the centennial bill considered as soon
as that now before the Senate was finished.
The debate was continued by Senators Merrimon, Allison. Thurman, Frelinghuyseo, Oglesby and Bayard. The latter finally remarked
that the House having adjourned no final action could be taken on tho bill to day, and
moved Mr. Sargent’s bill he printed and that
the Senate adjourn, which resolution, after the
presentation o£ same petitions and unimportant bills, was agreed to, 33 to 20, and tho Senate at 4.45 adjourned.

HOUSE.
A large number of bills were introduced and
referred.
By Mr. Stone of Mo., organizing the National
Itailroad Co. for tho purpose of constructing,
operating and maintaining a double track cheap
freight railroad from the Atlantic seaboard to
St. Louis, Chicago and Council Blufts, with
branches to other centres of population production and commerce, and to regulate some of
the interests of commerce among the states.
Mr. Buckner offered a resolution directing
the Committee on the District of Columbia to
investigate the allegations that the Commissioners of the District of Columbia have enlarged and extended contracts to an extent not
contemplated or authorized iu the act of 1872,
so that the amount of the certificates issued is
but little short of $15,000,000; that many of the
improvements were made in the interests of
favorites and friends, and that a large amount
of the certificates were issued illegally and
without warrant of law, and that corrupt and
improper means had been used to obtain the
allowance of false and fraudulent claims; and
that the subordinate officers of the board of audit were largely interested in rnauy of the*
claims allowed. Adopted.
Mr. Landers of Indiana introduced the proposed amendment to tho constitution for the
levying of direct taxes according to,the wealth
of the respective states. Referred.
Mr. J. II. Bagley of New York offered a
resolution directing the Committee on Library
to take into consideration a proposition to purchase collections of plaster cut busts of Adams,
Jefferson, Madison, Munroe, Lafayette and
other publi c meo. Adopted.
Mr. Hewett of New STork offered a resolution
calling on the Secretary of the Treasury fora
detailed statement showing the amount of
actual cash on hand iu the Treasury and the
several depositories of the government at the
close of business on the 25th of Jan. 1877,specifyiog how much in fractional currency, legal
tender notes, national bank notes, gold, silver,
gold notes. &c. Adopted.
Mr. Lutlrell of Cal., offered a resolution reciting that all the Pacific Itailroad and branches to which bonds and subsidies were
granted
by government have received from the United
States money subsidies amounting to over $04,000,000, land subsidies amounting to over 220,000,000 acres of the public domain, bond subsidies amounting to-, and interest .amuonting
to-. That it is but just and proper that
tho government and people should undeJstatid
the status of such roads and the disposition by
the company of the subsidies granted by tho
government, and therefore instructing the Judiciary Commmittee to enquire and report
whether such companies have fully complied
with the requirements of the law.
Second, whether such companies have formed within themselves construction companies
for the purpose of sub-letting their roads,
whether the money, land and bond} subsidies
have beeu properly applied.
Third, whether such railroad companies or
any of them have forfeited their land subsidies
by failiDg to construct and equip their roads as
required by law, and that the committee shall
report to the House such measures as shall secure to the government full indemnit- for all
1__„__:_J I__
_
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negligence on the part of such companies and
for non payment of interest lawfully duo tho
government, and for any other claim that the
United States may have against such companies. Adopted.

Mr. Holman ol Indiana offered a resolution
the Committee on Banking and
Currency to enquire whether the commercial
and industrial interests of the country do not
require that the retirement and cancellation of
the legal tender notes shall cease and whether
common and equal justice to the whole people
do not require that U. S. notes shall be substituted for national bank paper instead of national bank paper being substituted for U. S.
notes. Adopted.
Mr. Page of California offered a long preamble and resolution denunciatory of tbe Mormons and “their vile and
degrading dogma of
polygamy,” cold blooded and brutal murders
of men, women and |children, the subornation
of witnesses and tbe terrorism over courts to
shield and protect the most nefarious and infamous criminals, declaring that immediate
steps should be taken to compel the Mormons
to obey the constitution and laws of the United
States, and directing the Judiciary Committee
to report a bill for that purpose so as to remove
this foul blot from the civilization of the 19th

instructing

century.

Mr. Atkins of Tennessee offered a resolution
instructing tbe Judiciary Committee to inquire
whether or not the Unioa Pacific Railroad
Company has forfeited its ebarte-.
Adopted.
Mr. Wallace of Pennsylvania offered a resolution reciting the great depression under
which industrial pursuits ate laboring, endorsing the protective policy, declaring that the
question of finance is but a question of labor,
and the question of labor is but a question of
protection, and instructing the Committee of
Ways and Means to consider the propriety and
necessity of increasing the import duties on all
products and manufactures that come in competition with those of this country.
Referred
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
||Several bills providing for works of internal
improvement were introduced and referred.
The House then went into the Committee of
the Whole, Mr. Hoskins of New York in the
chair, on the military academy appropriation
bill.
Mr. Hurlbut of Illinois offered an amendment for a detail of a competent staff officer to
act as quartermaster and commissary for the
battalion of cadets, and that all the supplies
shall be furnished at aetnal cost, &c.
Adopted.
The Committee rose and the bill was
passed.
The pay of the cadets is fixed at §540 without rations.
No other amendments except
that offered by Mr. Hurlbut was adopted. The
House at 3.20 adjourned.

MBTEOBOESHJICAE.
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mimber of bills anil resolutions were

introduced oud referred, including the following: Mr. Wright of Iowa submitted a joint
resolution proposing amendments to the constitution so as to elect a Presideut aud VicePresident acd U. S. Senators by direct vote of
the people. Keferrcd to tbe Committee on

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

Wap.

TWENTY FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )

Officer, Washington, D. C
l
Feb. 1, (1 A.’ M.) }

For iVcw England.
and the Middle states, warmer,
partly cloudy
weather, easterly to southerly winds and falling barometer probably followed by light rain
or snow during the night.

THE WHISKY TRIALS.
Conviction of McKee.
St. Louis, Jan. 31.—la the McKee trial the
jury returned a veidict of guilty.
Funeral of Congressman StarkweatherNorwich, Conn,, Jan. 3 1.—Ttie funeral of
the late Congressman Starkweather took
place
this afternoon at the Central Baptist
church, of
which the deceased was a prominent member.
There was a general suspension of business.
AmoDg the prominent men present were the

Congressional committee, Postmaster General
Jewell, Senator English, ex-Congressman Kellogg and others.
MINOR TFLEURAM3.
The Union Straw Works at Foxbnro, Mass.,
were sold yesterday for $199,000, to W. F. Cook

& Co.

Another Charlie Ross has been found in

Tiflin,

Ohio.

The eight-oared race between Harvard and
Yale will take place at Springfield, Jane 30.
The Pacific railroad at
blocked with snow.

Wells, Nev.,

is still

Connecticut Republican convention will
held Feb. 29; Democratic 23d.

be

...■—ini

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement iu the I’UliSN, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 103,009.

.New York. .Hamburg.Feb 3
Carondelet.New York. .Hayti, &c_Feb 3
Pereire. New York.. Havre.Eeb 5
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool.Feb 5
Caspian. Portland.... Liverpool.Feb 5
City of CheBter.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 5
Moravian .Baltimore. .Liverpool.Feb 2
Germanic .New York.. Liverpool.Feb 5
City of Brooklyn .New York.. Liverpool... Feb 5
City of Merida.New York. .Hav&VCruz..Feb 8
Partbia.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 9
City of Vera Cruz.. .New York.. Havana.Feb 10
New York. .Livorpool.Feb 10
City of Limerick
Circassian.Portland
Liverpool... Feb 12
City of Montree!.. ..New York. .Liverpool. ...Feb 12

York Stock aud Money Market.
New York. January 31—Evening.—Money easy at
4 @ 6 per cent, on call, closiug at 4
@ 5 per cent.
Foreign Exchange firmer at 485$ @ 485$ lor banking
long and 489$ for demand.
Gold opened and closed at 113. The rates paid for
carrying were 5, 3, 4, 3$, 2$ and 2 per cent The
clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were $17,329,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day
$43,000 in interest and $38,000 in redemption of
bonds. The customs receipts to-day were $64,600.
Governments firm. State bonds firm with quite large
business in District of Columbia 3-65’s at
70$. Railroad bonds firm. Pacific issues were
steady. Stocks
to-day were active with heavy fluctuations and some
irregularity in prices; market opened strong at an
advance of $ @ 1 per cent, from Saturday’s closing
figures. Soou afternoon there were heavy transactions in Western Union and Lake Shore under which
New
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o! the market

participating
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some
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extent.
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Decorations, &c.,

bun

Sun

marcl5

Respectfully informs the citizens of Portlan 1
is permanently located in
Mechanics’ Hall

were

the

closing quotations of

Western Union

Lake Shore

Illinois Central ,ex-dv.
Chicago «& Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preierred..
New Jersey Central.
Rock Island.

&
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Recreipts—2000
flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 62,bushcoru, 22.U0O
oats, 2,100 bush barley, l.uoO
bush rye, 3335 bogs, 1305 cattle.
Detroit, January 31—Flour (is very quiet and
steady. Wheat dull and lower; extra White Michigan nominal; No 1 White Michigan at 1 263 buyers;
No 2 do 1 15 sellers. Com dull and easy; No 2 Mixed at 40c
Oats are quiet; No 1 Mixed held at 35Jc.
Receipts—870 bbls flour, 10,365 bush wheat, 0000
bush com, 2435 bush oats.
Shipments—730 bbls flour, 5040 bush wheat, 750
bush com, 780 bush oats.
Cleveland, January 13.—Petroleum market is
firm and unchanged; standard White at 111; Ohio

test

123; Michigan test

at

janl

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW,

J

WA

have removed to

Rooms IS & 17 Fluent Block,
City Mali.
jan21

EE,

Annual Cash

PORTLAND,
EPiDER

Bracket*, Slipper*, Slipper Pockets, etc.
Great bargains in Hamburg Edging*, Dimity and Lnwn Band* Also Plain and
Plaid Nainsook*. Cincn*, Tacking*, etc.
Tucked audSKuflled Pillow Chamber* at
9*4,45 a pair.
The latest novelties in Children’s Collarettes

CO.,

at very low pi ices.
The remainder of our winter stock ot Children**
Colored ttuits and Pique Dre**ea we will
sell at a great reduction.

230U8E.

CATARRH

These Goods for Cash Only t
Ja29dlOt

W. S. DYER,

So Terrible,
Tlr.it by

fflANCFACTUBEB OP

actual estimate it is

an

Tijol

tound that

Please Call and Examine the Goods before buying
elsewhere.

IT

4 qt. long Imudls Dipper*,
“
“
••

Killed

over

Dipper*,
1-4 pt. Dipper*,
4 qt. JPailM,
*•

60,000

1
3 “
Small

People

Large

Iii the United States.
Thick oi it, and then remember that tor the sma
sum of 35 cents* you can buy one box ot

open market for three months’ hills is 33 per cent.,
which is 3 per cent, below the bank rate.
London, January 31—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
dull and easier; Middling uplands at 6 9-16(1; do Orleans at 6Jd; sales 10,000 bales, inciudingg 2000 bales
for speculation and export.

R/EDER'S

tleodlw

3XXTJSIO !

GERMAN SNUFF,
A preparation which has been pronounced
of the highest medical talent in the land to
only reliable article lor this complaint.

Another large lot of

SHEET

by some
be the

and shall
for a Bhort time to
sell any in Stock at £ .discount from retail
prices,
for cash only. Also 3 second hand
Pianos, 7 Heed
Organs, cheap for cash or installments, Violins,

CATARRH!

Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions, Flutes, Banjos,
Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets, Cornets, and all
instruments for Brass and String Bands for sale at
bargains; extra Violin Strings, Retail and Wholesale.

CATARRH!

C. K.

A case ot many years standing,
and so horrible that it caused to-

HAWES,

177 Biddle Street.
Particular attention given orders bv mail.

ja.n31

tal deafness, cured by the use of
one box oi baider’s German Snuff,
which costs but 35 cents.

deodlf

HEALTH LIFT !
A TEOBOBBGB mtASTIC S1STEM
—

LADIES
IN

any

237
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GENTLEMEN

TEN MINUTESONCE A DAY.

Middle Street,

.1. II. GILBERT,

no25
rt

Portland, Me.
Proprietor.
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if

w

oleum, was ana water

PIPES.

real benefit, but remember that in this simpl
a cure

FOB

AND

Doubles tbe strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tories the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

spent hundreds of dollars on worthless trash withou
German remedy you have
and sure, What are the

iIIUSI€

Continue

just received,

that is always safe

City, Town and Country Purchasers
tified

that they

can

are

bay

hereby no-

PIPES AND FITTINGS

Wfe! MCfBfed

at this establishment lower than anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited which will he tilled and despatched

promptly.

SPOKEN.
'!''U 23. lat 38 55, ion 73 20. barque Sarah Hobart,
from
Pinkbam,
Leghorn tor Boston.
No date, tat 30, Jon 33 55, brig
Atuiaya, Allen, from
Palermo for Boston.

Of

K.

Catarrh ?

1

Hold oa Life.
Life is dear to most, if not all of us, and those
whose tenure of it Is rendered uncertain by feeble
health, would gladly strengthen their hold upon existence. The best advice that can be given to the debilitated is to invigorate with that sovereign vitalizer,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, which fertilizes the
blood by ensuring complete nutrition, and is an excellent remedy for those maladies which are the main
causes of physical weakness.
Indigestion, inactivity
of the liver, urinary troubles, rheumat
and many other ailments and disabilities are
speedily
conquered by this safe, prompt and agreeable corrective tonic, which is, besides, a reliable
preventive of
chills and fever, and other malarial disorders, counteracts the effects of fatigue and exposure, and is a
beneficial solace to the aged and Infirm.

Federal Street.
pot1*1_____d3m
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

BAD BREATH,
DROPPINGS IN THROAT,
GENERAL WEAKNESS,
SLIGHT DEAFNESS.

FARMINGTON,
TUESDAY,

COUGHS,

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

FEBRUARY

on

33d.

School furnished with a valuable Library,
recently
[mrenased, and excellent importunities for instruction in Science. Tuition I’rie.
For catalogues or further information address the

HEADACHE,

^complaints, NOISES

Principal,

IN THE HEAD,
PAIN IN THE BACK,

C* C. ROUNDS*

w4w4

NERVOUSNESS.

Ohf.apest

Yes, every one ol the above aro symptoms of Catarrh, and if yon are wise you will cure it with the

Remember,

ME.

The next Term will commence

•COLDS IN THE HEAD,

German Snuft.

McDONAID,

334

THEY ARE FOUND IN

Strengthening the

in the use of this

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Hooke without regard to cost.
Clock*!, Wmchf* and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Hood

reme-

dy there is

Warranted.

rOBEST

TAP..

Sure relief for all diseases of the skin

can

NO FAILURE.
ho ob-

tained by using Forest Tar Salve. Mr. John Orvis,
of Boston, thus writes of a box purchased by him:
I gave it to my wife who is troubled with exema <
which, at this

of the year, is very vexatious
the ends of the thumbs and fin-

Try

a

box.

It costs but 35 cents.

have it.

All

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
and Bookseller*.

gstf_Publish-™

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

Druggists

tiec7iieo<1snGm
VEGETA-

ASTHMA CURE
completely NiiperNedeN the

MEOBIIVG’H
BEE

season

■me

of PtiMtilen. Nuaoke

causing the skin on
gers to crack, giving great pain and inconvenience.
She has never found anything which has given the
relief that that box of Forest Tar Salve afforded.”
a box of your diuggist or by
sending 25 cents to

anti

EOKING, Proprietor, Cor*
Eederal St».

The best and cheapest know Ac Dnvin Pnleni
1 time Rooting Paint for
Shingle, Tin and Iron
1
°Ut6ia°
<

of

I Malt Petre, Stramonium,
Ac. In uo cane of purely
Anthinnlic character has it tailed to give
relief. It in worthy the confidence of sufferer*. Price £1 .©O.

r°<applto?byr
J.

the Forest Tar Co

Portland, Me.
octlSsnOm

The largest anti best
Also

in

the

asSlate.

SHOULDER

SUP«*«»KKIIACG3,
CRUTCHES.
ITEHM,

BBWB

and
INDIAN Cl.HUM
HELEN.
ApolheLORINR,
ExCor.
Filter,

cary and Practical Truss
change and Federal Sts.

jan26sntf

STROUT

&

GAGE,

Have Removed to Office in Hon.
Thomum’ New Bloch,

\y* \yt

work-solJ bv ‘he

gitoS

N. McCOY & CO-,

__dtt
THE AERATED

Exchange
jan2Gsntr

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,

C"CUP

3S Spring St., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

Get

sortment

thur T. Deering and Miss Hattie E. Palmer, both of
Portland.

3 75
3.85

“

jan3l

Callao.

_

In this city, Jan. 27, by Rev. F. Sonthwortb, Geo.
S. Canals ol Portland and Miss Eva McFaddeu ot
Lnbee.
In this city, Jan. 29, by Rev. B. F. Pritchard, Ar-

<r

Bread Pant,
••

«
(i
«<
«
“
“

No. 176 Fore St., foot Exchange.

|

Kong.

30

3 |<>
1.35
4.50

Other goods in this line are as full as low in prices.
These goods are made out of the very best of Charcoal Tin Plate. Can furnish these goods made out of
Coke Tin Plate for 5 per cent less. These goods aro
sold at Private Sale, and aro not Auction Goods.
It will pay to get posted before buying. Call at

Montville, Mass., March 23, 1875.
Gentlemen: I must express my gratitude for the
At Caibaricn 20tb, brig
Shannon, Moore, for New wonderful cure as performed by your Rmder’s Gcr
York 8 days.
man Snuff.
I bad been afflicted with Catarrh for
At St Jago 20th, barqne Jose D Bueno,
Jones, from
^Hg ^ ^ Knight, Davis, from Baltimore
many years, and it caused my hearing to become so
Sid fm Cardenas Jan 26. brig I Howland, Lakeman
poor that I was totally deaf, I tried many remedies,
for North ot Hatteras.
but without any benefit; but at last I purchased a
Cld at St John, NB, Jan 29, brig D S
Soule,
Soulo,
Havana.
box of German Snuff, and its use not only entirely
| cured my Catarrh, but what was yet more wonderful,
fLatest bv Enronpn stpnnnw»M 1
my hearing was fully restored, and after having been
Arat Liverpool Jan 13, H A Burnham, Ravne=.
deaf for years, I can now hear as well as any one.
Round Pond, Me.
Skll2(h. Mary G Reed, Geyer, Tvbee; 13th, AnThis Snuff should be spread broadcast over the land,
drew Jackson, Bartlett, Tyoee; nth, LLSturges,
lor it will prove a blessing to all who use it.
Linnekm, SW Pass.
Yours very truly,
Off Northwest Lightship 6th, City of Brooklyn.
Herriman, trom Liverpool for Key West.
MRS. MILO STRATTON.
Ar at London 13th. Alice Buck, Snow, Calcutta
Cld at Newport 13th, Horace Beals, Pickett, lor
Suffering reader, don’t get discouraged if you have
St
Ar at Queenstown 13th, Marcia
Gteenlcaf, Bunker,
New Orleans tor Liverpool.
Sid ttn Malaga Jan 5th, Abby
Bacon, Merrill, for
New York.
Sid fm Havre 13tb, J H Kranz, Pitcher, SW Pass:
Batavia, Sawyer, Matanzas; R B Gove, Hodgman.
Sagua.
Cld 13th. Violate, Fulton, SW Pass.
Sid tm the Texet 13tb, Belle Morse, Whittemoro.

84.110 Dai.
1.75
50 «

A pt.
1 pt.

erpool.

14f.

European markets.
Liverpool, January 31—12.30 P. M.—American
securities—United States new 5’s, 1053; Erie Railway
at 153; New York Central 100J.
The discount in
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WHOLESALE AX'D RETAIL.

YEAR

LAST

to examine our stock ot Wor*ted En-

broideries, consisting of Sofa Cushion*, Foot
Towel
Kent*,
Hack*, Chair Niripca,

ME.,

PREBLE

Sale,

IjADIEN i—Your particular attention is invited
to our sale commencing vioutlay. Jau. 31st, and
continuing ten days, during which time our entire
stock of goods will be sold at greatly reduced prices.
We have on hand a larger assortment ot Cutler
Clothing, While Skirt* Infant’* Dre**e«
and Flannel*, than ever before, also a great varity of novelties in the new Cashmere Uace*,

jan29snlw

Emerson, Scars, Weymouth;

Cardiff 11th, Alex McNeil, Spronl, for Hong

dim

565 CONGRESS STREET

’

S. PORTER &

New York, ldg.
Ar at Callao Dec 26th. ship Matterhorn,
Arey, Coquimbo for guano islands to load for Europe.
Sid fm Arajuca Jan 2, brig Lincoln, Reed, for Liv-

Jago.

opposite

H. W. SIMONTON & CO.’S

friends and

jan31snd3w

Stock all fresh and clean. Best location in Portland. Will be sold at a bargain if applied lor soon.
Good reasons for selliug.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Batavia Jan 25th, barque Wakefield, Carver,

Sid tm

(ltf

KINGSBURY & JORDAN,

New York, January 31.—Cotton quiet; Middlin®

uplands 13c.
Savannah, January 31.—Cotton easier; Middling
uplands 12|c,
New Orleans, January 31.—Cotton irregular and
easier; Middling uplands 121c.
Charleston, January 31.—Cotton is quiet and
easy; Middling.uplands 1211-16 @ 12Jc.
Mobile, Jan. 3!.—Cotton easier; Middling uplands
at 12Je.

Exchange S4,,
REMOVAL.

'l ie*, etc.
Do not fail

Boston.
Sid fm Calcutta Jan 22, ship Susan Gilmore, Carver, Dundee.
Ar-at Table Bay, CGH, —th, barque Nonpareil,
Flinn, Boston.
Sid fm Palermo —, barque Aberdeen, Savage, for
United States.
At Trieste Jan 8, brig Annie R
Storer, Hatch, tor

On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was lower at 98$c seller for February; 95$ seller for
March. Corn easier at 39$ @ 40c seller February; 40$
do March. Pork is firmer at 19 57$ @ 19 60 seller February ; 19 87$ seller March. Lard unchanged.
Cincinnati, January 31.—Pork is firmer and held
higher at 21 50 bid, nomiualy at 21 00 on spot; some
sales early buyers March. Lard in light demand and
holders firm; steam 12$c buyer March; kettle at 13
@ 13$c. BuikjMeats strong and higher; shoulders at
7$c; clear rib sides at 10$c cash, ll$c buyer March:
Bacon is steady and
ll$e do April: clear sides 11c.
quiet; shoulders 8$c; clear rib sides at 12c; clear
sides 12$c.
Green Meats nothing doing. Whiskey
easier at 1 05. Hogs strong and nigher; fair to good
light 6 50 @ 7 00 fair to good heavy 7 50 @ 7 65; re-

removed to

CORTLAND, MAINE.

G. TUKEY,

G K A T S

Aneroid. Talbot, Baltimore.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 29th. ship Anna
Camp, Drummond, from Key West for Baltimore.
B iLTIMORE—Cld 29th, brig Rabboni,
Coombs,
for Cardenas; sch J G Stover, Clay, Charleston.
Ar 29th, sch Helen Mar, Duncan, Charleston.
Sid 25th, brig Clara J Adams, for Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, sch Fred L Porter,
Brooks, Marblehead.
Ar 31st, brig R M Heslen, Gould, Messina.
Cld 29tb, narquo Nina Sheldon, Sheldon, Loudon.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, sch Jesso B Allen,
Randall,
Portland; Highlander. Wood, Providence.
Ar€9th, schs Velma. Plunkett, Kingston, Ja; Day
Break, Blake, AuxCaye ; Ada F Whitney, Marsters, Cardenas; Mary E Long, Haskell, do; C II Eaton, Curry. Fernandina.
Also ar 29tb, ship Santa Clara, (new)
Tobey, Bath;
barque Geo M Bernard, Berry, Havre 75 days; schs
Daybreak, Blake, Aux Cayes via Port Nape 31 days;
Brigadier, Norton, New Orleans ; Frances Hatch,
Green, Richmond; Emma Arey, Hall, Baltimore;
A B Emerson, Emerson, Providence; James
Henry,
Spear, do.
Ar 31st, brig Ennis, Dyer, Rio Janeiro; sch
Mary
G Collins, Somers, New Orleans,
Cld 29th. brig ADuie Gardiner,
St Kitts;
Havener,
schs M A Folsom, Bunker, Demarara; Helen
Maria,
Look, Arroyo; Ruth Darling, Swazey, Havana; Annie Bliss, Simmons, Cardenas; Ontario,
Pettigrove,
St Jago; A B Perry, Look, Brunswick, Ga.
Passed through Hell Gate 29th, sch L T Whitmore,
Port Johnson for Providence; Emma
Crosby, from
New York for do; Gentile, do lor Hyanis
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch Henry Cole. Chadwick, Portland.
Ar 30th, sch Grace Andrews, Andrews, Galveston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 28th, sch Addie Blaisdell. McDuflie, Baltimore for Bath.
Sid, scb8 J F Baker. J J More, Nellie H, Corvo,
Billow, Henry Cole, Are-ic, A F Ames, J P Robinson
Odell, H G Bird, and Richmond.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 30th, sch
Olive, Warren,
(from Calais) for Providence.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, sch Anua D Price, York, from
Salem.
Sid 30th, ship Fannie Tucker.
Ar 31st. barque A L Taylor, Percival,
Cape Town,
CGH; brig Helen A Holmes, Eldridge, New York;
sell Waterline, Kelley, Weehawkeu.

Shipments—9000 bbls]tiour, 13,000 bush wheat, 39,corn, 14,000 busu oats, 9,000 Duel* barley,

421-2

Stock and Fixtures

003IEPTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 29tb, sch John Proctor, Doane,
Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 29th, sch Charlotte Brown,
Sears, St Pierre.
MOBILE—Cld 24th, sch Stampede, Dow, for Pascagoula.
KEY WEST—Ar 29th, brig A II Curtis, Merriman,
New Orleans tor New Bedford, (rigging damaged.)
ST MA11VS, GA—Ar 19th, sch Addie Todd, Corson, St Thomas.
Ar 20th. brig Edith. Mablman. Port Spain.
CHARLESTON—Cld 28th, brig Geo E Dale,Pierce,

350 bush rye.

COUNSELJLOR-AT-LAW,
lias

For Sale.

mained. A contract was made with wreckers to
lighten her and she was floated off 31st and taken into Vineyard-Haven.
Sch Daybreak, Blake, at New York fm Anx Cayes,
reports, Jan 8. in lat 21, Ion 75 50, had a heavy gale
from NW and lost head gear, jibs, &c, and had to put
into Port Nape tor repairs.

000 bush

bills
bush

Hattie E

Ar at

ATTORNEY &

STREET.

Portland, Jan. 31, 1876.

Brig Albert Dewis, McLellan, from Round Pond
for Leith, put into St Thomas Jan 28, leaky.
Brig ADgier H Curtis, Merriman. from New Orleans
for New Bedford, put into Key West Jan 29, with
main rigging carried away.
Brig Atalaya, Allen, trom Palermo for Boston,
with brimstone and fruit, struck on West Chop,
Vineyard-Sound, morning of the 30th, where she re-

1982$

dim*

Barrott,

where he will be pleased to meet his 61d
customers in the Boot and Shoe trade.

Wheeler, which run on the flats near
the Dry Dock, Sunday morning, was hauled off by
the tug C A Warren, on Monday. No damage.

Rye

—

153 and 155 Middle Street,

itfElttORANDA.

6 25; medium to choice Winter extra 4 75 @ 7 25.
Wheat is active and demand higher; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 109$; No 2 Chicago Spring 97|c bid on
spot, sales at 96 @ 97$ seller February and closed at
9G$c; 96$ seller for March; 1 02$ seller May; No 3 do
at 76c; rejected at 63c.
Corn is dull and a shade
lower; No 2 Mixed at 40e on the spot; 40c bid for
seller February; 40$ @ 40fc seller March; 45$c seller
May; rejected 32c. Oats are quiet and weak; No 2
at 30fc on spot and seller February; rejected 26$c.
Barley is buoyant and unsettled at 78 @ 78$c on
is
spot; 72$c seller February; 68c seller March,
steady and quiet. Clover Seed in lair demand and
firm at 8 00 @ 8 10; Timothy easier but not quotably
lower; poor to very prime at 1 95 @ 2 45. Dressed
Hogs active and higher at 8 55 @ 8 60. Pork active
and higher at 19 50 @ 19 55 on spot; 19 50$ @19 55
seller for February;
@19 85 seller March; 20 12$
20 15 seller April. Lard in egular and higher at 12 10
on the spot; 12 27$ seller March; 12 40 @ J2 42$ seller
April; 12 47$ @ 12 60 seller May. Bulk Meats firm.
W liisk ey at 1 06.
Receipts—8,000 bbls Hour, 52,000 bush wheat, 84,000 bush corn, 25,00u bush oats, 22,000, bush barley,
715 bush of rye.

TO

Emery $. Ridlon,

sn3in

CHARLES

WALKER

janj

Formerly of Tuhey, Chase & Co.,
hereby gives notice that he has made an engagement
with, and may hereafter be found at the Store of

26th. brig Proteus, Farr, Portland.
Sid tm Palermo —, barque Aberdeen. Savage, for
United States.

Liverpool—market more steady.
Chicago, January 31—Flour dull; Western shipping extra 4 00 @ 4 50; fair to fancy Minnesota 4 75 @

ceipts 1255 head; shipments 735 heaU.
Toledo, January 31.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
steady with a moderate demand; No 3 White Wabash l 23; No 1 White Michigan 129; No 2 White
Michigan at 113; extra White Michigan at 1 39; Amber Michigan at 124$; seller February 1 24$; do
March 127; do April 129$;No2 do 104; No 2 Red
Winter at 1 26; No 3 do t 05; rejected Red 8'i$c. Corn
quiet and weak; high Mixed held 45$c, 45c oflered;
Michigan 47c; low do held at 44$c, 44$c ofiered; no
grade at 43c; damaged 39c. Clover Seed firm and in
lair demand at 8 05. Dressed Hogs at 8 50.
Receipts—0,00 bbls flour; 6,Oil) bush Wheat, 22,000
bush Corn, 4000 bush Oats.
Shipments—100 bbls flour, 8,000 'bush Wheat. 11,000 bush Corn, 2,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, January 31.—Flour is quiet and
steady. Wheat weak; No 1 Milwaukee Spring 1 05$;
hard do at 115; No 2 Milwaukee at 97$c; seller for
March 98$c; do April 100$; No 3 Milwaukee 81c.
Corn is firm; No 2 at 42c. Oats lower; No 2at 31$ @
31|c. Barley is dull and lower; No 1 Spring at 92$c;
No 3 at 53c; rejected 34c. Rye is quiet aud firm; No
1 at 70c. Provisions nominally firmer. Mess Pork at
19 62 @ 19 75. Lard—prime kettle at 13c; steam 12$
@ 12|c.
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 7$ @ 7$e
loose and 7$c boxed; middles 10$ @ 11$ boxed. Dressed Hogs firmer aud held higher at 8 50.
Receipts—6000 bbls flour, 50,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—3,000 bbls tiour, 10,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, January 31.—Flour dull and unchanged ; Superfine Fall at 3 25 @ 3 50: extra Fall at 3 85 @
425; double extra do at 4 35 @4 65; treble extra do
at 4 75 @ 5 25. Wheat firmer, held higher and scarcely anything doing; No 2 Red Winter 1 50 asked, 1 45
bid cash; 1 47 bid seller February; No 3 do at 1 34 bid.
Corn dull and lower; No 2 Mixed at 38 @ 39c bid
cash and 38 @ 38§c seller for February; 19$
@ 40c
seller March, Oats inactive; No 2 at 31$ cash and
seller February. Barley auiet and weak. Rye inactive and lower at 69$c. Whiskey inactive and lower

JAMES

Sid

to

—

other desirable securities.

MIDDLE

IT.

has this day removed from
16 AND 50 UNION STREET,

153 AND 155 MIDDLE STREET.

Portland, Dec. 4,1875.

pinwall.

inspected No 3 Mixed. Hay unchanged. Hops firm.
Couee—Kio steady and quiet; cargoes quoted at 15$
@ 18$c in gold; job Jots at 15$ @ 19$c gold. Sugar is
dull at7$@ 8$c for fair to good refining; 8jc for
prime redned; 10c for standrd A, 10$ @ 10$c for granulated; 10$cfor crushed; 10$@l0$cfor powdered.
Molasses quiet and unchanged—New Orleans at 48
@ 60c. Rice quiet and steady. Petroleum is firmer
hut quiet; crude 8$c; refined at 14$c bid, 14$c asked;
cases 18$ @ 20$.
Pork is dull hut firmer at 21 00 @
21 20 for new mess; 250 bbls seller February at 2115;
250 bbls seller April at 125; 500 do May at 21 25 @
21 30.
Dressed Hogs firm at 9$ @ 9|c for Western.
Beet is quiet and unchanged. Cut Meats—Western
is quiet; 100 tes pickled hams 12$c; middles firm;
100 boxes city long clear at ll$c; 11 lor Western long
clear. Lard is firm aud closed heavy; 150 tes prime
steam at 12 11-16; 750 do seller February at 12 75 @
12 80 ; 250 do seller March at 12 70; 500 do seller April
at 13 05 @ 13 10; 250 seller May at 13 25.

Freights

200

Bruises,

AgcufH, Portland, Me.

CHARLES

A1AIWE CENTRAL U. K.7’*

cto

Sprains,

REMOVAL.

city.7’*
TOLEDO CITY
:.7’*
ST. LOI7I8 C’OUNTY COLD.O’*
and

Colic,
Cholera Morbus,

novl7eod&wJw

\

PORTLAND CITY K. «. All>.
.6>*
HOKTI,AI\B> CITY nfMCIPAI.
CliEVRIiA\D CITY.O’*

Swan

cures
cures
cures

j _REMOVAL.

FOR SiYIYE,

Ar at Cardenas 27th Inst, barque Clara E McGilvery, Walnut, Pensacola.
Ar at Sagua 26th inst, brig Tally Ho, ChiBbolm.As-

*1021;

au!7

Slate of Alains tfoud*.
Calain aid Railroad Oond*.

Co.

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

J. W. PERKIN'* & CO.,

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-20 Government Horn!*,

and St

cures
cures
cures
cures

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL
Coughs.
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
and is soldby all dealers in Medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

XVXUXU*

BARRETT,

Magic Oil 1

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL

j
!

..

Brunswick, Hall, Eastport

Matanzas.
Cld 28tb, schs E R

by using

sure

RKNNE’S MAGIC OIL

e

holders of the first issue above named.

North of Hatteras.

63£c

is

cure

Hciinc’s

Are prepared to exchange City ot Calais Bonds aid
Lewy’s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due DecemNo
ber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest,
city in the state stands better financially than Calfur
all
ais, and this is a very desrable exchange

[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANOE.

Bocicmic itlarhct*.
New York. January 31—Evening—Cotton quiet

X.'

A

!

J

200 MIDDLE ST.,

Cienfuegos 27th, sch Aldine, Dennison, from
Kingston, J.
Sbl 27th, sch Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Boston.
Sid tm Matanzas 29th, 6ch Sarah F Bird, Hall, for

at l-16c decline; sales 76 bales; Middling uplands at
13c; forward deliveries declined 3-32. Flour—receipt
16.366 bbls; the market is dull and prices slightly iu
buyers favor; sales 2250 bbls; No 2 at 3 00(3*4 00;
Superfine Western and State 4 25 @4 CO; extra Western and State at 4 85 @ 5 35; choice do at 5 40 @
5 90; White Wheat Western extra at 5 95 @ 7 00;
Fancy at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 4 85 @ 7 25: extra
St Louis at 5 20 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good
to prime at 6 50 @ 7 25, including 3409 bbls of shipping extra at 5 00 @ 5 20; 3100 bbls city mills extra
at 5 10 @ 6 20; the market closing quiet; Southern
flour at 5 00 @ 8 25. Rye flour dull at 4 00 @ 5 10.
Cornmeal declining at 2 80 @ 3 5o. Wheat—receipts
41,355 bush; the market is dull and heavy and 1 @ 2e
lower; sales 71,000 bush; 98c for rejected and no
grade Spring; 1 20 for ungraded Spring; 1 06 @1 08
lor No 3 graded Spring; 1 02 @ 1 03 lor No 4 do; 1 08
for No 3 Milwaukee; 1 02 ;in store for inferior No 3
Chicago; 1 07 for No 3 Milwaukee; 117 for Nos 2 and
3 Milwaukee; 119 for No 2 Milwaukee iu store; nominally 1 30 @ 1 37 for No 1 Spring; 118 @ 1 21 for No
2 Chicago. Rye nominal. Barley dull; sales 16,000
bush; fair to choice 2-rowed State 85 (eg 90; Canada
West No 2 and No 2 Bay nominally at 1 10 @ 117.
Barley Malt is quiet. Corn—receipts 56,610 bush; the
market is steady with a fair export and home trade
demand; sales 84,000 bush; 56$c for no grade Mixed;
62 @ 63c for graded low Mixed; 63c for graded Mixfor graded Yellow; C2J for White Western;
ed;
68Je for old Western Mixed instore; 56| @ 63c for
ungraded new Western; also 5000 bush graded Mixed
seller February at 63c; 5000 bush buyer February at
64c. Oats—the market is dull and without decided
change; sales 36,000 bash; 46@49Jc for Mixed Western and State, including No 2 Chicago at 46ic in
^

SWAA &

ISHEWR

Stubbs.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Norfolk—D W Clark

Brig

possibl

jan31deodlw

Why let aches and pains your temper spoil?

rati

Ar at

Providence Prim Cloths itlarkei.
Providence. Januarv 31.—The Printing cloths
market quiet but rather firmer and at 4£c for best G4
squares.

Im

a cure

CALAIS BONDS!

Rcfiuery.

Sinking Funds. 951
Union Pacific bonds.103
Unicn Pacific Land Grants ..101*

where

VJ XX XJ X XX X JL X/x’l

—

Atlantic & Pacific preferred.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
103|

cure

Chemist, Boston.

General

i.

Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, New Haven
Berlin
Co.
Sell Pallas. Rhodes, Rockland—Forest Cily Sugar

Paul.
Paul preferred.
Wabash..
Atlantic <& Pacific Telegraph.
Missouri Pacific.

10

V/ V/

Mills

St.
St.

Wilbor’« Compound of Cod Liver Oil
nml Lime, without possessing tho very nauseating
flavor of ttie article as heretofore used, is endowed by
the phosphate of lime with a healing property, which
renders the oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be exhibited to those who
desire to see them.
For sale by A. IL Wilbor,

II 001ns 1 and 2,

decs

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

Fox.
Steamer New
John, NB—A R

To flic Consumptive.

see all who desire
a regular graduate

Particular attention paid to the treatment of those
I diseases peculiar to the female organism and It 15LIEF lilAUAVTUKD without resorting to
| that iiistaMleful nutl Painful Treat incut so
much in vogue at present.
Office Honrs 9 to 1$ A. iTI 1 to 5, ami 7
to 9 P„ ML

....

Panama.

oiuic,

Never fail* lo

deodsnly

nov29

tbat he

relict
from sintering. The Dr. is
of two
ot the first Medical Schools in the country; has been
in extensive practice for 20 years. His success in the
severer tonus of disease, both acute and chronic,
warrants his saying he

CLEARED.

Telegraph Co..
Pacific Mail...
Union Pacific Stock.

Building',

where he will be happy to

Exchange Street.

67

R, j

■ante of PbilnrfeJpba,

31.
Itlondny,
ARRIVED.
Sell S C Tyron. Nickerson, Boston for Itockport.
Sch Glad Tidings, Brydges, Swan’s Island—103,COO
herring to John Loveitt.
Sch Venilla. Sprague, Grand Menan, NB—herring
Sch Dione, Mason. Mt Desert for New York.
Sch Florence V Turner, Walker, Rockland for New
York.
Sch Herald, Hall, Rockland for New York.
Sch D Kilts. Torrey, Rockland for New York.
Sch Nautilus, Peck, Rockland for New York.

United States new 5’s.H8J
United States 10-40.coup.U9|
Currencv G’s.1241

RANKERS AND BROKERS,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Jau.

United States 5-20’s,1865, new.1198
United States 5-20’s, 1867.1213
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.123

Woodbury & Moulton,

;

NOTICE.

T HA T E

DR.

PORT OE PORTLAND

per cent, from the early afternoon decline.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup. 0s,18Sl. 0000
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.118

sneodtf

MEDICAL

High water.3.15 PM
Moon sets.11.40 PM

MARINE

re-

3

The following
Stocks:

|

|

STREET,

F.A.LEAVITT,

mcicev

It is

ported that one prominent broker took 10,000 shares
of Lake Shore and that Commodore Vanderbilt sold
20,000 shares of Western Union, but no confirmation
of the report could be obtained.
The market at the
close was firmer and active with a recovery of from \
to

rises.7.15
sets.5.13

.February

1-2 EXCHANGE

49

—

.....

Highest rates paid for Called Government Hoods or later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 6.20’s of 1802, 1864, and 5,000,000 of (he November issues of 1805
liave been called in for redemption.

Awnings, Tents, 1 Jags, Boat Sasis,
Covers, Canvas Letterings.

..

Minialure AEmannc

SPECIAL NOTICES.

!

NOTICES,

SPECIAL

Frisia..

FINANCIAL ANSI COMJ1EKCIAL.
Portland Wholesale Market.

■mi

mi

..

MARRIED.

Monday, January 31.—The markets a-e quite firm
with hut little change. Sugars are
quite active and

ai

In Skowhegan, Jan. 15, Llewellyn Kennedy of
j granulated is quoted at 10|c and extra C at 10c. Flour l
is firm with prices unchanged.
Norridgewock and Miss Sarali L. York of S.
Pork and Lard aro
In Waldoboro, dan. 0, Albert G. Wallace and Misi
dull with small sales. Grain firm with a fair demand
Emma A. Mink.
for corn. The produce market is dull and unchangAt Round Pond, Jan. 13, Moses M. Rhodes and
Miss Clara M. Erskine.
ed.
Freights—There is a slight improvement in freights
DIED.
aud we have the following charters to report this
week: Brig Mary C. Frances, hence to Europe with
grain, on private terms. Brig Mary J. Ward, hence
In this city, Jan. 30, of paralysis, Wm. II. Fuiintou. aged 71 years.
to Porto Rico and back, to load out with hhd shooks
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
and back with molasses aud sugar at §3.87$ on the
No. 81 Dan forth street. Relatives and friends are informer and an equivalent on the latter.
Schr Henvited to attend. Burial at convenience of the family.
In this city, Jan. 31, Mr. Joshua S. Shaw, aged 72
rietta, lienee to Cardenas with sugar hhd shooks aud
years 3 months.
heads at 20c, Brig George Burnham, hence to Car[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
denas with shooks aud heads on p. t. BrigC. C.
at No. 19 Myrtle street, coiner Cumberland St.
BuBearse, hence to Cardenas with sugar hhd shooks rial at convenience or the family.
In Rockland, Jan. 7, Mrs. Sabra E., wife of Isaiah
and heads at 21c and hoops at $5. Scbr Margery,
P. Hall, aged 40 years 4 months.
lieuce to Porto Rico to load molasses at §3.75 and
Iu St George, Jan. 9, Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey. aged
C4 years 11 months.
foreign port charges paid.
At Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 1C, Mrs. Margaret, wife
of Samuel Hart, aged 70 years.
In Union, Jan. 15, Mr. Geo. E, Cummings, aged 13
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G. years 11 mouths.
W. True & Co.
The funeral services of the late Geo. Fickctt
will take place this afternoon at 2 o’clock,at liis late
Bcstoa !9tock Market
residence, No. 15 Hancock St. Relatives .and friends
are invited to attend.
[Sales at the Brokers* Board, Jan. 31.]
10 Boston & Maine Railroad.109$
50 Eastern Railroad. 14$
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIP*.
176. .do. 14$
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE
100.do.. 10 14$
200 .do. 14$
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.Feb 1
300 .do. 14$
China.New York.. Liverpool.... Feb 2
Etna.New York .Aspinwall... .Feb 2
Second Call.
Atlas......New York. .Aspinwall_Feb 2
50 Eastern Railroad.
14$ Crescent City.New York. .Havana
..Feb 3

Oxygen
A

Y

GENUINE

cure

Treatment.
for Catarrh, Asthma, Kheurna-

tif.ni.
Lung and all Chronic Disis s'.ill ottered lo all who aru afflicted, at lists
!
lougrcs* Slrcet, Portland. Ule., Room 3,
( 'uhoon Block, where a large number of testilonials can be seen.
f.p-t oumitatiou and trial dose free.
al2tfls
:

ases

XJyspepala,

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR. OF MILK !
S. C. STROUT.
<l*c30

H. W. GAGE.
sud&wiiiu

JOB WORK of every description neat*
1 r executed at this office.

„

IMPORTANT TO SEAMEN.

A PUMSOLL CASE.

MECHANICS’ COURSE,

A New and Valuable Nautical Improve-

Important Opinion by Antlgc Fox.

lecture by Or, Sarah W. Of voll.

PRESS.

THE

STATE NEWS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INSURANCE.

AUCTION SALES

■V_

TUESDAY MORNING, FEB. 1. 187(J

ment.
THE

PKE««

May be obtained

at the Periodical Depots of FesBros.. Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Moses, N. B. Kendrick, aud Chisholm
Wentworth,
Bras., on all trains that run out of the citv.
senden

At
At
At
At
At

Biddeiord,

of PhiUsbury.

Saco, of L. Hovigdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Batb, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CM
IVevr

AND VICINITY

difficulty

Notice.

You Can Have—Hale’s.
To Let—A Tenement.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Attention Horsemen—Jos. It. Grows.
Notice—Henry Moore & Co.
For Sale—Thos. Quinby.
Davis & Clark—Insurance Brokers.
Loring’s Specific.
Cutlery—Ulmer & Hclir.
M. C. M. A.—Stated Meeting.
Notice—Geo. Knight.
Dauchy’s Advertisements-2.

sky,

the sides being lines joining the zenith
aud the pole with each other, and with the sun
or other heavenly body.
This triangle may be
considered as formed on the earth by lines
joining tbe ship and tbe pole with each other,
aud with the spot at which the sun or other

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Postmaster.

Assistant-Postmaster

Office Donri.
From 8.00 a ni to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Departure of ITlaiU.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrivo at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 aud
AiidraS aud

9.00 p.

m.

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at.1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag,

and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3.00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Iiewislon aud Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. in., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a in, and
3.30 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a in, aud 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgtou Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Macliias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 am. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Princo Edward’s Island. Arrive

Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.?0 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at 3 p in.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sail-

ing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00
Dm
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Their usefulness is limited by the
of tbe ordinary navigator’s keeping in

practice with the use of logarithms. It is confessed that logarithmic tables diminish to a
wonderful degree, the labor of computation;
nevertheless a man who is not in the daily
habit of going through calculations, shrinks
from the labor even with logarithmic aid. This
new instrument proposes to save, in a majority
of cases, even the labor of taking out and add'
ing the logarithms.
The problems of navigation usually resolve
themselves into the case of a triangle in the

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Pine Street M. E. Church Lecture Course.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Vox Humana-Collins & Buxton.
A New Era in Crockery—T. H. Snow.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

0. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

Tbe two great instruments for observations at
sea are the quadrant, or sextant, and tbe chronometer.

AdvertiMemenlM To-Day.

Copartnership

A patent has just been issued to Dr. Thomas
Hill of this city, fur a new nautical instrument,
which if it meets the expectations of the inventor, as set forth in his specifications, will prove
of great benefit to navigators.

a.

m.,

...

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
Al Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchanjc Street,
YORK RITES.

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Blue

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

heavenly body is exactly overhead. Now this
triangle can readily bo solved without computation on a globe.
Dui no globe is made, or
can be made nice enough to give sufficient accuracy to the solution to make it of aDy prac ica! value. Dr. Hill proposes, therefore, to use
merely the skeleton of a globe, which cau bo
made with all the accuracy of a sextant. In
this respect the new instrument resembles the
“occultator,” the instrument of the same inventor, in the observatory of Harvard College,

by

which eclipses of the sun, moon and stars
are calculated.
The new instrument is, however, vastly less complicated than the old one.
It consists simply of two meridians, extending
from tbe pole to thirty degrees beyond the
equator, aud so arranged as to admit of being

any required augle with each other; these
meridians represent the meridians of the sLi
aud of the sun.
A vernier slides upon one of
them. A separate concave arc, loose from the
instrument, is of tbe same radius aud graduation with them, and bears at oue end a nicely
set

divided compiss card; this arc represents tlia
great circle joining the ship to the spot where
the sun is vertical.
Here is all of the globe
necessary for forming, and consequently solving at sight, any spherical triangle that can occur as

problem

a

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monsecond Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m. ; Grand Com-

mandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Friday.
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J
cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de II third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, Juue, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows’ Hall, No. 83 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
A

Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Livonia, on Friday
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturdav.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Satuiuays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the

navigation. No figures
apply the corrections o!

are

the
necessary except to
altitude for dip, refraction and semi-diameter.
The use of single altitudes, according to
Sumner’s method; the finding of the latitude
from double altitudes; finding the time when
the latitude is known; fiuding the time of sunrise and sunset; determining the course for
great circle sailing; finding the sun’s azimuth
for correcting the compass; these are some of
the problems which are instantly answered by
this instrument.
There cau be, so far as we can see, but two
causes why this invention should not become
immediately a beneficent agent in navigation.
One may lie in unforseen mechanical difficulties in making even this skeleton of a globe
work with sufficient accuracy. The other lies
simply in the menial vis inertia of the men for
whose benefit it is primarily designed.
We understand that Dr. Hillwnames his instrument (in honor of the navigator whose

suggested the invention) the
Sumner.
This instrument is to be manufactured and
sold by Mr. 0. H. Farley of this city.

little book first
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Monday.

day: St. Albans,

of

Tiie Museum.—The “Eileen

Oge.”

as

pro-

duced at the Museum last evening, greatly delighted the large audience which had gathered
to see it. The freshness and beauty of the
scenery, the pleasing situations, the acting and
the thread of gayety which runs through all,
make up a p'ay highly attractive to the mass
of amusement-seekers. The story is one of no
little interest. Patrick O’Donnell (Mr. Arnold) loves Eileen Moriarty (Miss Cameron), a
village beauty. Henry Loftus (Mr. Gale), the
son of Squire Loftus, and the landlord of

In order to thrust
aside his successful rival, he. bv the aid to two
rascals, Tim, the Penman, (Mr. Snyder) and

Maclean (Mr. Bnscomb), forges a letter with
O’Donnell’s name to it. The letter threatens
murder, O’Donnell is arrested on his wedding
day, and the first act closes with his farewell
to Eileen. Between the first and second acts

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
Association
first Monday evening of each month.
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars* Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. ly every Wednesday
evening.

lake stretching away in the distance. As the
laborers are making merry ever the hay the
police appear and seize the hay harvest on a
complaint of young Loftus, who hopes to force
Eileen to marry him by reducing her father to

and October.

evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
7jr o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturdav in each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.

Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Bodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. C, Monday evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Army

Portland

and

Navy

Union- Corner

Congress and Brown

streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and tree to all from 10 to 1
0

5 and 7

o

9.

Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street.
Every evening.
Payson Literary

Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of hooks, 2 to 6,7 to 9, day and evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Alcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ oi Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No Ion Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner's Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

Bosworth Post G. A. 1L—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congi css and
Casco streets.
municipal Court,
before judge knight.

Saturday.—Georgiana Ball. Assault and battery. Fined one cent with costs.
Carleton.
Locke.
Brian E. McDonough. Assault and battery. Fined
one cent and costs.
Locke.
Carleton.
John McDonald. Larceny. Two casos. Probable
cause. Ordere 1 to recognize to State with sureties in
the sum of $300 in each case.
Brief Joltings.
Mrs. Stenborn denies that there was a man
fobbed or stabbed in her boarding house, Sunday. The man was put out of the house for
not paying his bills, and in revenge he broke a
square of glass.
Mr. Nathaniel

Deering met with a severe
the ice, Sunday, bruising him severely.
St. John Smith, Esq., has presented to the
Cumberland Bar Smith’s celebrated drawing of

fall

The third act is a farm scene, with the

oceau.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and

on

Special Seignarial Court, assembled under
seignorial act of the Provincial Parliament, at its opening, September 4tli, 18D5, lithographed by Weingartner.
Deputy Marshal Matble arrested John Driscoll, Saturday, in FrankliD, Hancock county"
for peddling unstamped matches, in violation
of the United States revenue laws, brought
him to Portland and lodged him in jail.

the
the

In the fourth act Loftus excuses his
conduct, and manages his suit so well that
Eileen, forced by her father, consents to marry
him. At this moment Patrick returns in dis
guise and writes to Norah to meet him at the
poverty.

old mill. Maclean intercepts the letter, and
arranges with Loftus to arrest O’Donnell on a

trumped

up charge. Patrick starts for the mill
and is met on the way by Bryan O’Farrell, a
rollicking Irish lad, who warns him of his danger. He insists upon proceeding, is seized by
Maclean and his backers and pushed through

ed with larceny who were entirely innocent.
It is published correctly this morning.
Some photographer will do well to photograph the old Deane, alias Chadwick house
before it is torn down next month, as it is a

place of considerable historical interest.
An admirable full-length photograph of the
late Bishop Bacon, clad in pontifical robes, is
to be seen in Schumacher's window.
It was
taken by King and colored by Lamson.
Bark Blanche Howe, Capt. Chase, which has
been repairing on the dry dock, while hauliDg ,
out of the dock yesterday nooo, heeled off so
that the water covered herhatches. Guys were
placed from her topmasts to the wharf and she
was

righted without damage.

The Army aud Navy Union lecture committee partook of a supper at the Preble last night
by invitation of the proprietors.
There were a number of arrests yesterday on
of larceny, but none of the persons

suspicion

held.
A man who recently broke out of the police
station was arrested last evening by officers

were

Hanson and Jackson.

by the statute when an American seaman
discharged in a foreign port. The circumstances of the case and the history of the voyage were these:
Sometime in the month of August, 1875, they
shipped in this port on board the brig for a
voyage to tho port of Savannah with a cargo of
ice, then to where freight might offer, and
home to a northern port.
The vessel performed her voyage to Savan-

nah, deli rered her cargo, and
Philadelphia with a cargo

took charter for
of pine lumber.

When off Hatlera's, the vessel encountered a
storm with wind from the northwest, which
destroyed a number of her sails, and she was

obliged

before the wind for several days.
struck by the gale, she began
leaking badly in her top works and her crew
was kept constantly at
the pumps for some
days. After caulking the vessel to some extent, the leak was diminished, but the master found himself at a distance of 500 miles
from any port, and, owing to the condition of
her sails, decided to put into the port of Nasto run

After she

was

At this port, a survey was called by the
American Consul, and a report was made that
it would require more than £500 to put the vessel in a state of repairs which the surveyors
did not recommend.
Communication was had
with the owners in Maine, who consigned the
vessel to T. Darling & Co. with orders to sell
aud she was accordingly sold at the Port
of Nassau for 880.
The libellants were sent
to the port of Savannah by tha
Consul, and
from there made their way home at their owu
expense.
The evidence and the report of the surveyors
sau.
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sbe was surveyed at Nassau, was not in consequence of the storm by which she was overtaken oil Uatteras, but was the result of the
decayed and unseawortby condition of the
vessel when she left her port of deDarturc in
Portland.
It was claimed by the respondents that under the 4583 section of the Revised Statutes of
the United States which provides “No payment of extra wages shall be required upon
the discharge of any seaman in cases where
vessels are wrecked or stranded or condemned
as unfit for servioes,” the seaman could not
recover the extra amount of wages claimed in
their libel. Upon this point it was contended
by the libellants that when the owners bad sent
tbeir vessel to sea in an unseawortby condition,
and the condemnation was the result of such
unseaworthy condition, existing at the inception of the voyage, the owners could not claim
exemption from the liability to the throe
months allowance by reason of their own neglect or fault in allowing the vessel to proceed
to sea in such a condition.
Upon this point a very able and exhaustive
opinion was delivered by Judge Pox in the
District Court yesterday morniug, embracing
an analysis of all the statutes of
this country
upon the subject, and au exposition of all the
cases adjudicated upon them.
Pounded upon the maxim that no one can
take advantage of his owu wrong, the court
held that the libellants were entitled to recover
their three months extra allowance and full
Where vessels proceed to
wages with costs.
sea in an unseaworthy condition and such condition was, or, with proper care on the part ot
the owners, might have been within their
knowledge, and the vessel is condemned in a
foreign port, and the condemnation is based
upon such facts as to show that the vessel was
unfit for service when she left her home port,
then the mariners are entitled to the statute
allowance. Suppose the vessel were stranded,
say the court, and the stranding were inten
tional and collusive in order to gain the insur
ance, surely no one would say that such fraud
ulent stranding of the vessel by her owners or
the
agents would deprive the mariners of the
tljree months extra wages if they wero in consequence discharged in a foreign port.
At the close of the opinion Judge Fox made
a most appropriate allusion to
the late act of
the British Parliament, rendering it penal to
send crews to sea in old, decayed and unsea-

worthy bulks.
Messrs. Clifford & Clifford ably argued
the case for the libellants, and Messrs. Strout
& Gage and Hixon appeared for the respondents.
The importance of the questions involved in
this decision will render the case a leading one
in our admiralty law.
It is the first in which
this issue, as far as we are aware, was
presented under the shipping act.

directly

Maine Board of Agriculture.—The following is the programme of the winter session
of the Maine Baard of Agriculture, opening
at Brunswiek on
three days:

the

8th

insfc.,

and

holding

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8TII.
10 A. M.—The Horse at Agricultural Exhibitions,
by the Secretary.
11 A. M.—Discussion of the above subject.
2 P. M.—Exercise by the Studems of the Maine
State College, conducted by President Allen.
3 P. M.—Tbe Importance of Vetrinary Science and
its Relations to Agriculture, by B. M. Higbt.
74 P. M.—Experiments in Feeding Plants, lecture
by Prof Levi Stockbndge of Massachusetts Agricultural College.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9TU.
04 A. M.—The History of Fences and Fencing, by
Z. A. Gilbert.
10 A. M.—The Statistics of Fencing in Maine, by
Ira E. Getchell.
104 A. M.—General discussion of the above subjects.
2 P. M.—The Value of Covered Manures, by Lyman Lee.
24 P. M.—The Management of Pastures, lecture by
Prof. Levi Stockbriagc of Massachusetts Agricultural College.
34 P. M.—Discussion.
74 P. M.—Some Common Things, by George E.
Brackett.
8 P.M.—Taxation in its Relation to
Farming and
Farmers, by Prof. M. 0. Fernald, of Maine State

course

last eve-

to be, she could scarcely consider the act of
living well, without taking all tlTree into account. She tells us of some of the ways in
which to preserve and increase the health of
this three-fold being we call man, a id thus to
enable the three natures to work in harmony
and produce a perfect whole.
That which naturally claims our attention
first is tli* body; and when we consider that
mind cannot exist in a diseased
a sound

broad, well-developed mind in a
dwarfed body, this home of clay in which we
body,

dwell

nor

a

begins

higher importance

to assume a

in

eyes. The ancients owed their attainments
in art and literature largely to the attention
they paid to the culture of the body, every effort being put forth to secure a perfect physour

ique. Must there cot be something wrong in
that system of education which wholly neglects
the body on which so much depends?
Food and the manner of cooking it is a matter very important to health, and is one to
which almost no attention is given.
Wo forget that our bodies cannot produce the force
with which to live and grow without something
to supply that force; if it does not come from
food it will be taken from the tissues of the
tody and then of course degeneration follows.
At this point the speaker introduced a reference to the effect of alcoholic drinks, not only
on the body but also on the mind, and expressed the conviction that this great curse would
never be removed till the chief sufferers, women, were given the ballot in the interests of
morals and education. Correct views of labor,
aud working in accordance with these views,
was considered essential to health of body and
rniuu. a requsite amouut or exercise is everywhere acknowledged to be necessary to bodily
health, but it is not so universally admitted iu
practice, at least, that labor quickens the
mind. A curious statement is made to prove
the latter point. The left side of the brain
controls the right hand, and vice versa.
The
left brain and right hand are stronger than the
right brain and the left hand. Now it is proposed by some physiologist, persuaded of the
influence of haud-cuiture over the brain, to educate the left hand lo an equality with the
right, for the purpose of strengthening the
right brain, and thus increasing the amount of
brain force. Not only well-directed physical
labor will increase brain power, but also brain
work, for “what exercise is to the body thinking is to the brain.” Education of the brain
reacts on the body.and thus the two are brought
Dr. Clark,
constantly into greater harmony.
in bis “Building a Brain,” thinks the brain of
to-day a very rude instrument compared to
what it will be ages hence, after appropriate
education, and Spencer thinks the chief progress hereafter will be in the direction of higher
intellectual and emotional development.
The path to moral and physical health is perhaps pointed out when the speaker says: “To
seek truth will subserve the best interests of
the individual, in the exercise of the reason, iu
building a robust will, in cultivating the moral
nature, ia promoting the graces of the heart
and in making the individual free; in giving,
not intellectual emancipation only but that
higher liberty and self-control which makes a
man a law unto himself.”
We should strive to live well, not for ourselves alone, bat for the influence on others.
“Truth is the protoplasm of society—its formed material; evil its undertow—its disintegrating power.” We should strive for the time
“whon interest will wait on right, as right now
waits on interest.”
Who attains to this high art of living well?
“He who learns this lesson, and learns it well
—to do with one’s might what one’s hands fiml
to do.” There are many whose names are ou
the scroll of fame; the names of Lincoln, Sumner, Dr. Samuel Howe, Florence Nightingale,
are only a few of those which shine brightly
there, and numberless are those who have lived
unknown and died unsung.
To sum up, then, “To live well is to have an
ideal for the body, an ideal for the mind, an
ideal for the soul, and to approach Tt.”
“It is first to be true to thine ownself, and it
shall follow as the night does the day, thou
cans’t not then be false to any one.”
The hall was filled at an early hour and it is
safe to say that upwards o'. 500 persons were
turned away. The lecture was a floe effort and
held tii- attention of the audience throughout.
It would be well if the lecture could be re peated in a larger hall some time this winter-

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10TH.
94 A. M.—Tbe Cost of Fencing In Maine, by P. W.

Ayer.

The regular
monthly meeting of the School Committee was
held last evening, Mayor Richardson in the
chair, and Messrs. Shailer, Libby, Chadwick
—

py ever after.
The scenery

of the diay is all new and in
many respects the finest which Ilichards has
ever painted.
The stage effects, by Page, are
excellent. The first scene, representing the
lake, is an admirable one. Eileen’s vision in
the second act, where the walls of the room

vanish, and the

ocean and the rescuing vessel
seen, called out vehement demonstrations
of applause from the audience. The scene in
the hay field, with the lake in the distance, is
are

also

pretty one, and its uproarious fun and
the variety business introduced delighted the
a

audience

hugely.

aud Fobes present. A large amount of routine
business was transacted.
Messrs. Shailer and Fobes were appointed a
committee to consult with the Supervisor re-

garding a change
manship.

in the instruction of Pen-

It was voted to exhibit the penmanship aud
the schools at the Centennial, and
Mr. Fobes and Dr. Shailer were appointed
with the Superintendent a committee on Cen-

drawing of

The scene in the old mill is a
striking one, very effectually done. Of the acting we have not space to speak to-night. There
was opportunity for some excellent characterizations, which were improved. The acting

tennial representations.
Dr. Shailer and Mr. Libby with the Superintendent were appointed a committee to establish a normal class for teachers and those pre-

and the fine scenic effect combined ought to
draw crowded houses as long as the play is
kept on the boards. To-morrow evening the
people of Deering will have an opportunity to

Dr. Hill was
report of the Board.

Bee

it,

as

an

extra ctr will be

run

after the
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Tickets for Miss Waldron’s benefit are selling rapidly, and there is every indication of a
crowded house.

The

lady deserves

hearty

a

re-

ception.

iness Manager, George S. Hunt; Clerk, Geo.
O. K. Cram.
At a meeting of the Athletic Association of
Bowdoin College, held Saturday afternoon, the
chosen for the ensuing
year: President, W. S. Cobb; 1st Vice President, J. E. Chapman; 2d Vice President, H. C.
Baxter; Secretary and Treasurer, P. G. Brown;

following officers

were

Master of Ceremonies, W. G. Beale; Directors,
F. H. Hargraves, B. F. Potter, W. G. Davis.
The Amateuks and Pkofessionals. Mr.
M. B. Snyder of the Portland Museum has not
only volunteered to take charge ot the stage,

Thursday and Fiiday afternoons next, but
has most kindly given his services in overseeing the rehearsal of the several plays. The
amateurs are to be congratulated on having
on

fallen into such wise bauds. This is not the
first act of kindness by which Mr. Snyder has
shown that he is by no means a stranger or a
a mere

trary

sojourner

oue

among us, but ou
of our very selves.

the

con-

K.

at

early day.
appointed to make the annual
an

P. Ball.—This evening
Munjoy
Lodge, K. of P., celebrate their anniversary by
a grand ball at City Hall.
The hall and the
of

ladies’ dressing

roam

will be

perfumed for

the

occasion.

Chandler will be in attendance and
will furnish his very best music.
The follow-

Tkansfeks.—The following
teal estate transfers recorded in this county
Saturday;
Windham—Lot of land with buildings thereon, containing forty-lliree acres, from Grauville
Real Estate

Frank to Johu Hamilton.
Two lots of land containing respectively four
aud one halt aud ten and one-half acres, from
Johu Hamilton to Richard T. andJCharles E.

Sylvester.__
Severe Accident.—A man living on Hancock street, whose name was not learned, met
with a sad accident yesterday.
work iu the yard of the Eastern
he slipped and fell backwards od
his spine seriously.
that he could recover.

He

was

at

depot, when
a
spike, in-

It was not

the programme for the band concert,
which will be given previous to the grand
march:

March, P. C.Maxey
Overture, Stradella.Flotow
Selection, Lucretia Borgia.Donizetti
Berlin Galop.Michaelis
Recent Deaths.—Mr, JoshuaS. Shaw, father of Mr. Jobu L. Shaw, thewellknown
singer,
died at his residence

morning..

He

was

on

Mvrtle strpp.t. vpstprrlav

72 years of age and a memBrotherhood. His funeral

ber of the Aged
will take place Wednesday.
Mr.

W. H. PuriDton, one of the oldest citizens of Portland, died
Saturday at the age of
71 years. He was in the grocery business on
Fore street for a number at years.

Concert.—The concert at the Allen Mission
last evening by the White Family was a
very
interesting and successful one. The chapel
was crowded and a very handsome sum was
the result, and will help the Mission
work of feeding the hungry and
naked.

Any religious society

in

clothing

its
the

who wish to give
a first class entertainment of vocal
music, will
do well to procure the services Jof these sweet

singers.
Aid for Hospitals.—Dr. Hill wiil deliver
lecture at his church next Sunday evening,
upon “Medical Charities” with a special reference to hospital aid. It is proposed to take
up
a collection for the Maine General
Hospital the
a

are

juring

paring to teach,

ing is

Annual Meetings.—The annual meeting of
the Forest City Sugar Refining Company was
held yesterday afternoon, and the following
officers elected for the ensuing year: Directors,
H. J. Libby, Edmund Phinney, James H.
Smith and GeorgeS. Hunt; Treasurer and Bus-

thought

The Montgomery Guards.—The ball given
by the Montgomery Guards at City Hall last

evening was a perfect success. Although there
was a large crowd present the best of order was
maintained throughout the evening. Chandler
furnished his usual fine music.
Govhasu,
air. L. l.

LLarrisoD, Esq., has opened an etein the new Masonic block in
Gorham, where he has a large supply of boots,

gant shoe

following Sunday.

Rapid Transit.—Charles J. Walker & Co.
received some 40,000 pairs of rubbers, Saturday
evening, which did not leave New Haven until Friday afternoon. The came
by the fast
freight line over the Portland & Rochester
road.
Personal.
Annie Louise Cary has been
engaged by Gye
to sing next season at Coveut
Garden, Loudon.
Mr. L. L. Dyer called at this office last evening and stated that he had not committed sui-

cide, and that he bad

no

idea of it.

store

shoes and rubbers, which he proposes to sell
at rates that cannot fail to satisfy his customers.
Mr. H. is a young man of good business
habits,and will no doubt command a fair share
of patronage.

Quite

The Whig says Clarence Osgood and Abner
Huff, young men of Danfortb, were arrested ou
the 28th inst. for breaking into the store of Me
Graw Brothers at Danfortb and taking about
twenty dollars’ worth of jewelry. Huff found
bonds and Osgood has been sent to Machias

22(1,1876,

schooner of 230

made.
The Bucksport and Bangor railroad has been
doing a very good business since the closing of
the river last November, earning from $300 to
men

$400 per day.

Wages

have been reduced in tho tannery of
Shaw Bros, at Grand Lake Stream.
Tbe

the woods on the St. Croix
are making excellent progress at present.
If
the weather continues favorable the firm of
Messrs. Murchie & Co. will add 17 or 18 million
feet to their stock of logs.
As soon as the Grand Southern Ilailroad is
crew

in

constructed Henry Budge, Esq., of St. Geerge
intends to establish red granite polishing works
in Calais, for the purpose of saving the duties.

bring the granite from St. George in
the rough state.
In Kingman the Shaw Bros, are running all
of their tanneries and are doing a thriving
He will

They have upwards of 100 teams at
Kingman employed in hauling bark, and about
2000 cords of bark are piled up in their yard.
There is considerable lumbering in Kingman
this winter and a good many teams are getting
out sleepers.
business.

There were 1150 coastwise arrivals at, and
1157 coastwise clearances from Calais during
1875. The foreign arrivals were 52 and the foreign clearances GO. Seven vessels, with a total
tonnage of 1815, were built in Calais during the
year, and 229 vessels were repaired in the docks
and on the railways.
The report for the year 1875 just issued from
the Calais Custom House, shows a large reduction in tho amount of the business done at this
port as compared with former years. Among
the exports were G9,000,000 feet of long lum-

ber, 61,000,000 laths, 2,000,000 pickets, 36,000,000 pickets.
At Columbia Falls, J. H, Crandon is getting
vessel of GOO tons. If business is good in the spring he will build.
The amount of lnmbering annually manufactured at Columbia Falls averages 3,000,000
feet.
Very little logging is being done this

out tile trame tor

a

winter,

and the amount of lumber manufactured will be small the coming season.
The decks are laid and caulked of the 1400

ship that Hill & Gammon are building at
Bucksport, and she cau be made ready for sea
ton

at short notice if business

demands her early

use.

The recent rain has supplied the mills in
Aroostook with au abundant supply of water.

Pressed bay is bringing from $10 and $14.80
in Winterport, a considerable
quantity being
hauled in for shipment.

To Maine Teachers.—In accordance with
resolution adopted at the late meeting of the

Maine Educational Association at Augusta,
the professional teachers of Maine are called to
inset at the hall of the Grammar School
house,
iu Lewiston, at 3 o’clock on
Friday afternoon,
Feb. 4, to organize an association which shall
bear the same relation to
rious medical and other

teaching

that the va-

professional associations bear to their respective professions. The

meeting will continue Friday evening and Saturday forenoon, and topics of vital importance

to all professional teachers will be discussed.
All persons
making teaching their business
are earnestly invited to be
present and participate in the .exercises of this meeting; aud it is
hoped that towns and cities in]| which schools
are in session at that
time, will at least be rep-

resented by delegates.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesrooms 33 and 3T Exchange H«.

TJ-i in

r. O. BAILEY.

Consignments solicited.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A young man named Hix at Columbia Falls
has been arrested, charged with burning Mr.
Godfrey’s store at Addison a few weeks ago.
A letter fouud ou him implicates several others
as
accomplices, aud there have been arrested
an old man
by name of Connor, and his son,
of Millbridge, and a man named Robbins.
Hix and Connor have confessed, aud some of
the goods have been recovered. It was the
same gang which committed the late robberies
in Steuben and Gouldsbore, Seven men have
been arrested iu all, whose trial commenced
Jan. 23. Itisexpeeted other robberies will be
brought to light in the course of the trial.
The Calais Times says silver ore has been
discovered ou Mr. Cooper’s farm in Ferry, and
Boston parties have made him an offer for tbo
lot in which it was found.
At the annual meeting of the St. Croix and
Penobscot Railroad Co., iu Calais ou Saturday,
Jan. 22, the following officers were elected for
the current year: George M. Porter, E. A
Barnard, Henry F. Eaton, H. N. Hill aad W.
W. Sawyer, Directors; Samuel Black, treasurer; Prank Nelson, clerk. At a subsequent
meeting of the directors George M. Porter was
elected president; W. W. Sawyer, superintendent, and Samuel Black, clerk. The report of
the treasurer shows that the total debt of the
compauy is $222,700, and available resources
$37,233.67. The net earnings in 1875 were $22,242.04, against $24,310.60 in 1874.

The
ers

for suitable

cookiDg vessels, is at last supGranite Ironware, acknowledg-

plied by Patent

ed at sight to be without a rival in the kitchen.
It is light, easily cleaned,
handsome, wholesome and haDdy.
It will neither corrqde and
poison like copjerware, crack, like cast iron or
earthenware, rust, like tinware, cr crackle and
flake off, like porcelain-lined ware.
Every
piece warranted. Beware of imitations, as
every piece is stamped, “Granite Ironware,” on
the bottom. A good line will be found at Mr.
T. H.

Snow’s, Saccarappa, Me.

Capital Stock,

Establishment in the State.
ILL HIE It &

IIEIIR,

Temple 81., between Congress

35

and Federal,

Manufielurcrs of and Dealers in all kinds of

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

CUTLERY,
Ac.

SKATES, DOG COEEARS,

Special attention given to Concaving
ami Honing Razor*, rcblaiding of t’ocLct
Kuivc*, Uriodiug Scissor* and Shear*.

All kinds of

Edge Tools made to order

Also, Repairing

done in the best

manner.

Jel__

dtf

DAVIS._GEO. M. CLARK.
DAVIS & CfsiRK,

Insurance
FIRE, LIFE

Brokers!
I)

IPOJRTXdAJSriD,
We

are

a

Jan26__
n~i

■

TIES,

Under Shirts and Drawers,
a

great Bargain
A3STD

COME

in

493

these Goods.

St.
deowlylp

D A M A GED

TnrwM

■■

It there be a Iranian being on the face of the earth
suffering from either of these distressing complaints
let him he assured that in LoringN Specific he
will surely find relief. Wholesale Agents J. W

Coloring.

You
Bird’s

handsome Plain

Gents' Full Size Plain Hemmed in lots at 10c, 15c,
20c, 25c, and upwards.
The above are the best value iu Handkerchiefs we
have ever offered. We invite all to call and examine
for themselves.

OWEN & MOORE,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.

CHEAP

at

febl

dlw

FOR SALE.
Homestead ot the late George Frost, Esq of
Westbrook, consisting of a substantial Two
Story Brick House about forty teet square, in good
repair, a good Bam about 36x40, walls shingled, and

THE

about three acres of good land
A splendid location
for a summer residence. Fourteen acres ol good tilcan he had at a very moderate
price. Inquire of

THOS. QUINBY, Trustee,
Stroudwater, or of

febldlm

"notice.
Arm heretofore existing
TnoN. Lyuch & Co is
will be known hereafter as

and

the

of One Dollar I will send to any adONdressreceipt
of each of
prescription for tbe
the
diseases in horses:
a

inducements are sufficient to call
trade from all parts of the city, and we will deliver
ail goods FREE OF CHARGE.

RICH,

Brick Store Between Park and State
St*.* 639 Congress St., Portland.

of

U11U1B

moment

delay makes your cure more hopeless, and much

depends

on

the judicious choice of

amount of

remedy. The

testimony in favor of Dr. Schenck’s

Pulmonic Syrup, as
ceeds all that

can

for consumption, far ex-

cure

a

he brought to support the preten-

sions of any other medicines.

Almanac, containing
sons

a

See Dr. Schenck’s

the certificates [of many per-

[of the highest respectability, who have been

restored to health, after being pronounced Incurable

by physicians of acknowledged ability.

Schenck’s

Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many,
evidences will show; but the
by the employment of

two

cure

are

to

Thes additional

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Man-

drake Pills. By the timely
according

these

is often promoted

other remedies which Dr.

Schenck provides for the purpose.
remedies

as

directions,

use

Dr.

of these medicines,

Schenck certifies that

most any case of Consumption may be cured.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office,
Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, every

Monday,where

all letters for advice must bead-

dressed.

febldeod3p<£wtmsn

NICE

BOOTS

FITTING

AMD SHOES
—

No.

1

AT

Elm

589,700 00
240 000 00
00

*87.’600

628,075 00
680,000 00
146 584 84
17,731 71
11,000 00

Total.$2,845,165

64

LIABILITIES.

Dividends unclaimed and commissions
due or to become due on unpaid premiurns, and expenses.'. $67 210 61
Losses in process of adjustment. 170,410 00
$237,620 61
CYRUS PECK, Secretary.
GEO. T. HOPE, President.

to

buy

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
after this

date,

Slmrtleff, Fillebrown

& Co.

SYLVAN SHURTLEFF.
B. FILLEBROWN.

J.

WIIAT ARE PILENf
BRead! “Plniu Blunt
iFacts,” a Treatise on tbe
% Causes, History, Cure and
% Prevention of PILEN.
% Published by P.NEUSTAEDCO., 4G Walker
I1 ITER &New
York.
Sent
JStreet,
A# FREE to all parts of tbo
receipt of a letter stamp,
d4wt
a

|

Eg*.
_

United Siatci
febl

on

WALL STREET CARICATURES.
Book, 48 Pages, containing 14 Engraved Illustrations, with information for Stock Speculators.
A

new

Price 10 cents by mail. TIJITIBRlDBlj; Ac
CO , BANKERS and BROKERS, 2 Wall Street, N.
Y,
feld4wf

in. c. in. a.
STATED meeting of tbe Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association will be held in tbe Library
Room, Mechanics’ Building. THURSDAY EVENING, Feb. 3d, 1876, at 74 o’clock.
febld3t
R. B. SWIFT, Sec’y.

A

notice”
harhereby forbiden to trust
ALLborpersons
I Bball pay
any person
my account,
are

Street.

DAVIS,
PKEBLEDAYIS.1
} LEAVITT &jalSeodtf
janG

HARTFORD, CONN.,

On tlie 1st Day of January, 1876.

$600,000

THE ASSETS AEE AS FOLLOWS:
Cash on hand and in bank, in hands of
agents and in course of transmission... .$381,676 64
Real estate.
135,341 23
United States stocks and bonds. 92 250 00
State, county and municipal securities.. 266;356 40
Bank stocks. 638,173 00
Railroad and other corporation securities. 369,880 00
Interest and rents accrued.
2,484 33

$1,906,1G1

Outstanding losses
83,525 89
L>. W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.
HENRY 44ELLOGG, President.
A. W. JILLSON, Vice Prest.

as

COAL !

31

EXCHANGE

COAL ! !

11§ Commercial

S4.,

tarnish all those In want of Coal
at the

LOWEST MARKET KATES.

H. SARGENT.

P. S.—IV. VI. RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where be will be pleased to see all bis cld
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

Great

Bargains

rubbefTgoods !
Men’s Rubber Roots,
Men’s Hip Rubber Boots,
Men’s Rubber Coats,

2.25
3 50
2.00

Double Coated Rubber Coats of supc*
rior quality that will uot wet through.
Double Coated Suits for Fishermen, Wo»sarner Cloaks for Ladies that
can be
carried iu the pocket, as they weight hut
12 oz.

Hall’s Rubber

OF

OF THE

ANY PART

500.000 00
1,008,201 65

transmission.

00
CO
00
00

35
11
15
22
43
39
00

Assets.$1,003,201

65

LIABILITIES.

outstanding.$36,335

W. D. LITTLE &

522 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a

Large Collection ottlie Latest Popular Music.
Also constantly on hand
Guitar*,
Flute*, Accordion*,
Banjo*, Uai moniciiH. Clarionet*,
Cornet* and all luMtrumcnt*
Hiring* and llosic

Violin*,

—

FOR

—

KJiAf S AND STRING BAND.
Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.

GEO.

All orders
dec 14

by

mail promptly attended to.
call or send tor Catalogue.

Please

dly

11

H. M.

JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary.
MARK HOWARD, President.

Payson& CO.,

CO.,

DEALERS IN

AGENTS,

Government Bonds,

Stanton Block.
ANNUAL STATEMENT
OF THE

d2tteodtf

Collins & Buxton,

00

29,000

—

28 & 30 Pearl St.

Bakery

MUSIC !

$

assets—Market Value.
State ana city bonds. .-$116,710
Railroad bonds, 1st mortgage. 54,000
Railroad stocks. 86,400
Bank stocks
232,085
Bills receivable secured by mortgages and
trust deeds .. 395.300
Bills receivable secured by stocks and
bonds. 11,440
Interest accrued on bills receivable. 11,245
Interest on bonds not included above in
market value.
4 889
Cash in Hartford National Bank.
26,139
Cash in Charter Oak National Bauk. 35,889
Cash in Company’s Office
103
Cash in hands ot agents and in course ot

Fire Losses

OP THE CITY,

jan2l

schedule of

Total

co.,

which those living at inconvenient distance from any
Bakery will be glad to know. Please send in your
orders or caU for them at the

Janaary 1,1876.
Cash Capital,
Total Assets,

a*

Every Saturday E/ening Before Tea.

CONN.

HARTFORD,

COBB

deliver Hot Baked Beans and Brown Bread In

Fire Insurance Company,

State and City Securities,

—

STOCK, Ac.,

BANK

Cash

Capital,

•

$400,000

•

00.

Cash on hand and in Bank.$50,120 41
Cash in hands of Agents. 35,659 25

Butter, Ac.

500 Bblf. Prime Michigan Apple*.
“
“
200
Fasteru UalclwiuM.
50 Tub* Choice Kntter.
4000 Lb*. Cheese Irom bent Maine Factories.
2000 Lb*. New Prunes.

$193,232 51
Bank Stocks.
$214,940
Railroad Stocks.
78.515
Railroad Bonds. 69,930
City and other Corporation Bonds. 124,225

—

No. 12 Market Street. dtl

aecl3

VALENTINES,
COMICS AM)

DAY, JR„

ABNER LOWELL,

WITHOUT KEGAKD TO COST,
—

& CO.,

84 EXCHANGE ST.

FOB

—

Twenty Days
bis

large and elegant

stock

of

Yases, Bronzes
Fancy Uoods !

Fine Mantle

Particular inducements to purchasers
ry, Watches and Plated Ware.
rare

and

of Jewel-

chance for good bargains.

NO. 255 MIDDLE STBEET.
Ja29

<12 w

LIABILITIES.

Outstanding Losses.$ 22,857

12

RUBBERS !

Ite-Insurance Fund. 174,299 02
Total Liabilities.$197,147 14

Murpiui,

nil Linbilities, 9360,473 011

over

W. D. LITTLE &

CO.,

We have reduced the price of Women's Rubber
Shoe, to
TIIIKTV-FIVE and Men’s
to
F1FTV CEXT8, and other Rubber Uoods in
proportion.

M.

G.

PALMER.

ja28

AGENTS.

dtf

_

Fifty-First Semi-Annual Statement
—

OF THE

—

men or women.

FIRE HUH mmi
OF HARTFORD,
JANUARY

1.1,

Surplus

ou

$500,000

hand,

00

442,224 35
ASSETS.

U. S. Government

$942,224,85

Bonds.$181,500

National Bank Stocks.
State and City Bonds..
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.

147125

227*550

Total amount of Unpaid Losses.
$21,872 00

W. D LITTLE & CO.,
AGENTS,
EXCHANGE STREET.

jMlOtl

A

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots or car loads at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DEEHINC,
UlO Commercial Street, Fool of Centre tit
eodtf
nelg

CARD.

00

LIABILITIES.

To

Southern Pine Flooring.

55

$042,224 35

To Manufacturers olfiret-Class Furniture.
WE

are now

for Cash
wants to sell at

prepared to buy flrst-class Furniture
ou

a

delivery ofany

sacrifice.

manufacturer that

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
Portland, Dec. 23d.
dec24dtf

Honey

to Loan.
.a Keal Estate
Ac , Ac,
«. K. ISA VIM.
Keal Estate and Mortgage Broiler,
nov2eod6mis

I3f

shium

to suit

parties

Hilt’li Cow lor Sale.

Let.

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfortli Street.

dtf

00
208 320 00

Notes secured by Collateral. 25.500 00
Cash on band and in Bauk
114 G51 43
Premiums in bands of Agents.•. 37,577 02

31

M. G-. PALMB2R.

j«28

300 M. Dry 1 & 11-4 Inch

1870.

Cash Capital.

Side Lace Boots!
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order tor

Connecticut

SENTIMENTALS,

Wlioleaali:nl Manufacturer*’ lowest price,
All fresh goods and new styles.

00
00
00
00

Total Assets.$766,622 17

PHILBSOOK,

&

pvultf

Mortgage,

1st liens. $142,167 00
by pledge of Stocks and
Bonds.
37,070 00
Interest Accrued. 13,995 51
on

Exchange Street.

being about to change his place ot business, offers
for sale,

$85,779 66

More,
dtf

FOR SALE BY

32
mv*>7

HARTFORD, CONN.,

FAI.MOUTH HOTEL.

Apples,

jan28tfehll

dtf

Bread

Brown

Loans secured

All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

C.

Hot

w. c.

NATIONAL

Loans

RICH & JXJDKINS,

SMITH

ST.

BEAMS.

STREET.

Having bought out the Stock and Stand of

—

MIDDLE

oclG

CO.,

&

ASSETS.

UNDER
0C14

Exchange St.,

BELOW

AGENTS,

JANUARY 1st. 1876.

A

A3.

46

—AND—

To Let.
TENEMENT of four rooms, witii Sebigo watter. Inquire at ,74 rORTLARD STREET,
febl
diw*

to

&. A. Whitney & Co.,

60

Insurance Company,

prepared

not.

or

LIABILITIES.
and other claims.$

bills ot their contracting after this date.
GEO. KNIGHT.
febld3t

am

want

Price 890.00
Retail price $130 00.
About the first of Feb, we shall be
prepared to famish all styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s prices; 25 per
cent, lower than they have ever been
offered in this city.

Insurance Company,

January 31,1876.

I

parties

or

on

no

H

Roll Top Desk with the entire system
of drawers opened and closed by one
lock, on the combination principle.

PHffiNIX

following

Worms and Bots,
Scratches and Thrush, Fistula and Poll-evil. Also
Grow’s Liniment aud Condition Powders, for sale at
all dealers in medicines.
Call or address JOS. It.
GROWS, 148 Oxford, Cor. Preble St., Portland,
febl
deodi m

prices,

Any party in want of Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturer’s wholesale prices
Wc will sell a splendid

STATEMENT OF THE

The Capital Stock of the Company all paid in,

Very Nice.

such suits as sire being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that defy competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought lor
Cush from a Bank nipt Stock, the
saute Sets we sold lor $125,00 six
months ugo. Wc will sell this lot
now tor $75 OO each set.
Marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables of Ihe
same stock wc will also sell at reduced prices. Wc will sell Marble
Top Tables, 24x31 inches, for $9.
Cloth Top Tables, 21x3t; inches,
for $10.
Parlies about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on us before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show you ottr very extensive slock
with pleasure, whether you wish

AGENTS,

OF

,

,
We will make a discouut of 20
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, ou Terry or Plush,

W. S>. LITTLE & CO.,

sure cure

name

CAR-

Comsemptiveo Take Notice,—Every

438.571 08

Interest unpaid (due this day)- •.
Kents due and accrued.

Attention Horsemen.

feblisd3t

»-*

04

l

*7 S

Irons these

$1,000,000 00
1,845,105 04

Loans on boud and
mortgage (on real esfate worth $1,835,575.00).
Hank stocks
...
Railroad stocks and bonds.
IJ. States and State Gov. Bonds
Real estate owned by tbe
Company.
Premiums due and unpaid and balances
in the bands of agents.

fobldlw

our

<3-.

January 1, 1876.
Cash Capital,
Surplus of Assets,

STATEMENT

copartnership of the undersigned, under
THE
the
and stylo of Sylvau Shurilctt & Co.,
will

Our prices speak for themselves. Nothing but the
quality of goods. Head the following prices
of a few of the leading articles. All other goods at
proportionate low prices.
ME
—Best Corned Beef 12c, Itih Roast 15 to
18c, Sirloin Steak 28c, Rump 30e, Round 20c, Lamb
10 to 15c, Tripe 12c, Pork and Sausage 16c.
TEA#—Gunpowder 90c, Very Best Japan 80c,
Superior Japan 65 to 40c, Best Formosa 80 to 65c, Oolong 75 to 50c, English Breakfast 80 to 60c. All of
our Teas are high grades and Warranted superior to
any others for the prices named.
PURE COFFEE#—Green Java 87c, Green
Rio, 28c, Pure Roasted Rio 32c, Pure Roasted Java,
42c, Pure Roasted Mocha, 50c.
CAN GOODS—Green Corn, 2 lbs., 23c; Blueberries, 2 lbs.,20e; Strawberries, 2 lbs., 25c; Lob
sters, 2 lbs., 20c; Peaches, 3 lbs, 25c; Tomatoes,
lbs 15c.
SOAPS—French Laundry, 9c; Queen, 9c; Irish,
9c; Leathe & Gore’s, 9c; Babbitt’s best, 8c; Nixon’s,
8c; Imperial, 5c; Cut Castile, 4c, 8c, 12c, 15c.
PUKE SPICES—Pepper, per quarter, 10c;
Pimento, 8c; Ginger, 9c; Cassia, 12c, 15c; Cloves,
12c, 15c; Royal Baking Powder, 15c; Marjoram, 10c;
Savory, 10c; Thyme, 10c; Sage, 10c; Cream Tartar,
12c; Saleratus. 8c, 9c.
Pi BE EXTRACTS—Jamaica Ginger, 4 oz.f
28c; Vanilla, 2 oz., 25c: Lemon, 18c; Peppermint,
17c; Cbeckerberry, 17c; Almond, 20c; Castor Oil,
12c; Paregoric 12c.
MISCELLANEOUS—Portland Kerosene Oil,
per gal., 18c; Nuts, all kinds, per lb., 20c; Porto
Rico Molasses, per gal.. 50c, 65c, 75c; Pure Cider
Vinegar, per gal, 38c; White Wine Vinegar, per gal.,
35c; Cider Vinegar, per gal., 30c; Raisins, per lb., 15
to 20c; Beans, per quart, 8 to 10c; Split Peas, 10c;
Smoked Halibut, 15c; Ketchup, qts., 30c, pts., 22c;
Pepper Sauce, 15c; Halford and Epicurean Sauces,
30c; English Onions, 40c; English Cauliflower, 40c;
Queen Olives, 6Uc; Sardines, 50c; Pickles, per quart,
15c; Rice, 9c, 10c; Popping Corn. 6c; Broma, 25c;
Blueing, 5c; Tapioca, 12c; Sago,'12c; Prunes, 15c;
Jelly, per tumbler, 12c; Dried Currants, 10c; Satin
Gloss Starch, 12c, 14c; Corn Starch, 14c; Gelatine,
25c; Pearl Barley, 10c; Buckwheat, 5c; Scotch Oat
Meal, 10c; Graham Flour, 5c; Corn Meal, 2$c; Rye
Meal, 4c; Stove Polish, all kinds. 8c; Boot Blacking,
5c, 8c; Boot Brushes, 25c, 40c; Brush Brooms, 20c,
30c; Scrub Brooms, 20c; Best Brooms, 37c; Box Salt,
10c, 16c, 25c; Clothes Lines, per yard, 3c; Clothes
Pins, per doz, 2c, 3c.

f.

Company,

THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

OF

HENRY MOORE & CO.

Store I

FLOUR AT
PRICES.

Insurance

day changed

February 1,1876.

Terry,

or

5 O
6 O

CONTINENTAL

W. B. LITTLE

this

prices, A

$42,

-OP THE—

under the style of

THE

very best

FAMILY
LOAD

BAILEY,
'PArtln«,l

F. O.
SK Xr. .**7 FrplintHTA

of our

ANNUAL STATEMENT

lage land adjoining

S

CASH

Grocery

BALE’S,

some

7 Pieces, Hair Cloth

STREET,
tf

can

§2.00

Ladies*, one lot Plain Hemmed, four for 25c ; Six
au 8c, 10c, 12c, 17c, 25c and 37c each.
The 25c

’

JOSEPH CRAIG.
CHARLES JACKSON.
febldlw

have your
Eye Yiew of
Portlaud framed for

lots

R. I O R

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SUITS,

FOKTLAWH, ME.

jan28

Copartnership.

firm hitherto existing under the name of
Craig & Jackson, Plasterers and Stucco
Workers, is this day dissolved bv mutual consent.
Mr. Craig may be seen at his new place of
business,
No. 4 South Street, next door to the shop recently
occupied by ihe firm, and Mr. Jackson remains at
No. 6; both parties are ready to attend to the wants
of their old customers. Plastering, Whitening or

Ladies' and Gents' pure Linen Handkerchiefs which
we have placed on our counters in lots as follows:

We think

feldtflstp

No. 2 Free St.

Nearly all the Linen Handkerchiefi used in the
United States are manufactured in Belfast, Ireland.
The manutacturers are very p irticular that none but,
perfect goods should be put up under their name, arid
employ skilled Inspectors, who carefully examine
each Handkerchief oxer a black surface. All that
are in the least imperfect (many
only being hemmed
unevenly, and others having no more than a pin hole
in them) are thrown aside to be sold as seconds. Most
of these goods are sold in Ireland, but
occasionally a
few cases are sent to this country. We have just
bought one case of these goons containing 500 Dozen

BEST

PHILLIPS & CO. Ire the retail

Dissolution of

Handkerchiefs J

and 37c lots contain some very
Hemmed Stitch Handkerchiefs.

EXCHANGE

to be

Stanton Block..

SEE.

Congress

5

Cash on hand and in banks. ...$2G6,G74 08
Loans on TJ.S. and other stocks
and bonds (market value
$209,880 50) payable on demand.
171,900 00

Portland, Feb 1, 1875.

Charles Custis &Co.,
apr28

NO.

Wo have made up our minds not

Full Parlor Suit,

$2,845,165

Without Regard to Cost for Cash.
We will give you

IfARWICK,

ASSETS.

PERKINS & CO,
dealers.

FURNITURE.

and will state

AGENT,

dtf

THE

VECK

SAMUEL GOULD, President.

GOODRICH, Sec*y.

ALBERT

Specialty.

shall sell our Stock of

SCARFS,

Lotses.$68,000.00

JAMES J.

IMIS.

Writing Visitiu:; Cards

SI,209,119.45

LIABILITIES.

,,

Unpaid

also

prepared to receive orders for the copying of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds of
Papers, which will be done in a prompt and satisfactory manner.

FOR THEMTTHIM DAYS
GLOVES,

Tr

Exchange Sis.,

FANCY GOODS.

we

26,250.00
Railroad Bonds. 103,180.00
on Stock and
Mortgages, amply secured. 457 696,91
Real Estate—Office
Building. 90.lKI0.fto
Lash on hand and in Bank.
172,180.85
Bids Receivable tor Marine
Premiums....
Interest Accrued. 126,526.10
6,050.t0
1 remiums in
course of collection.
19,385.49
Loans

,

fbleodlt*

Bargains!

Stock.3117,850.00

City Bonds...

ACGIDENT,
IVo.

Comer Congress A

^furniture"

709,419.45

$1,209,419.45

ASSETS.
National Bank

oc3dtl

~~

$500,000.00

....

Total Assets,

AND

The Vox Humana for February, a neat
musical paper, for sale at Collins & Buxton’s
music store. 522 Cunefess Street.

Great

Surplus,

CHAS. W.

(Boom
A New Era in Cookery.
great and long felt want of housekeep

JANUARY 1st, 1876.

CUTLERY

to be well attended.

promises

0. w, ALUW.

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera! Merchandise every
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.

be, from and

is running on
full time in the manufacture of brogues both
pegged and sowed. There are at present 30
workmen employed. There will soon be additional machinery set, and an increase of work-

a

which

follows:

Beasley & Co. are building a
tons in Bucksport.
The Bucksport shoe factory

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,

Manufacturers’

100,000,

There will be a sheet and pillow-case masquerade at Coburn Hall, Skowbegau, February

and Bev. E. W. Hutchinson of Gorham, present pastor of this church. Other meetings are

Maine Business Notes.

THE

OF

somerset county.

spirited temperance meeting was
held at the High street Methodist church, Friday evening. Although stormy a goodly number were present. The principal speakers were
Mr. Parker, a reformed man from Saccarappa,

as

STATEMENT

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed j

jail.

a

College.

10 A. M.—Tbe Law of Fences as it is, and as it
should be, by Samuel Wasson.
11 A. M.—Discussion.
2 P. M.—General Farming in
i
Maine, by J. E.
a slutceway, thereby making his escape.
Bry- Shaw.
24 B- M.— Co-operation among Farmers, by D. M.
an rushes in and shoots Maclean.
In the fifth
Dunham.
act Loftus, thinking Patrick is out of the way,
3 P. M.—Discussion.
74 P. M.—Beet Root Sugar and its
is about to marry Eileen, when he is arrested
Production;—
Is it practicable for Maine? By Prof. M. Carmichael
on a charge of attempted murder, preferred by
of Buwdoin College.
witnesses of the attempt. Patrick appears,
marries Sileen, and presumably they live hapThe School Committee.

The steamer officials say that Mrs. McKenzie

and children did not sail in the Sarmatian,
Saturday night, as wasjpublished in the Argus.
Our police court record was strangely mixed
were chargup yesterday morning, and parties

for

is

The lecture ia the Mechanics’

ning was delivered by Dr. Sarah Devoil, on the
subject, “The Art of Living Well.” Her education, an experience as a physician, have naturally given her opportunities to know whereof
she speaks when she discusses the physical
well-being of men, and intimately connected as
she shows moral, spiritual and physical health

O’Donnell, loves the maid.

five years elapse, Patrick has been transported
for three years, his sentence has expired, and
yet nothing is heard from him. As Eileen
sleeps the walls ol the room disappear and she
sees her lover rescued from a rook in mid-

month.

John Nicol, mate, and Joseph Stanton,
steward, of the brig Wenonab, brought their
libels against the owners of the vessel to recover their wages for the voyage, and the allowance of three months extra wages provided

COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT

Apply at N
my24UUtl

for Sale, Apply to
GOOD Milch Cow
d. H. REED, Wovdlonl’8 Corner1.

Jan3i

dlw

•

its owner to sleep and to deposit its

POETRY.
Tradition of Conquest.
BY MRS. S. M. B. PIATT.

being brushed, rubbed, washed and petted, or
a good bath in clean, fresh, and
cool water as much as does a pig, especially
in the summer, when a daily bath is so essential to the health of the animal.
AJ pig
takes a bath in a mud pond only when no
other opportunity is left.—Chicago Tribune.
that enjoys

His Grace of Marlborough, legends say,
Though battle-lightnings proved his worth,
Was scathed like others, m his day,
By fiercer fires at his own heartn.
The patient chief, thus sadly tried—

Madam the Duchess was so fair—
In Blenheim’s honors felt less pride
Than in the lady’s lovely hair.

Once (shorn, she had coiled it there to wound
Her lord when he should pass, ’tis said)

Shining across his path he found
The glory of the woman’s head.

No sudden word, no sullen look.
In all his after days, confessed
He missed the charm whose absence took
A scar’s pale shape within his breast.
I think she longed to have him blame,
And soothe him with imperious tears—
As if her beauty were the same,
He praised her through li*r courteous years.

But wheu the soldier’s arm was dust,
Among the dead man’s treasures, where
He laid it as from moth and rust,
They found his wayward wife’s sweet hair.
—In the Galaxy for February.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Ureeiling In and In.
The subject of in-and-in breeding has occupied the atteutiou of some of the ablest
breeders and profoundest thinkers engaged
in rural pursuits. MaDy eminent breeders
have illustrated the genealogy of the animal
race by adopting the practice of in-and-in
breeding—avoiding incestuous connections—
with au occasional out-cross to prevent the
degenerating effects of consanguinity. How
far breeding into relatives can be carried
without degenerating is a subject to be determined by its practical effects. All breeders
are more or less connected by blood.
The
thoroughbred is closer in-bred than any other class.
He is prized higher because no
strange blood has been suffered to pollute his
escutcheon. Breeding twice in, and once
out, gives a strong form or fixed type to the
breed that they will be likely to transmit as a
family inheritance. Breeding to relatives in
the second degree does not appear to degenerate the breed. Some of our most famous
stock horses have been bred to cousins and
kindred through sire and dam to some favorite stallion that has given them character and
patronage till thpy have scattered their stock

Rysdyk’s Hambletonian has no less than
four collateral lines, through sire and dam,
running back to Messenger. Two crosses
through his sire, Abdallah, and two more Inbred strains through the grandam, One Eye,
by Hambletonian, son of Messenger, Lady
Suffolk, one of the best trotting mares that
ever appeared, in public, had three crosses to
Messenger, reaching that great progenitor
from the third
and fourth generations.
Dutchman, the great three-mile champion,
had two strains to Messenger, only three refrom that fountain-head of trotters.
General Knox, one of the best stock horses
moves

in this country, has four strains running

back to Messenger, through sire and dam,
two through his dam and grandam, by Harris’ Hambletonian, who was by Bishop’s
Hambletonian, out of a dam by imp. Messenger, and two through Vermont Hero,

whose dam and grandam were by Hambletonian or his son. Goldsmith Maid was inbred to Old Abdallah. She was sired by
Alexander’s Abdallah, a grandson of Old Abdallah, out of a mare by Abdallah, giving her
a double cross, to that famous stallion.
She
is incomparably the superior of any horse of
modem times, and stands the peerless Queen
of the trotting course. She has trotted three
heats in 2:20,or better, in thirteen different
starts, a feat unexampled in the history of
trotting. She will probably dose her racing
career with the present season, and will go
from the turf in the triumph of victory, compelling her fleetest aspirants to trail in her
dust. She leaves an endurlDg record that
stands out In bold defiance to all her successors.

Most of the trotters have come down from
few choice mares united with superior stallions. The mare that has bred one trotter
a

will breed another to the same horse, under
the same favorable circumstances. Old Kate,
the dam of Bruno and Brunette, who trotted
together in double harness in 2:25i, has bred
ten colts to Hambletonian and two or three
to other stallions. All that were ever trained
1)0

I’O

♦ rnttnrl lrvnr dmirn in

produce of this

tLn ♦ nTOn4 inc

T1

n

must have realized to

mare

her owners, for colts

sold, nearly $30,000.
They have passed through several hands,
and probably now represent in the names ot
their present owners a capital cost of over
$50,000.
We ought to profit by these examples.
The same causes produce similar effects. The
dam of Old Kate was a pacer, a very good el-

ement in the blood of trotters. She took
kindly to trotting, became fast and was a
stayer on the road. Uniting this mare, gifted with perfect action, to Hambletonian, a
natural trotter, there were no extremes to

Consequently they matched, and

overcome.

their colts

out with the natural, easy
stroke, and training made them fast. Hereditary law controls the destiny of colts; it is as
fixed and immutable as the motion of the
heavenly bodies. All are after their kind, is
an axiom as old as the art of breeding. Great
speed is the reproduction of superior action
that is hereditary in the blood, i Trotting instinct is the will to put the body in motion.
The will power is indispensable to the performance of great tasks. It must be bred in
the bone to give capacity to the body and put
the machine in motion. When we get the
will to put in force the physical power we
may expect continued exertion and great
came

endurance.—Michigan Farmer.
Parkas

an

Article of Pood,

If we examine the case from an impartial
and unbiased standpoint, and divest all that
has been said against pork and porkers from
everything that Is imaginary or not true, and
take the fanaticism, and the idiosyncracies,
and the ignorance of those lecturers and
writers for simply that which they deserve,
we shall find first, that pork is not a con-

temptible, useless, unwholesome, and unsubstantial article of food; and a man who has
to do a hard day’s work, and eat his bread in
the sweat of his face, does by no means despise it, but very often prefers it to the choicest beef or mutton. This is but natural, for
pork furnishes more almost than anything
else, not only of the elements required to
support the respiratory process, but also

those
the

which

principally needed
a
laboring man
continual organic waste
are

organism of

repair the
material, as

by
to

of

modified and increased by
It is true pork can be too fat
too badly served or prepared by the cook

hard labor.
or

to be

tasty,

to the palate of a laboring
beef and mutton, and everyas
can be found out very easily in
thing else,
certain boarding houses. Neither is pork so
very unsubstantial an article of fdod as some
of those writers and lecturers are anxious to

man; but

even

so can

make us believe. While the body of almost
every other domesticated mammal contains
from sixty-six to seventy-five per cent, of
water, the body of a fat pig contained, according to analysis made in tbe Koyal Agricultural College at Eldena, in Prussia, only
45.3 per cent., and the remainder, the waterfree substance, contained 20.1 per cent, of
protein substances, 77.1 percent, of fat, and
3 per cent, of mineral substances. It is true
that pork is not so rich in nitrogen as Deef,
for instance, but it is not nitrogen alone that
is required for food.
Pork, of course, is not always of tbe same
quality. Its firmness or softness, and oiliness, respectively, depend, first, upon the
breed of the animal, and secondly, upon the
kind of food with which the same has been
fattened. As a general rule, the small breeds
of hogs, but especially the small Chinese and
East India pigs, and the pigs of Naples and

their descendants, have a much softer pork
than the larger breeds of England and Central Europe and their descendants. The socalled improved breeds produce a firm pork,
containing a good deal of muscle. Tbe food
also causes considerable difference in the
quality of the pork. Barley produces the
firmest and most solid pork, and oats produce the softest—even softer and more oily
than that produced by feeding corn. The fat
£.u_j
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105.8 deg. F., and the fat of hogs fattened
with oats, at 100.4 deg. F. Consequently,
one who prefers very Bolid pork must choose
a pig of a large breed and must fatten it with
barley ;«nd one who desires his pork soft
may select a small breed and fatten the same
with com or oats.
It may be well to remark here that the
leeeding of much salt (chloride of sodium)
is injurious to pigs, and interferes with their
growth and with the process of fattening.

Investigating further,

we

shall

find, secondly,

that pigs are much better than their reputation, and have done, and are doing, much
more for mankind than mankind has done,
or is doing for them.
First, there is no domesticated animal that is, as a general rule,
so much neglected by its owner, and left to
its own resources before it is fattened for the
shambles, as a pig, and still there is no other
animal that converts its food so soon into
food for human beings. Secondly, a pig is
an omnivorous animal; that is, can live and
thrive on both animal and vegetable substances ; is not very particular, and consumes
■with some relish almost any oflal from the
table, the dairy, and from the kitchen and
garden, which can scarcely be utilized in any
other way, with which it eats the gram of the
field, the grass and clover of the pasture, and
the acorns of the forest. Therefore, almost
any family can raise and fatten one or two
pigs with scarcely any expense whatever.
Thirdly, pigs are accused of being dirty and
filthy, and fond of wallowing in the mud.
This is a calumny, for scarcely any of our domestic animals keeps its stall and its bedding
as clean as a pig, provided the latter is not
compelled by the carelessness or ignorance of

Maple.

@

Ohaagn.

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.30

19

00 @33 00
No.l 15 00 @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

14
14
14

do

Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
Hoops, 14 ft.
Short do 8 ft.16 00

00

7 ft.12 00
Pop’rstaves.16 00

@24 00
@25 00

@25 00

@17 00
@14 00
@17 00
@14 00

Spruce, r’gli.
R.O. Staves.
@45 00
Copper.
Bolts..
@ 31
Cop.
Y.M. sheath@ 22
ing.
Bronze do...
@ 22
Bolts.
Y.M.
@ 28

a

Cedar ex... 3 75 @4 50
Cedar No.l 2 25 @ 3 00
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Latns,spruce
@ 175
Pine.
@ 2 25
matches.
gros. 2 00 @

Star, 4?

Turp’tine.gi.43 @

Kerosene_
Port.Ref.P’tr
Devoe Brill’t
Whale.......
Bank.
Shore.

Porgie.

_jan29dlw*

husband, David It. Hazeltine, has not beer
heard from for several months.
When Iasi
heard from was m Portland, Me. Should this mccl
his eye or that of any ot his friends
will
confci
they
a favor by communicating with his
distressed wile,
MARTHA A. HAZELTINE,

MY

@
@
2 00
85
50
40
50

I Linseed.

@
@
@
@
@
@

>

Lost Dog.
SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
tinder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
any information from him at
THIS OFFICE.
jan!7
dtf

A

TO LET.
To Lei.
of House, No. 10 Brattle Street
S. CHASE,
jan31d2wNo. 22 Preble Street.
half
Apply to

UPPER

To
at

6 1-3 Dow Street.

194

WEST.
S.15 A. M.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, running through without change to St.
Johnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and John®01!, Vermont. Connect* with B.

ON

^JSfFreight

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
T,
Portland, Dec.
21, 1875.
oct25dtf

MEDICAL

Inquire
Oil

TO

JLET

*

Iron

in

the

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
contains 40

and two Stores; is
House
THE
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk
and in the
rooms

Bailway,

Immediate vicinity,

and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Bailway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address

AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.

FALL

Beyers, Chronic Di-

arrhoea, Nervous Aflections, Boils, HuKidneys

der.

and

BladCoai-

Female

treatise

on

“BERMUDA,’’Capt.Cleaver,

leave

Grand
Trunk Railway
every SATURDAY at
4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to' Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.

medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. FOWLE & SONS. Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston.
ial8deod&weowly
as a

For

Rochester, Farmington

and

Alton

Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
F®r Scarborough Beach, Bine
Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford
and
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 9.00, a. in., 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. in.

Chiropodist,

B3?“KETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

BOSTON STEAMERS.

_LET

STORE

!

QUACKS

au5__dt
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

AND POISONS.

CORNER

25PiA8^SON TU™|r■
Portland & Rochester R. R.

CATARRH.

TWELVE

WOUUi XU

U
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YEARS

«

iu mo

n

...

Florida

and

the

Atlantic Coast Line

South

Railways.

EASTERS’ RAILROAD.

Radical

...

dec27-75

—

AND

No

Wed’s’y

& Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

10 a. m.
Insurance one half

the rate of

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. E. R., and South
lines
forwarded tree of Commission.
connecting
by
__

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight

or

Passage apply

to

E. B. NAHPNO.V, Age*,
70 Lons VVliurf. Boston'.

jn23-Iy

STEAMBOAT.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

UN-

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,
FOB

—

THE

—

PENOBSCOT,

MT. DESERT AND
MACH IAS.

ONE

T’BIP-JPER

WEEK.

The Steamer CITS' OF EICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
_Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
Thursday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at lo
o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, BucksCastine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Southwest Haror. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias-

Sort,

port.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at 3 00 o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS

STURDIVANT,

nov27dttGe

Mon! real Ocean
UNDER CONTRACT

1

Agent.

LINE.

ALLANS

S»

...

...

....

...

Portland

Job

Daily Press

Printing

THE

OFF TO E.

Ocean
etor.

NOTICE

Pouters,

Bills,

THE

Cards, Tags, &c.,

Heads,

..

CAPE ELIZABETH,
Ilonse—J. P. Chamberlain,PropriCALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International

Proprietor.

several years the Portland Daily Press
been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their
determination to make their paper beyond question the
For

D.

Siuip*ou,

lias

CORNISH.
Cornish House, 91. B. Daris, Proprietor

FOXCBOFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. 91. Jeffords.
prietor.

Co.

Steamship

Pro-

HIBA91.
Mt. Culler House,—Hiram Rastou, Pro

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

prnetor.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House,H. B. Wiug,

LITTLETON,

MAINE,

Proprietor

H.

N

Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
9IACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
NAPLES*

Elm Honsc, Nathan Church

A

pnetors.

Sons, Pro.
by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Danlorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for col
ecting news in all parts ot the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Main*
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its fast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of specla
importance to every merchant and business man in
the state.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C- S. Bailey A Co. P
printers.
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Honsc-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H, Hnbbard, Proprietsr
PITTSFIELD.
A Gale, Proorie-

Lancy House— Fletcher
tors.

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer,
Propri-

PORTLAND.

As

Adams Ilonse, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal Hi. J.U
Perry
Proprietor.
,Ion"e’ ,ndi» St. E. Gray, Pro-

a

Political Journal

A“h”«U
Citr

Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
K. Martm, Proprietor.
C#nsre»» *»*- «**•■ *«•-.

J.

to

London-

Pie turn Tickets
•granted at reduced rates.

Prop™?"-*’

Proprirtor^ —

P,"“

,B■

The

Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, February 3th, 1876,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the

SteamshipPassage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).. 870 to $80
Intermediate passage.
For Freight

SKOWHEGAN.
House, W. G. Heselton, Propri.

As an advertising medium, the Press stands first
among the journals of Maine.

T^vner

No. 3 India Street.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

WILTON.
Wilton Momie.lf N. Creep.
Proprietor

AGENCIES.

CoT

St. John. Difhr.
Halifax.

Calais

and
Windsor and

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

s. M. PEfTEIVGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENC*
No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park
Row, New York,

TRIPS

PER

Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
Thursday.

Until further notice the Steamer Chase trill leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport lor Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St, John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktou, Charlottetown and
Snmmerside, P. E. I.
Igg-Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock, p.m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
mar24atf

FOR

S. K.

vrell Mondays and Saturdays at
touching at Chebeague, Little Chebeague and Long Islaiid. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching a>*the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.

8

a.

in.,

Newspapers

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY
ERS’
100

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

121

of

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
L nited States and British Provinces at tne
lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

BATES

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
—

WV.

u.v

.iivuuv,

A

miovivij/uiB.

MAINE

STEAMSHIP

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

YO

MEW

At

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
31 PAuX
S. M.

ROW, NEW YORK.

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
& Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
list of 100 choice newspapers.

Pettengill

Send for

C. J.

Steamers,

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED-

J

«

■ ■

J.H. Bates, late of

PII HADE LFHIA.

4““**

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

portlan:d

Clyde's Iron Line

Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is ofiered for
97.00 per annum in advance; 93.50 for six months:
$1.75 for three months.
Hf1' During the session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished for $2.00 in advance.

PRINT-

A

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8dtt

—

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all
o!
all cities and towns of the United
States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

For

A3TD

Price.

MILES,

ADVERTISING

HARPSWELL,
On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta. Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harps-

of

luces.

WEEK !

On and alter Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Cant. D. S. Hall, will leave

Reduction

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
m the Uniied States and British
Prov-

Newspapers

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
TWO

news.

Cabin

Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.nov24dtf

Easlport,

CPro"He7odr.A* C"ld"wo«d-

the Press will be devoted as in the past to a descrimminating support of the Bepubilcan Party. Doling
the pending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of politics

40

Passage, appl v to
H. & A. ALLAN, ita. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
or

rsL0"""1, °- w»nb°r- *
HURNCANE ISLAND.

Steamship
MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,

....

YORK.

Passenger Offices
U EXCHANGE ST.,
—

wav

Proprietor.

CONVEYANCE OF THE

FOR

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

AT

..

n:_ S_n_

Canadian and United States Mails.

..

Jan26_

BRUNSWICK, ME.

H

M-

Sl.-Chapiu,

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins dr Hons, Props,

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

Tremont Hoase, Tremont
Gurney A- Co. Proprietors.

....

...

Plummer, Proprietor

C. irl.

ELLSIVORTn.

PHILADELPHIA

...

ALL

Hotel,

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark's Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

BOSTON

...

NOTICE

Proprietors.

etor.

Passengers by this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt.

....

....

1876.

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. & A. Young,

St. James Hotel— J. II. Crocker, Propri.

$1.00.

FARE

..

...

NOTICE,

Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

j

Adm?n£tratrixd

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

AUGUSTA.

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY

X

iwu

Providence, K.

Co., Proprietors.

..

...•

—

Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bak.
er, Proprietor.
Cony noure, G. A. & H. Couy. Proprie
tors.

Until further notice

THE

AT

OF

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker &

SUFFERERS

...

—

BATH.

auWl**%,£*»

AVOID

lading given by the above named

HOTELS.

Bath

THE

Jne16dtf_

of

noSdtt

Wharf,

m.

Concord and Upper
Kailroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Brent Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a.
m., 3.10. p.m.

DR. KENISON,

TO

will

October 11,1875.

at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
Eor
For 1£ow«|l
ITIauchcMicr and

Iron

CAMPAIGN

BANGOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow St., Mcl.ougb
Hu A Davis, Proprietors.

@65
1u24deodtl
Boiled do....
@ 70
1 Lard.
93 @ 115
To Let.
Olive. 1 25 @ 1 75
Cordage.
13 @
DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
Amer’n ^ lb
13* Castor. 1 35 @ 1 50
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
14 @
Russia.
14* Neatsfoot.... 112 @ 1 25
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, fursteamers running between Portland and
nace.
Manila.
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.dec3tf
Bangor
14J@ 15* Elaine.
@ 70
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
Manila Bolt
Paints.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
Continues to visit Portland at
To Let.
@ 16* Port. Lead..
Rope.
@10 50
trains at Grand Trunk
PureGr’d do 10 25 @10 50
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
Station, and Maine Central
Drugs and Dyes.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
trains at Transfer Station.
Alcohol
on the
second week of each
gl 2 40 @ 2 50 Pure Drydo.10 00 @10 50
containing all the modern improvements. InAll trains stop at Exeter 10
25 @
50 Am. Zinc....
Arrow Root.
10 @
12
month.
minutes for refreshquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
ments at first-class dining rooms.
8 Rochelle Yel.
6 @
Bi-carb Soda
3 @
Room in Boston, 37 Tr mont
34
3 @
34
Borax.
^
@ 18 Eug.Ven.red
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since
Camphor.... 30 @ 35 Rea Lead.... 10 @ 11
1810.
sep20dtf
Cream tartar
Plaster.
@ 45
SDP
S. H. S l'EVENS,
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50 White,V ton
@ 3 00
Logwood ex. 14 @ 17 Blue.
@ 2 75
No.
on
55
the
of
Madder. 12 @ 15 (iron’d,in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
easterly side
Exchange
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
@20 Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
Naptha p1 gl
front and rear offices in same building. Apply to
Produce.
@ 6 50
Opium.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Rhubarb.... 75 @ 1 00 Beef Side....
9@ 12
172 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
3 Veal.
Sal Soda....
8 @
10
@
from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
ITlonday, October S5Ui, 1875.
or HENRY DEERING.
10
17
12
13
Mutton.
Saltpetre
@
most surely would I save you from both early
@
nov2dtf39 Exchange St,
5 @
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
Sulphur.
5* Chickens.... 15 @ 18
Trans leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
11 @
12 Turkeys.
Vitrol.
18 @
20
have been. Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
Belfast and Dexter at t!2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Stable to Let.
Duck.
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
Eggs, 4> doz. 25 @ 30
Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.
38
No. 1.
Potatoes....
50
@
d3m
Park and York Streets. Apply to
no27
@ 55
Hallowed, Gardiner, Brunswick
No. 3.
@ 34 Onions, bbl.. 2 00 @ 2 25
S. H. STEVENS,
77.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
No. 10.
@ 22 Cranb’s^bUl 00 @12 00
Boston & Maine Depot.
Eockiand 77.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
8oz.
9
@ 23 Round hogs..
8@
Bath 77.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
0^*Argus and Advertiser Copy.
jan5tf
10 ozs.
Provisions.
@ 18
Lewiston 77.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p. m.
and nil Difficulties of the Feet skillfully
Mess Beef. ,.1100 @1150
Dyewood«.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
To Let.
treated.
3
Barwood—
Ex Mess. .12 00 @13 00
@
The 712.35 a. m. train for
Bangor makes close conlower part of building corner Park and Com7
Brazilwood.
Plate.14 00 @15 00
5@
HR. & HRS. DR. WELCH, Chiropodists, nection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
mercial Sts. Apply to
7
S. H. STEVENS,
Ex Plate..16 50 @17 50
Camwood...
6@
muiax.
Boston & Maine Depot.
!
Fustic.
2|@ 3 Pork,
tPuUman Sleeping Car attached.
316 FEDERAL STREET,
Backs ....25 00 @25 50
Logwood,
E£ir*Argus and Advertiser Copy.
jan5tf
Corner of Temple, Portland, Me.
Dr. Welch’s
2 @
Clear.24
00
50
Campeachy..
@24
2*
Octolcr
Buniou Ointment by mail 50 cents and stamp.
St. Domingo.
1|@
2* Mess.22 00 @22 50
PROBATE NOTICES.
dlw*
Peach Wood
13 @ 134
@
ja26
5* Hams.
Red Wood..
Bice.
@
2*
Fish.
9
To all Persons Interested in cither el the
Rice, 4?lb...
74@
Cod, per qtl..
Saleratus.
Estates hereinafter named:
Arrangement of Trains, commencing
6 @
7
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5 25 Salerat’s^ lb
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
Not. 8, 1875.
L’ge Bank 5 00 @ 5 60
Salt,
and tor the County of Cumberland,on the third
Small.... 4 00 @ 4 50 ; Turks Is. 4?
Tuesday ot January, in the year of our Lord,
Pollock. 3 50 @ 4 25
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 62
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
Haddock.... 2 50 @ 2 75 Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 62
eighteen hundred and seventy-six, the following
for Kochester, Nashua and
matters having been presented tor the action there£ IO
O 4.0
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 62
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
upon
X1VX
u\l
x.
VU
Herring,
OF SUFFERING.
Ea8*ern
and Boston <S Maine Roads
that
notice
thereof be given to all persons interested,
2n
Shore, p
Liverpool,
at Nashua with Express Train for Lowel
by causing a copy of this order to be published
hbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 62
and
Gentlemen:
About
twelve
while
travelago,
years
three
Boston,
weeks successively in the Maine State Press
arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
In bond... 1 50 @ 2 00
Scal’dpbx. 25 @ 30
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
and Eastern Argus,papers printed at Portland aforeNo. 1.
16 @
ing with Father Kemp’s Old Folks Concert Troupe
23 Gr’nd butter 1 50 @ 2 00
Train
for
that
Fitchburg and flloosac Tunsaid,
Liv.fine sack
they may appear at a Probate Court, to bo as a tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up
Mackerel,p bbl.
@ 2 25
nel Fine, aDd arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday of February
Seeds.
Bay No. 1.18 00 @21 00
at Newark, N. J. This cold brought on a severe atwith trains South and West.
-connecting
iuicuwu, auu uu ucaiu
Bay No. 2.14 00 @16 00 Clover, lb.... 13J@ 14
Train connects at Rochester
tack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
thereon, and object if they see cause.
Large 3... 11 00 @12 50 Red Top bag
@ 4 75
®
trains
for Dover, Boston, <$c.
m
Shore No.l 24 00 @26 50 H. Grass,bu. 2 87*@ 3 12*
ANGIER C. DUNNING, minor child and heir of
remedy for four weeks without avail, and was finally 4.00
P. rri. New York Express
No. 2....1600 @18 00
Drawing
do Canada
none
Rufus Dunning, late of Harpswell, deceased. Petito give up a most desirable position and reKroom Car to Worcester and
obliged
Sleeping car from
No. 3.... 8 50 @ 9 50
tion for license to sell and convey real estate, preSoap.
Worcester to New York via
all
turn
three
home
unable
to
a
note.
For
Springfield
Medium... 8 50 @ 9 50 ExSt’m R’i'd
8
sing
yoars
sented
@
by Heory B. Dunning, Guardian.
rail connecting at Grand Trunk Junction
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00 Family.
7
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. The first at@
ANNA B. PIPER, of Bridgton.
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
Account presentFlour.
No. 1.
@
6* ed for allowance by William Hill, Guardian.
tack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at West4 50 @ 5 75
Superfine
Spices.
brook Jnnction with trains of Maine CentSETH C. PITTS, late of Naples, deceased. First
so sensitive that the slightest cold would bring on a
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25 Cassia,pure. 38 @ 42
ral R. R. from Bangor, Rockland, and all inter,
and
final
account
xx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
presented for allowance by Daniel
Cloves. 55 @ 60
fresh attack, leaving me prostrated. In this way I
mediate Stations, at Nashna for Lowell and
Pitts, Administrator.
Pat’t Spring
Ginger.
@ 20
continued to suffer. The last attack—the severest I
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
wheats.... 8 00 @10 00 Mace. 1 65 @ 1 70
GEORGIANNA G. CARR & AL., minor children
Boston
<& Albany Railroad for
I suffered the most excruever had—was terrible.
Springfield,Albany
Mich’n Winand heirs of Lemonfc P. Carr, late or
Nutmegs.... 125 @ 130
Brunswick, deHartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
ter best.,.. 7 75 @ 8 00 Pepper.
ceased. Petition for license to sell and
@ 25
ciating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to ho
New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
convey real
Low grade
Starch.
estate, presented by Thomas U. Eaton, Guardian.
reserved at Worcester for this train.
scarcely able to speak, and coughed incessantly. I
9 @
Michigan.. 7 00 @ 7 25 Pearl.
10*
ADAM LEMONT, late of Brunswick, deceased.
6.20 p. in. train for Gorhnni,
thought I was going into quick consumption, and I Tickets
St.Louis winSugar.
Second account presented for allowance by Humsold and baggage checked to all importan
ter fair.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Granulated..
@ 10| phrey A. Randal), Administrator.
firmly believe that had these symptoms continued
points.
Win’rgood 8 00 @ 8 25 Coffee A.
@ 10|
Train leaves Worcester at4.35 P.
without
relief
would
have
rendered
me an easy
Express
they
JOSHUA
best. 8 50 @9 50 Extra C.
LUFKIN, late of Brunswick, deceased,
@ 10
ill., connecting with Express trains leaving
will and petition for the probate
Fruit.
C....
thereof, presented victim. When in this distressing condition I com@
9*
at 10 A. M.t and New York at 10.00
Albaoy
John
L.
by
Swift, one of the Executors therein menced the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Almonds,
Syrups. 60 @ 70
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
named.
Soft Shell.
21 @
22 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
I confess, as I had tried
®3F“Tickets
Catarrh,
very
reluctantly,
Shelled....
40 @
55
C.....
APHIA TRYON, late of Pownal, deceased. PetiAO xsA^jjaugu oucta, uuu at cue
-L’epot.
Nuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
CC...
@
9* tion lor administration, presented by Samuel L. Try- all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
j. M. LUNT, Supt.
Citron. 30 @ 33
Ex C.
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
@
9g on, older brother of said deceased.
my?
Stf
9
Currants....
Hav.Biown
8$@
ALICE P. SWEETSER, late of North
greatest relief. It is hardly possibly for one whose l
Dates.
7 @
8
Nos.12,16 10 @ 10* deceased. Petition that Nathaniel W. F.Yarmouth,
Sweetser
who
head
can
articulate
12
17
aches,
eyes
ache,
scarcely
@
Figs.
Refining...
7|@ 8* may be appointed Administrator,presented Charles
by
rtiofinpflir rvn opoatinf nt tlia
anpnmn atinno
Prunes**..,. 11 @ 14
Teas.
S. Sweetser, brother of said deceased.
Raisins,
Souchong.... 25 @ 45
in his throat to realize how much relief X obtained
-VIAISAAC J. SMALL, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Layer,new 2 90 @ 3 00 Oolong. 35 @ 50
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, prefrom the first application of Stanford’s Radical
L. M. new. 3 15 @ 3 30
do choice 55 @ 80
sented
of
by Asa Russell, Administrator.
New Val.
Cure. Under its influence, both internal and exJapan. 45 @ 70
do choice
SETH RAMSDELL, late of
70 @ 1 00
Pib.... ll|@ 12
Falmouth, deceased. ternal, I rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
Leave New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via WashLemons pbx 5 50 @ 6 (10
Tin.
Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, preof tho remedy since have been entirely free from Caington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or ColOranges pbx 3 50 @ 4 00 Straits. 25*@ 27* sented by William Purves, Administrator.
Grain.
umbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.: 8.40
English. 25 @ 27
tarrh for the first time in twelye years.
ALDEN BRADBURY, late of Westbrook, deand 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
New.
Char.
I.C...
9
25
9
Corn,
@ 50
ceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
Respectfully yours,
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
High Mixed 67 @ 68 Char. I.X...11 75 @12 00
and that letters of administration with the will anas above; and 3.00 P. M. Tuesday,
GEO.
do bag lots
HOUGHTON.
70 @
W.
73 Teme. 9 50 @10 50
Thursday, and
nexed, and letters of trust, may be issued to James
via Old Dominion Steamship to PortsMeal. 68 @ 70 Coke. 9 00 @10 00
Saturday
Jan.
Pennell of Westbrook, presented
Waltham, Mass.,
8,1876.
by Jones Pennell,
17 @ 18
mouth, Va„ and as above.
@ 1 25 Antimony...
Rye.
the Executor named in said will,
P.
I
S.
the
Radical
ofGEORGE
Core
purchased
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over
Barley. 75 @ 85 Zinc. 10*@ 11
GEORGE H. ENOS & AL., minor children and
H. ROGERS, Druggist, Rumford Building.
the entire line.
Oats. 50 @ 55
Tobacco.
heirs of Manuel Enos, late of Cape Elizabeth, deFine Feed.
Baggage checked through.
@30 00 Fives and Tens,
ceased, First and final accounts presented lor alInformation and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Best br’nds 74 @ 80
lowance by Charles Sampson, Guardian.
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
60 @
Medium...
70
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Gunpowder.
Common
55 @
60
SOLOMON JORDAN, late of Cape Elizabeth, de«
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office
Blasting..... 3 50 @4 00
-19 Aceased. First account and private claim against said
Connecting Lines.
Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50 Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’l Leaf...
90 @ 110
dec31d3mA. POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.
f°r allowance by Nancy
Hay.
Jordan,
Local and Constitutional Remedy.
Pres’d,pton.l2 00 @15 00 Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Varnish.
GERSHOM MANN, late of Cape Elizabeth, deStraw.10 00 @12 00 Damar.125 @ 1 75
This remarkable preparation has worked a revoluceased. First account and private claim against said
Iron.
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
tion in the treatment of Catarrh. It has demonstratestate, presented for allowance by Joseph Mann, ExCommon....
3 Furniture.. 1 25 @ 2 50
2g@
ecutor.
On and after Monday, Oct. 11th, 1875,
ed beyond all doubt that this disease, even in its se3 @
Refined.
Wool.
3£,
JORDAN ROBERTS, late of Cape Elizabeth, deverest forms, is curable, and that comfort and happiNorway.
6$@
7jj Fl’ce wash’d. 40 @ 42
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,
eased.
of
will
and
Cast Steel...
18 @
22 do nnwash’d
30 @
33
Copy
petition that the same may
ness may be made to follow years of misery, years oi
be verified and established as the will of said testaGerman St’l. 12 @ 14 I Pull’d.Super 50 @ 55
TRAINS
WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
a
of
it.
use
The
method
of
tor,
presented by Martha G. Roberts, widow ef said
suffering, by persistent
I Lamb Skins. 75 @ 80
deceased.
treatment originated by Dr. Sanford, viz., the local
Boston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
APOLLOS ROBINSON, late of Cape Elizabeth,
Portland Daily Press Stock Dint
and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillaarriving at 6.15 a. m„ 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
deceased. Final account presented for allowance by
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Corrected by Woodbuby & Moulton, Bankers and
tion, is the only one ever offered to the public that
William Robinson, Administrator.
Lynn, Salem, Newburyport and Portswill bear the test of time.
Brokers, 67 Exchange St.
mouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. in., 3.10 p.
CHARLES W. GILKEY, late of Portland, dePar Value. Offered Aske
in.
Descriptions
ceased. Petition for allowance out of personal esGloucester and Rockport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m
Gold,.Hi*... 113J tate, presented by Sarah C. Gilkey, widow ot said desanford’s
cure
Government 6’s, 1681, ...122*
Borer
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
ceased. Also first account presented for allowance
Government 5-20’s, 1865.117 ...117J by George F.
Wolf boro Rochester and Great Falls at
Emery, Administrator.
Is Prepared by Distillation.
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.119
.119*
CHARLES F, HAMBLEN & ALS., minor chilGovernment 5-20’s, July, 1867,.12l|....1213
Eliot. Month Berwick Junction,
dren and heirs of Lorenzo Hamblen, late of Port- i
Every plant and herb that yields ite medicinal es- KAittcry,
Government 5-20’s, July,1868,.122 ...,122j
North Berwick, Wells and Kenuebnuh
deceased. First accounts presented for allowland,
sence to it, is placed in an improved still and thero
Government 10-40’s. ........ 119§
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
119}
ance by Almira Hamblen, Guardian.
State oi Maine Bonds.106 ....106*
Bitfdeford, Saco, West Scarborough, Scarmingled with a solvent liquid, which, by heat, is
ARTEMAS PUTNAM, late of Portland, deceased.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 101 ....162
borough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. in.,
made to pass over into the receiver, beaiing with it
First account and private claim against said estate,
Portland City Bonds aid K. E. 99 ....100
3.10, 5.20 p. m.
the beaiing essences or juices of these plants and
Bath City Bonds. 99
presented lor allowance by John D. Leathe, Admin100
istrator.
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
.100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years. 99
free from every contamination, pure and colherbs,
Calais City Bonds.
99
100
HOBART RICHARDSON, late of Portland, deorless.
Thus the active, medical constituents of Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Cumberland National Bank,.. .1 40.. ,57.... 59
ceased. Petition for license to sell and convey reai
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays
Canal National Bank.1100.139
110
estate; also first account, presented by Hobart W. thousands of pounds of herbs may be condensed into
a. m.
First National Bank.100.135 .,..136
a very small compass.
In this way Sanford’s RadRichardson, Administrator.
Lynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8,27 p. m.
Casco National Bank,.100.135 ....136
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
ical Cure is divested of the nauseating, worthleis
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Merch ants’National Bank,.. .75. 99 ... 100
A true copy of the original Order.
Portsmouth at 11 a. in., 2.57,10.14 p. ro.
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.135
features of all other remedies, while its curative prop136
Attest:
HORACE
J.
Borer
at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
BRADBURY, Reg’r.
Portland Company,. 70
80
erties are increased tenfold.
It is positively the
Great Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 73
74
medical
at 12.10, 4.03,11.20 p. m.
of
Kennebnnk
the
greatest
triumph
age.
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100.103 ....105
PROBATE
NOTICE.
Middeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,. 88
90
Saco
Each
at
8.05
a.
contains
a
on
Treatise
Catarrh
and
package
m., 12.36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.
Maine Central R. R. Stock.180. 40 .,. 50
To all Persons interested in the Estate
Maine CentralR.R.Bonds,7’s.94 ... 95
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
Hereinafter Named.
EASTERN RA1LROAB TRAINS
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100. 87
89
For sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS &
a Court of Probate held at Portland within
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 88
89
run directly through to points on tho Maine Centra.
and for the County of Cumberland on the Third
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R.Bonds,gold,85
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connecTuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighttion in Portland with all Steamboats ami Railroad
een hundred and seventy-six, the
lyuse SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER for diverging therefrom.
following matter
Dry Wholesale Goods market.
having been presented for the action thereupon hereCramps and Pains, Colds and Chills.
Pullman Parlor and Sleeping Cars are
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.
inafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
run on all through trains.
W&S4t
Stops for refreshmen
That notice thereof be given to all persons interBrown Cottons.
Medium....25@27
made at the usual places,
a
of
this
order
ested,
to
be
by causing copy
published
Sheetings width, price. Prints best. @7j
oelldtfGEO.
BACHELDER, Supt.
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
Standard.. 36in. JX§)9J
medium.5J@7
and Eastern Argus, papers printed
at
PortHeavy.36... .8 @9
common.@54
land aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
Grand Trunk E. R. of Canada.
Medium. ...36... .7 @8$
Pink and buff
8J@9
Court to be held at said Portland on the First TuesFine.36....7 @9
Woolens.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
Shirtings.28... .6 @7} Bv’rsU’ns6-4 .1 37J 2 25 day of March next, at ten of the clock in the foreFlannels heavy
.25@32 “MoscowO-4.. .2 75 5 00 uuuu, auu ue iicaru uiereon, anu oo.ieet li tney see
WUNTTHirt
medium
ABBA IS GEMENT
..14@25 Cassimere black 1 00 175 cause, the first publication to be thirty days at least
Bleached Cottons.
fancy. .62 1 60 before the time so assigned.
Good.36in 10@13 Coatings “3-d. 100 175
ALFRED VAIL, late of Morristown, in the Coun0n
and
niter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
rtllirffffTil'
Medium. .36.... 9 @ 9$
3-4 1 50(3)4 00
ty of Morris, and State ot New Jersey, deceased.
aW*™*®* I rains will run as follows:
9
7
Doeskins
bl’
train
00
Authenticated
of
Will
7.00
@
and
a.
m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Light.36
the probate thereof
3-4:100@4
copy
Express
Mail train for Gorham and intermediate stations a
Sheetings. .9-8.13@17 Jeans Kentucky. 16c@371 proved and allowed in said County of Morris, and
the
that
same
he
a.
m.
...5-4.12$@18 Repellants.80@115 petition
7.10
may
filed, allowed and re..10-4....32*@34 Satinets.3G@70 corded in said County of Cumberland, and letters
Express train at 1,40 p. m for Auburn and Lewmiscellaneous.
Blankets.
iston.
testamentary issued thereon, presented by Amanda
Denims good.... 16 @20 Camp 7ft.110@1 20
O. Vail and Theodore Little, the surviving Executors
Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stamedium.. 12@16 Colored ^ pr,.. 2 76@3 75
therein named.
tions to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
Corset Jeans—
White 10-4.3 00@0 50
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
Bleach’d & slate 9 @!0i
Cotton Batting.
A true copy of the original order.
p. m.
Brown.... 9 @10J 50tb bales 1 lb rolls. 10@15
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURY, Register.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1
Sateens
Warp Yarn. @224
w3w4
p. m.
Blch’d& brown 11@12 Twine.
Trains will arrive as follows:
@25
Medium. @ 9 Wicking.25@30
Mall train irom Gorham and intermediate stations
Commissioners9 Notice.
Cambric. 6 @7
8.30 a. m.
Crocking*.
Delaines cot. & wl.
undersigned, having been appointed by the
All wool 3-4.45@50
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a.
Honorable Judge of probate for the County of
All wool.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and the West at
7-8.55@60 Cumberland
on the third
78 extra. 65@70
Spot wool......27
Tuesday of December, A.
p. m.
D. 1875, Commissioners to receive and examine the
Crash.
Ginghams good.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at
Medium.8@10 Heavy.J24@16 claims of ciedltors against the estate of Francis Sy5.45 p. m.
Tcking good.18@22£
Medium.64@10 monds, late of Raymond, in said County, deceased,
represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
Brills.
Medium.124@16
Light.9A@12 Brown heavy 30...10 @12 months from the date of said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which to present and prove
Bags, good.26@27£ Medium
30_9@11
their claims and'that they will be in session at the following places and times lor the purpose of receiving
is hereby given, that the subscriber
the same viz: At the dwelling house of Oliver P. JorAHD
has been duly appointed Executor ot
the
dan, in said Raymond, on the fourth day of March,
Will of
and the seventeenth dayot June, at ten o’clock A.
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST
said
of
each
of
M.,
days.
NANCY W. DEERING, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has takTickets sold at Reduced
en upon himself that
trust as the law directs.
iiouers.
Hand
Bill
All persons having demands upon the estate ot
To Canada. Detroit, Chicago, iTIilwnuw3w4
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
kee, Cincinnati. Mt. Louts. Omaha,
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
Commissioners’ Notice.
Naginnw, *t. Caul, Halt Cake City,
upon to make payment to
Denver, San Pranci.ro,
GEORGE W. DEERING, Executor.
undersigned having been appointed by tbe
and all points in the
Hon. Judge of Probate for the County of CumPortland. Jan. 18,1876.jan20dlaw3wTli»
berland, on the third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1876,
Northwest* West and tiiomiiwcst.
is hereby given that the subscriber has
Commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
J. C. FUBNIVAL, Agt.
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
creditors against the estate of Silvanus Sweetser, late
of North Yarmouth, in said county, deceased, repreprinted at slioi t
JUDITH S. JORDAN, late of Raymond,
GKAND
TRUNK
THF,
RAILWAY is insplendi
sented insolvent, hereby give public notice tnat six
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,and has takcondition, is well equipped with trst-class rolling
months from the date of said appointment are alen upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
is
the
and
best
connections and quickstock,
making
lowed to said creditors in which to present and prove
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
their claims, and that they will be in session at the
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
PAl.ACE
DRAWING ROOM
house of N, W. F. Sweetser, in North Yarmouth, for
({^“PULLMAN
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upAN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
the purpose of receiving the same, on Wednesday,
on to make payment to
1.51)
Portland
at
m.
the twenty-third day of February, 1876, and on Monp.
leaving
WASHINGTON JORDAN, Executor,
» Baggage checked from
Portland to Detroit and
day, the seventeenth day of July, 1876.
of New Gloucester.
notice.
Dated this nineteenth day of January, 1876, at
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaRaymond, Jan. 18th, 1876.w3w3*
tion.
North Yarmouth,
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
DAVID G. LORING,
Vaults Cleaned.
any amount exceeding $50 in valuo (and that personISAACS. STAN WOOD.
No. Yarmouth, Jan. 22, 1876.
al) unless notice is given, and paid lor at t he rate o
w3w4
ORDERS promptly attended to by eallln g
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
at or addressing
R. GIBSON
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W* PRINTING neatly executed at
588 Congress Street
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Ihia Office.
janl
}
Portland, June 21,1875.
jne!7dtf

A

The splendid new iron steamship

will leave Portland fcr
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 p. m., arriving nt Portland at
1.15, 5.

o.io p.

—

Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

at

Cantion.—Be sure you get the “PEKITVIAN
SYRUP” (not Peruvian Bark.) Sold by dealers
a

Through bills

Agents.

With connection* to Frincp Edward I*.
land, Capo Hretonand Mt Jlotiu*, N. F.

SPECIAL

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and alcCLELLAN.
From Prorldenee every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 210 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. II. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., C. A. Chlpley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Boston.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Passenger Trains

plaints, Arc.
Thousands have been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, Bickly, suffering creatures, to
Btrong, healthy, happy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
__

generally.
A 32-rage pamplet, containing

LINE TO

1M.UL

week.

a

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CEANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Front lloston direct erery TEESDAV
and SATEKDAV.

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

mors, Diseases of the

HOTEL TO LEASE.

President,
dtf

RAILROAD.

iDyspepsia, Debility,
Dropsy, Chills and

oc!2dtf

THE NEW

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
*73

ocll

Boston & Maine

Blood.

TUB PERUVIAN
SYRUP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood, Tones
up the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures

Room in tlie Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Andy to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

Pour times

ton 6c Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams*, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little& Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK,

'3'40„ **:,

on

UDWJ

46

144
25
2 10
90
60
50
55

GOING

7000 FEET OF LAND. Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
B. for Lancaster, Whitefield,
w n,
Littleton,
Well
s
back for lull value if built upon.
River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
AC.
OkCi,
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
--Passenger train from Portland for
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
Uppei Bartlett and intermediate stations.
good condition and on easy terms.
GOING EAST.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage of citv real estate.
8-°®
MATTOCKS & FOX,
,A; M.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
a*1** uBermediate
nov24d3m
stations, arriving in Portland at
183 Middle St.
j
ll.lo a. m.
,-‘® **M.—Passenger tiain from
Fabyan’s in
train from Johnson, Vt.,
F. G, Patterson’s Eeal Estate
T^11! thfoagb
arrivmg in Portland
at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE connections.
BULLETIN.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish
Corner.
MONEY
TO
LOAN
Wm f°r
CoIIli8h> Porter, Kezar Falls and'
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
Fieedom
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
At Fryeburg for
Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
G.
PATTERSON^dealer in Real Estate. Office 379J
Congress street, williams' Block, between Myrtle
trains leave Portland daily at D.20
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

Let.

HOUSEtbe premises*

TRAINS WILL RUN AS FOLLOWS:

Fok* Sale.

FOUNDS

A

NEW CONNECTION®.
Ou and nflci- WEDNEHBAV, ‘.Md, iukt.
and until furifaer notice.

Washington

&

STEAMSHIP LIAS

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

of land

Norfolk, Baltimore

YORK,

OF AM

(lie Only inside
Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Cape Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Deering, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Fine streets.
Full supply of water throughout tlie year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.
in

LINE

This is

barn and

acres

any

Dog: Lost.

FOR NEW
AHEAD

acres

ja28dlw*

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER, answering to
the name of Charlie. A liberal reward will l>e
given to the person returning him to Mr. A. SPRING
130 Dantorth street.ja28dlw*

!>TOMNGTON

For Sale or to Let.

or retail business by a
young man of experience in both single and double
entry. Terms reasonable. Address BOOKKEEPia28det*
ER, Box 1932, City.

LOST AND

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG IIR

BROWN

distressed

in

FOB MALE.
SUBSTANTIAL Three Story Brick HouBe,
No. 41 Winter Street; 10 linished rooms, gas,
hard and soft water; all in perfect order; ready for
occupancy; will be sold at a great bargain; terms
easy; for particulars inquire of
UPHAM & GAKDINEK,
No. T Exchange Street.
janl2dlm*

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

HOUSE,
out-buildings,
and 16
of land, at Saccarappa.
OTIS
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and 7

Manchester "Va.
to aid a
wifi

Wanted.
as Bookkeeper

RAILROADS.

A

Ililorfiliation Wanted.

employment
EVENING
jobbing, manufacturing

REAL ESTATE.

210

molasses.
Porto Eico..
45 @
55
Cieniuegos...- 40 @ 43
Muscovado..
36 @
38
New Orleans
65 @
75
Barbadoes... 45 @ 47
Sagua. 39 @ 41
Nails.
Cask.
@ 3 50
Naval Stores.
bbl..
@ 3 75
Tar, 4?
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin. 3 50 @ 6 00

Sperm.

to work in a store or assist it
Good reference given. Address P

man

830._

Shingles,

Pictou. 7 50 @ 8 00
Chestnut.... 7 00 @ 7 50
Franklin.... 9 00 @ 9 50
Lehigh &W.
Ash. 8 00 @ 8 50
Coffee.
31 @
lb
33
Java,
Rio. 22*@ 23*
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
Mol. City..
@ 245|

Sug.City..
@215
Sug. C’try. 1 45 @ 1 50
Pine Sugar
box shooks 68 00 @70 00
Hhd. Headings,
Spruce, 35
in.
@24 00

young
BY copying.
O. Box

"3

OUUC OLCC1..

Green. 3 00 @ 4 50 Spring Steel.
84@ 12
Dri’d West’n
9 @
12 Sheet Iron..
44
do Eastern.
44@
12 Common....
9 @
ir. C.
64@
A. he..
6j
Pearl, $» lb. it @ 11? Russia. 154® 164
9f@ 12
Pot.
7j@ 10 Galy.
Lard.
Benna.
Ib...
Pea. 2 00 @ 2 25 Kegs 4?
13|@ 14
Mediums.... 175 @2 00 Tierces^ lb. 13f@ 14
2
25
Pail.
15 @
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @
151
Caddies.
16 @ 164
Box Shook".
75
Lead.
Pine. 60 @
Sheet & Pipe
Bread.
9 @
9j
Pilot Sun.... 9 00 @11 00 Pig.•••••. 8@
S|
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8 00
Leather.
Ship. 6 00 @ 5 50 New York,
Crackers
Light. 27 @ 29
100.
35 @ 40 Mid. Weight. 28 @ 30
Butter.
Heavy....... 284® 31
Family, £> lb 30 @ 35 Slaughter... 35 @ 40
Store. 25 @ 30 Am. Calf.... 100 @ 110
t'nudle".
Lime.
Mould, lb.
@13 Rockland c’sk.
@ 130
Sperm. 35 @ 37J
Lumber.
Charcoal.
Clear Pine,
Pine.
ffi 12 Nos. 1& 2...45 00 @55 00
Hard Wood,
No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
Oak.
No 4. 25 00 @35 00
@ 13
MaBlrcb,
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
ple.
@ 17 Spruce.12 00 @15 00
Pit Burned,
Hemlock... .10 00 @12 00

Verm’t.^lb 13 @
Factory. 13 £@
N. Y. Dairy.
12*@
Coal—(Retail).
Cumberland 8 50 @ 9

Situation Wanted.

BiJr Maine papers willing
please copy.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
appiCHt

WANTS.

excre-

ments at the same place, but is provided with
a good, dry, warm, well-littered and well-ventilated pen to sleep in, and with a yard which
Furit can walk into at its own pleasure.
ther, there is no animal that is more fond of

WIIEELER,

NE VYSPA PER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R.

I.

year, and is now. one of the
largest,
weekly paper in Maine. Terms

ADVERTISING AGENTS

50 cents.

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every
-ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Pure

Corn

description

Starch,

137“* Special rates to campaign clubs.

MANUFACTURED BY

EXCELSIOR STARCH CO.,

From the Best Selected Materials,
For sale bv all the Grocers, in every variety ot nack*
age for Table and Laundry use.
ALPHEUS H. HARDY & rn
New England Agents*

PURE OLIVE OIL

urers* use.
also
Selected brauila of l.eghoru and
Bordeaux
Constailtly on hand and
for sale by
”■

—

has been enlarged and
greatly Improved the past
fnllest and best
#2.00 per year in
six
advance;
months for #1.00; three months for

GEOROE P. ROWELL & CO.,

—

D3P" A local agent is wanted in every ♦-'wr.

I

fcS^Sixicimeu copies sent free.

Address,

SALAD OIL
__

ALPHEUS H. HARDY

& CO.,
Importers & Gen. Commission Merchants,

Rates!

wl3w45

Steamers Elcanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted np
with lino accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortalde route for
travellers betweeD New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from'New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra
G(kx1b forwarded to ana from
Philadelphia, MonSJ* ,John’ and a11 Parts of Maine.
WT* rcighte taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the
leave
Portland. For further information days they
apply to
^eneral Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E.
k, New York.
Pickets and State Iiooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

tr^S“e->T;

Pfo lay State atreel> Bouton.

Is hereby giveD, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon bimseli
trust of Administrator ot the estate of
JOHN S. CRAM, late of Baldwin,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persons having demands
upon tho estate ot said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
to
estate are called
inistrator.
w3wl
Baldwin, Jan. 18,1876.

the

Benj. F. Chadbourne,
ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW.

So.
acc!2

W aterboro,
MAINE.

d,W(Sw3m51

PORTLM

1 (!0.

